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ABSTRACT 
The feasibihty of using components from four small helicopters and 
an airship envelope as the basis for a quad-rotor research aircraft 
was studied. 
Prehminary mvestigations included a review of candidate hardware 
and various combmatlons of rotor craft/aIrship configurations. A 
selected vehicle was analyzed to assess Its structural and perform-
ance characteristIcs. 
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FOREWORD 
The Prelimmary Design Study of a Hybrid Alrship for Flight Research 
has been performed by Goodyear Aerospace Corporatlon, Akron, Ohio 
under NASA-Ames Contract No. NAS2-10777. 
Mr. Peter D. Talbot, Hybrid Airshlp Technology Program Manager at 
NASA-Ames, served as the Techmcal Momtor. The Goodyear Aerospace 
Project Engmeer was Mr. Donald B. Block, and the princlpal 
mvestigator was Mr. Ronald G. E. Browmng. 
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SECTION I - INTRODUCTION 
Recent studies have ind1cated military and c1vil needs for vertical lift of payloads 
exceeding the payload capacity of existing and anticipated heavy lift helicopters. Mihtary 
needs include lifting heavy battlefield equipment and off-loading container ships over 
undeveloped shores. Examples of civil applications include logging and transport and 
enplacement of heavy equipment for large construction projects. 
Use of mulbple rotor veh1cles appears to be a cost effect1ve way to lift these heavy 
payloads since such vehicles can use existmg helicopter propulsion and rotor systems. 
Hybrid aircraft employing rotor systems and a buoyant lifting hull appear to be part1cularly 
attractive, espec1ally for extremely heavy lift, due to the relatively lower cost of buoyant 
lift. 
The development of hybrid lifting dev1ces is not without precedent. Fifty years ago, 
Oehm1chen, a Frenchman, flew a rotor-equipped alrSh1p (Figure 1-1). More recent attempts 
have been made with twin lift helicopter arrangements where two helicopters work m 
tandem to lift a single load. 
The first available reference made to a twin lift was in an experiment conducted by Boeing 
vertol in the late 1950's. Two H-Z 1 C helicopters were used to explore the operational 
suitability of the concept, but the experiment did not prove to be successful. 
A decade later, Sikorsky Aircraft performed a feasibility test of twin lift for the Army. 
The demonstrabon utihzed two CH-54B helicopters joined by a "twin lift kit" (ref. 1) 
which provided a lift capability almost double that of a single CH-54B. 
The conclus1ons generated from th1S demonstration as postulated by ref. 1 were: 
1. The hover and low speed reg1mes of the twm lift mission were 
demonstrated to be feas1ble. 
Z. The success of this test must to some degree be attributed to the 
visibility available from the aft facing pilot's station of the lead aircraft. 
Prec1sion placement and gentle touchdown depend upon some means of 
observing the load. 
3. The pilot effort required to fly the No. Z or following a1rcraft is high. 
4. Altitude and vertical velocity cues are inadequate when load shadows are 
not Vlsible. (A radar altimeter or a load sightmg device 15 recommended 
for the hovermg phase.) 
5. Cable angle dlSplays for the forward facing pilot of the No.2 aircraft are 
of little value unless they can be located in the field of view he uses for 
formation flymg. 
6. Centering the spreader bar directly over the load 1S a difficult task. Some 
thought should be given to developing a dev1ce or system to assist the 
pilots in pilots 1n this task. 
1-1 
Figure 1-1 - Oehmlchen's HybrId AirshIp (1931) 
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7. The only aircraft limit approached during these tests was the dual engme 
torque limit. ThlS occurred when coming to a stop WIth the 40,000 pound 
load and was due to the followmg aircraft assuming the maJor portion of 
the task to decelerate the load. 
8. Any swaying of the bar and load exhibited was in a simple pendulum mode. 
Any edgewlSe oscillations of the bar dampened out rapidly. 
9. With master/slave couplings and load stabilization systems mstalled much 
higher speeds should be possible. 
The quad-rotor configuratIon is a vehicle that has the potential to alleviate some of the 
problems noted above with respect to speed and pilot workload. It employs a single 
centralized fly-by-wire (FBW) control system. Figure 1-2 Illustrates a proposed buoyant 
heavy-lift production vehicle. 
Because the quad rotor configuration 15 unlike any vehIcle ever produced, a small scale 
flIght research vehicle for ground and flIght test, a "quad rotor research aircraft", IS 
needed. 
Building a research aircraft which can be tested both as a nonbuoyant quad-rotor (QRRA) 
configuratIon and as a buoyant quad-rotor (BQRRA) configuration is proposed. The 
research vehIcle will serve to: 
1. Prove the feasIbili ty of the concept 
2. Investigate systems mtegration aspects 
3. Verify analyslS and test results 
4. Investigate operatIonal characterlStics 
5. Develop handling qualities criterIa 
6. Enable investIgatIon of configuratIon refinements 
1-3 
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Figure 1-2 - Goodyear Quad-Rotor Heavy Lift Airship Concept 
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SECTION n - STUDY METHODOLOGY 
1. APPROACH 
A systematlc approach to the development of a prelimInary design of a hybrid airshIp for 
flIght research was undertaken m accordance with the overall program plan identified in 
Figure 2-1. The major tasks In the study are: 
1. To determine the best configuratlon that combines four modifIed small 
helIcopters and an appropriate aerostat into a research aircraft suitable 
for ground and piloted flIght test 
2. To perform a prelIminary stress and structural dynamics analysis and 
generate a group weight statement 
3. To define a suitable flight control concept 
4. To predict the performance of the aircraft and evaluate its controllability 
and safety 
5. To estimate acquisItion cost and a development schedule 
Note that the baseline desIgn was contmually Iterated, based on outputs from the 
analytlcal tasks in order to arrIve at an optlmal solution. 
Once the Hughes OH-6A helicopter was selected as the preferred rotor system, a 
subcontract to Hughes was issued. All helicopter data were thus provided by the 
manufacturer. 
2. METHODS 
Due to the comprehensive nature of a total vehIcle desIgn, several analytical tools were 
utilIzed to address speCIfic problem areas. These are identified m Table 2-1. Additional 
detauls contaIned in the section indicated in the table. 
3. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS 
a. Wind Tunnel Testmg 
Consideratlon was gIven to testing the full scale FRV in the 80-by-lZ0-foot wind tunnel at 
NASA-Ames. Figure Z-Z shows a proposed FRV that utilized a GZZO envelope in the tunnel 
test section. 
The ratlo of vehicle span to model span 15 0.85. Wind tunnel literature suggests that the 
upper limIt for the ratIo of rotor span to tunnel width be between 0.6 and 0.7 (ref. Z,3). 
The frontal area blockage of the FRV, as shown in Figure Z-Z, is approxImately ZO percent. 
The upper limit on this type of blockage is generally consIdered to be 10 percent (ref Z,3). 
With these limItations, any data collected would require large corrections and therefore be 
of questionable reliability. 
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TABLE 2-1 - COMPUTERIZED ANALYSES 
- -
Item Output Section 
Component drag predictIon First-order drag contrlbution of the m 
mterconnecting structure 
Tail rotor analysls Power and thrust requirements for m 
speclfic tall rotors used as auxlliary 
propulsors 
Computer aided design Sectlonal dlsplays of mterconnectmg V 
structure 
Mass properties Vehlcle mass property data by element V 
Structural analysis AXIal load and bending moment of inter- V 
(STRUDL-ll) connectlng structure members and pre-
diction of jomt deflectlons 
Flight slmulatIon Six degree-of-freedom real-tIme hybrld VII, vm 
plio ted slmulatIon 
Trlm program SlX degree-or-freedom calculatlon of IX 
hover fllght envelope 
A more severe llmitatlon 15 that the FRV tests would be restricted to a very small range of 
yaw and pltch angles. Smce there are very Ii ttle avallable test data for alrshlp envelopes at 
yaw angles greater than 20 degrees, the tunnel testIng of a full-scale FRV would be of 
questionable value due to physlcal constramts that would exclude data in the 20 deg 
:s. ¢ :s. 180 deg. range. Hence, test10g of the full-scale FRV 1n the 80-by-lZO foot W10d 
tunnel does not appear to be feaSIble. 
b. Static Test Stand 
As an alternative to wind tunnel testing, consideration was glven to mounting the FRV on 
an external test stand at NASA-Ames. 
However, since the mean extreme dally peak gust at 110ffett Field (based on data collected 
from 1945-1977) is 40 knots (ref. 4), the FRV envelope would experlence slgmficant loads 
that could not be dImln15hed by rotatlon 10 a statIc mstallatlon. Thus, there would be a hlgh 
probablhty of envelope deflation. 
Hence, test10g of the FRV in the static test stand does not appear feaslble. 
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SECTION m - CONFIGURATION ANALYSIS 
1. APPROACH 
Figure 3-1 identifIes the maJor elements of the tradeoff study that ensured the optImal 
overall flIght vehIcle research confIguratIon. 
The first step in the configuration analysis was to select a baseline combination, generate 
typical hardware elements, and then Iterate the desIgn based on the varying mputs as 
defined by the partIcular hehcopter attributes. In this study, the OH-6A/GZZO grouping 
represented the baseline case. The mItlal conceptual layout lS shown m Figure 3-Z. 
Having estabhshed the baSIC geometry of the vehicle, several different configurations were 
generated using varIOUS envelope sizes and helicopter types. Prelimmary stress and weight 
mvestigations were performed for each of the vehicles to provide adequate data for 
continued analyslS. 
Rudimentary performance analyses were undertaken using a lateral plane hover trim pro-
gram and an airship SImulation program. The preliminary trim program (Figure 3-3) inputs 
varIOUS vehicle characterlStics and wmd data. It generates: predIcted maximum hover wind 
speed at various angles of sideslip; control forces and moment; control stick deflections, 
and cyclic deflections. 
A block diagram of the advanced aIrshIp SImulation is provided m Figure 3-4. A discussion 
of this model is provided in Section VIII. In essence, results of the SImulation yield compara-
tlve data for vehicle control capabihties. 
It was necessary at this point to identify some reference criteria for the evaluation of each 
vehIcle's performance data. Several approaches to the specification of control power re-
qUIrements can be postulated by: 
1. Reference to Mn.-SPEC requirements, such as Mn.-F-83300, for vrOLs m 
SImilar roles. 
Z. Piloted simulatIon, through varying parameters Important to hover 
maneuvering characteristlcs, while performing a specific task. 
3. AnalysIS, based on some performance crIterion such as hover preCIsion 
control power to trim, power failure, or response. 
Though developments have been made by both NASA and GAC with respect to Item 2, above, 
this was not an available option at the tIme. 
Item 1 is a useful reference, but hybrId vehIcles fall outSIde the familiar range of vrOLs and 
may require separate handling qualities crIterIa. 
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Item 3 appears to be the most plausIble approach although it requires an analytlcal model 
of the FRV. Usmg this method, some of the design conditlons are: 
• Wmd and turbulence 
• Sideslip angle 
• Buoyancy ra ho 
• Single propulsIon umt fallure 
• Hover precision 
As a way of beginnmg the analysIs, the following arbltrarlly chosen NASA guldehnes were 
consIdered: 
1. The desIgn wmd conditlon for stahonkeeping IS 20 knots steady wind at 
sea level on a standard day. 
2. The aIrshIp shall be capable of statlonkeepmg m a steady wmd up to 
sideslip angles of :: 30 degrees. 
3. For a step change in wmd SIdeslip angle of 10 degrees, the aIrshIp shall hold 
posltlon over the ground wlthm 10 feet. 
4. For a step change m wInd speed of 10 knots, the aIrshIp shall hold pOSltlon 
wIthin 5 feet. 
5. For a single engme fallure under the most adverse trIm condItIons, the 
airshIp shall lose less than 50 feet of altltude and change hover posItion 
over the ground less than 100 feet before control 15 recovered by the 
pllot. The aIrship shall be controllable wIth one engme out so that the 
pllot can make a safe landing. Load JettIson can be assumed. 
6. AIrshIp pIlot command response at the most extreme trIm condltlOns m a 
steady wInd (wlthm 5 seconds) shall exhIbIt the followmg: 
• Longltudmal change of velOCIty over the ground of 10 feet per second 
• Lateral velocity over the ground of five feet per second 
• Rate of Climb of 400 feet per mmute 
• Yaw or pItch rate of SIX degrees per second and a roll rate of 10 de-
grees per second 
7. The requirements must apply to buoyancy ratIOS correspondmg to maxI-
mum and zero useful loads. 
2. HELICOPTERS 
a. ReqUlrements 
Several quahtles were Imtially established as beIng hIghly deSIrable for the chosen hehcop-
ter: 
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1. The helicopter should be lightweight to keep the overall vehIcle smaller 
and less costly. 
2. For safety considerations, a twin-engine helicopter system is desirable. 
3. Since the helicopter would be restramed in some manner by its support 
frame, an art1culated rotor system would handle the adverse moments 
bemg placed on the system better than a rig1d rotor system. An 
articulated rotor system would also be the type of rotor system most 
likely to be incorporated mto a future heavy lift a1rship design. 
ConsideratIon was also given as to the candidate helicopter's availability as GFE. A helicop-
ter model furnIShed by the government would be h1ghly desirable for this program from a 
cost standpoint. 
Two goals were identified for on the selection of an envelope for the FRV. The most crih-
cal IS to mmimize cost wh1ch in essence mandates the use of an exISting envelope. 
Choos1ng a new envelope design could double the cost. The envelope should also if possible, 
perm1t the FRV to attam a range of buoyancy ratios between 0.5 and 1.0. 
,2. Cand1date Equipment 
A list of potential helicopter candidates is presented in Table 3-1. Note that the eqwpment 
is grouped by rotor diameter; .!:.!:., less than 25 feet, 25-30 feet, 30-35 feet, and greater 
than 35 feet. Although there are several helicopters available of the class called for in this 
study, two models stand out as particularly attractive - the Hughes 500 and the 
M esserschmitt-Bolkow-Blohm BO-l 05. 
The Hughes 500 has a small rotor diameter (26.33 ft) and a very light airframe (1088 
pounds). It can develop 2550 pounds of thrust and has an articulated rotor system. The 
most attractIve feature of the Hughes 500, however, is that it is owned in quantity by the 
government m the form of the OH-6A. Since the design of the FRV requires four helicopter 
systems, hehcopters supphed as government-furnished equ1pment represent a signif1cant 
cost savings for thIS program. 
The Messerschmitt-Bolkow-Blohm BO-105 is attractive primarily because of 1ts twin-
engme system which provides a significant safety advantage, especially in a research or 
experimental type veh1cle. The BO-l05 also prov1des more available thrust (5070 pounds). 
ObV10US disadvantages of the BO-l05 are its rigid rotor system (refer to Section 3.2.a) and 
acqwsition cost. -
Table 3-2 shows the approximate base pr1ce of five of the preferred candidate helicopters. 
As the table md1cates, select10n of a helicopter that IS not GFE represents a substantial 
cost penalty to the program. 
3. CANDIDATE VEHICLES 
Several of the candidate helicopters were combined with various envelope sizes. The result-
ing preliminary configurations are listed in Table 3-3. The envelope sizes shown are those 
that would provide the desired range of buoyancy rat10s ({3), 0.5 ~ {3~ 1.0. As Table 3-3 
1ndicates, the OH-6A is the only helicopter that can be combined with an eX1stmg envelope 
and yIeld the des1red range of {3 • The GZ20 is the designation of the airship envelope 
currently in use with the Goodyear Tire Be Rubber Company's fleet of public relations 
airships. 
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CICar'e 
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Uranlly -
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Berger 
Lnslrom 
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lIehcop Jel 
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CountJy Model 
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TABLE 3-1 - CANDIDATE HELICOPTERS 
I:.n~llle Holor sy!>tem Wel~ht I oadlfi~!> 
DI!>c ~lax Mux Mux 
DhlllI area I:.lllpty TO dl!>c pwr 
!\lakc ~lodel II P No Jype llldde!> (ft) (ft2) (Ill) (Ill) (p!>1) (psI) 
4C-27 190- _ 1 Rigid 4 24 94 471 43 1034 1794 3 74 9 28 
200 
LYCOlIIlllg IVO-J60 180 1 Artlcululed 3 23 75 442 0 1020 1670 3 77 9 27 
AlA 
Wankel 180 1 ::. enn - rigid 3 24 27 46.! 85 1014 1587 N/A N/A 
Lycomlllg 410-360 190 I AI tlculatcd 3 26 84 565 5 1050 2050 J 62 N/A 
-dia 
Alh!>on 250-C18A 317 I Articulated .. 26 33 544 6J 1088 2550 N/A N/A 
AIII!>on 250-C20B 420 1 Arllculnted 5 26 5 547 81 1320 JOOO 5 48 7 14 
Lyconnng 0-320 150 1 Trl-Iunged 2 25 17 197 4 764 1300 2 61 10 48 
-A28 
Lycomlllg IVO- 540 350 1 Arllculaled 2 28 67 N/A 1800 2700 4 65 9 84 
-AlA 
Conlmcntu1 C90 90 I 1I11{Id 2 26 25 N/A 6J9 904 N/A N/A 
l.yconullg ~1I0- J60 205 1 AI tlculated 3 J2 0 804 0 1495 2200 2 74 10 73 
-HAD 
Lycommg 1I10-J60 225 1 Articulated J J4 0 908 0 1560 2600 2 86 11 56 
-IIAD 
Alhson 250-(, 2011 420 1 ArlCulated 3 32 0 804 1250 2300 2 86 \) 58 
AIII!>on 250-C28C 550 2 HIllld 4 J2 211 N/A 2622 5070 5 43 6 25 
rurllomeca U, J'A 500 1 -- 4 JO 113 747 992 2336 3 13 N/A 
LOll 
Alh!>on 250-C 20ll 420 1 ::'enn-rlgld 2 33 JJ 873 1615 3200 N/A N/A 
1 ulllomeca l11ll 870 1 Articulated J 36 15 N/A 2520 4850 N/A N/A 
LyconUllg 1.1 ::'101 616 1 Articulated J 35 02 N/A 2304 4300 N/A N/A 
-600Al 
Alhwn 250-C20F 425 2 3 35 02 N/A 2712 4630 N/A N/A 
•• 
TABLE 3-2, - PREFERRED HELICOPTERS 
Max Empty 
Rotor thrust welght Approx base 
Manufacturer Deslgnatlon diam/blades Power plant (lb) (lb) prlce (1980) 
Brantly/- B-2,B 2,3.75 ft/3 Lycoming 1670 840 $ 60,000 
Hynes 180 HP 
Hughes OH-6A 2,6.33 ft/5 Allison 3000 950 $2,57,500* 
317 HP 
Enstrom 2,80C-Shark 32,.0 ft/3 Lycommg 2,2,00 12,95 $117,300 
2,05 HP 
MBB BO-l05 32..2,8 ft/4 Alhson 5070 2,172. $680,000 
790 HP (2,) 
Aerospatlale Twinstar 35.06 ft/3 Allison 4630 2,42,7 $510,000 
*Price for Hughes 500 D 
OH-6A may be available GFE 
850 HP (2, ) 
When the BO-l05 helicopter is matched wlth the GZ2,O envelope, the buoyancy ratios avail-
able become much less than those deSlred for the FRV. ThlS is prlmarily due to the heavler 
welght of the twin-engine helicopter. 
The varlOUS configuratlons are shown in Figure 3-2, and Figures 3-5 to 3-9. Highlights of 
each conflgura tion are as follows: 
1. Figure 3-2, - Hughes 500 (OH-6A) helicopter and GZ2,O envelope. This ar-
rangement shows a GZ2,O envelope with the car removed and replaced 
with a support frame for four Hughes 500 helicopters. The tail boom and 
tall rotor have been removed from each helicopter. 
2,. Figure 3-5 - BO-l05 helicopter and GZ2,O envelope. ThlS arrangement 
shows the dimensions mvolved in deSlgning a support frame to 
accommodate four BO-IOS helicopters and the GZ2,O envelope. The tail 
boom and tall rotor have been removed from each helicopter. 
_ 3. Figure 3-6 - BO-IOS hehcopter and a dedlcated envelope. This arrange-
ment reflects the effect of incorporating a larger envelope into the de-
sign. The envelope volume is 370,000 cubic feet. 
4. Figure 3-7 - Aerospatiale helicopter and dedicated envelope. This figure 
indicates the dimensions associated with combining Aerospatiale twinstar 
helicopters and an envelope with a volume of 370,000 cubic feet. 
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TABLE 3-3 - FRV CONFlGURATIONS STUDIED 
ENVELOPE LIFT (LBS) BUOYANCY RATIO 
HELICOPTER SIZE STATIC ROTOR TOTAL NET MAX EMPTY 
lFT3~ PAYLOAD 
B-2B 187,233 11 ,174 6,680 17,854 6,680 0 62 1 00 
OH-6A 205,270* 12,292 12,016 I 24,308 12,177 0 51 1 01** I 
280C 240,115 14,452 8,800 I 23,252 8,800 0 58 1 00 
BO-105 205,270* 12,292 20,460 I 32,752 13,232 0 38 0 63 
BO-105 370,000 22,156 20,460 42,616 20,460 0 53 1 00 
TWlnstar 370,000 22,156 18,520 40,676 17,900 0 55 0 97 
*GZ-20 ENVELOPE ** BETA = 0.85 FOR CONFIGURATION WITH AUXILIARY PROPS 
5. Figure 3-8 - Brantly-Hynes helicopter and dedIcated envelope. This figure 
gIves the prIncipal dimensIons for a configuration composed of Brantly-
Hynes B-2B helicopters and an envelope wIth a volume of 187,233 cubic 
feet. 
6. Figure 3-9 - Enstrom helicopter and dedIcated envelope. ThIS figure gIves 
the prInCIpal dimensIons for a configuratIon composed of Enstrom 280C 
helicopters and an envelope wIth a volume of 240,115 CUbIC feet. 
4. PERFORMANCE PREDICTION 
For the configuratIons listed In Table 3-3, prelimInary performance calculatIons were 
conducted. Results are presented In Figure 3-10. Inherent In these plots are four key 
features: 
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1. Total allowable continuous cyclic was assumed to be four degrees. ThIS is 
conSIstent WIth recommendatIons from Sikorsky Aircraft relatIve to 
predicted shaft fatIgue hfe. 
2. The cross-hatched area represents the predicted operatIng realm of the 
Goodyear 75-ton heavy lift aIrshIp (HLA) desIgn. The lower curve repre-
sents the HLA operatIng empty, but with 60 percent reverse thrust acting 
on diagonally opposed rotors. The middle curve IS the HLA fully loaded at 
10 degrees cyclic. The upper curve IS agaIn the HLA fully loaded but wIth 
a total cycllc of 20 degrees.ThIs is the predicted cycllc tranSIent limIt. At 
10 degrees cyclic the maIn rotor shaft fatIgue life IS long. The 20 degree 
cyclic tranSIent lImIt should be used for only short perIods to react gusts 
as the fatIgue life of the maIn rotor shaft IS greatly reduced. The area 
between the 20 and 10 degree curve shown In Figure 3-10 IS only for tran-
SIent conditions. 
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3. The design guideline of sustaining a 20 knot wind at a sideslip angle of 30 
degrees is wIthin the predicted operating envelope for the HLA. 
4. All plots for the new configuratIons are for a maximum heaviness 
condition. 
Note that all curves representing FRV configurations are well below what might be 
considered acceptable. Therefore, to improve crosswind hover capabilities, the rotors were 
placed on a lateral hmge w1th an allowable travel of 12 degrees. The longitudinal cyclIC of 
4 degrees was retamed. 
Results of th1S change are shown m Figure 3-11. Even with this improvement, the MBB 
helicopter with the GZ20 envelope is the only configuratIon to fall within the HLA range. 
ThIS can be attributed to this vehicle's large thrust availability and low buoyancy ratio. Of 
those vehIcles capable of demonstrating a larger range of buoyancy ratios, the MBB with 
the dedicated envelope and the Hughes OH-6A with the GZ20 envelope perform best. Since 
the Hughes combinatIon is inherently less expenSIve due to GFE considerations, it would be 
preferred. 
The MBB/GZ20 and Hughes/GZ20 combination were further examined in a flight simulation 
using the design criteria descrIbed earlier. Results are shown in Table 3-4. While the posi-
tion errors are small as a result of the idealized autopilot, their relative values are 
IndIcatIve of the differences between the two vehicles. The percent of lateral stick .h!:., 
percent of available lateral force utilized for each condition indicates even more clearly 
that the MBB/GZ20 combmation 15 preferable from a control pomt of view. 
5. AUXn..IARY PROPULSION 
In assessmg the Hughes/GZ20 versus the MBB/GZ20 vehicles the former has a decided cost 
advantage, while the latter has a marginal predicted performance advantage. Since the 
cost factors cannot be altered, consideration was glven to enhancing the controlabihty of 
the Hughes/GZ20 combmation. 
The amount of lateral or forward thrust available from the rotor systems of a vehicle like 
the FRV 1S a dIrect function of the vehIcle's heavmess. Since lateral or forward thrust 15 a 
component of the total thrust vector generated by the helicopter, the rotor system has to 
be operated in a heavily-loaded condition to generate large amounts of lateral or forward 
thrust. When the FRV is lightly loaded, lateral and forward thrust capability are decreased 
accordingly. This constramt represents a limit to veh1cle cruIse speed and crosswmd 
hovermg capability. 
To overcome this constraint, a system of auxihary propulsion units (APU) was proposed. 
The APU set would consl5t of four aircraft engines WIth reversible pitch propellers. Two 
engines would be mounted m the fore and aft direction and two engines would be mounted 
In the lateral direction. The forward facmg APU's would be used together either to gener-
ate cruising thrust or differentially create low speed yawing moments. The lateral facing 
APU's would be used together to generate side force. Figure 3-12 shows the crosswind 
hover performance gains which can be realized by employing this auxiliary propulsion. 
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TABLE 3-4 - CLOSED LOOP RESPONSE TO WIND DISTURBANCES 
(PAYLOAD = 12,000 POUNDS) 
GZ-20/0H-6A GZ-20/MBB-l05 
Maximum POSl tion Maxlmum POSltlon 
E rro r Con tro 1 Input Error Control 
Hover Tnm Step Input X (ft) y ( Ft) LOHSTK LATSTK X (f t) y (ft) LOHSTK 
(%) (%) (% ) 
Viol a 5 k ts. 111)l a 10· 0.05 -0.10 0.5 12 0 -0.05 0 
1)1 a 
101 
30· 
V • 0 llV =10 kts 0.05 101 w 0.35 4 35 0 -0.2 0.1 
lll/!w = 30· 
Viol = 10k ts fI~w = 10· 0.05 0.45 -2 45 0 o 25 - 2.5 
~, = 30· 
101 
V a 5 k ts llVw = 10k ts -0.1 101 -0.75 9 75 -0.05 - O. 4 5 5 
1)1 a 
w 
30· 
Input 
LATSH 
( %) 
5 
20 
30 
45 
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FIgure 3-12 - Effect of APU's on Predicted CrDsswUld Hover CapabIlity 
a. Rotors and Power Plants 
The key requirement of the proposed APU system is that it be capable of providmg equal, 
or nearly equal, amounts of thrust in opposite directions. Since virtually all production 
aircraft propellers today mcorporate some twist distribution, there is a fairly large penalty 
in fore and aft thrust symmetry associated with using a conventional aircraft propeller. 
One propeller that appears to be suitable for this apphcation is the tail rotor from a heli-
copter deSigned to develop thrust in two directions. The possibility of using helicopter tail 
rotors for thiS application was investigated. 
To address the question of whether it is possible to use helicopter tall rotors as auxiliary 
thrust devices, a survey of existmg tail rotors and power plants was conducted. Several 
criteria were established. The only tall rotors and power plants considered were those 
mstalled on alrcraft already in the military inventory. This decision was based on cost and 
availability conSiderations. It was also desired that the rotor be untwISted and have very 
little or no camber. A list of potential tail rotor systems is shown in Table 3-5. A list of 
potential power plants IS shown in Table 3-6. 
A computer program was used to predict the thrust available and power required for the 
various tail rotors. Thrust versus power curves for the different tail rotors are presented m 
Figure 3-13. The upper limit of each curve (tail rotor) represents the point at which the 
rotor is stalled and is unable to generate more thrust. 
Also shown in Figure 3-13 are various power plants. The horsepower depicted for each 
engine represents the maxlmum rated horsepower minus 10 percent to account for mstalla-
tion losses. For a given tail rotor to generate a certain amount of thrust, the requlred 
horsepower 15 read from the abscissa of Figure 3-13. Any engme shown on the figure rated 
at a higher horsepower could presumably be used wlth that tall rotor. 
Preliminary calCUlations indicate that a minimum of 12.00 static pounds of thrust each 
from two engine propeller combmations is deSired for adequate lateral controlability. 
Under these criteria, three rotors appear to be suitable: CH-3E, SH-3, and AH-IT. Since 
the CH-3E and SH-3 have five-bladed rotors, the AH-IT system (two blades) appears to be 
the best chOice based on design simpliCity. 
The AH-IT tail rotor is untwisted and incorporates a small amount of camber. The rotor IS 
capable of providing greater thrust in the "cambered" directlon. The practical limit of the 
rotor for thIS application IS therefore dictated by the amount of thrust It can prOVide in the 
"uncambered" direction. AnalysIS indicates that 1500 pounds can be generated in the 
"uncambered" direction (Figure 3-13). This value represents the upper limit of fully revers-
ible thrust avallable with the AH-IT tail rotor. 
Since the deslred thrust level 15 12.00 pounds, any of the engmes depicted in Figure 3-13 
should be capable of delivermg the required power. The two Continental engines are 
reciprocating and as such have good fuel consumption qualities. They are, however, qUite 
heavy (dry weight is approximately 450 pounds). 
3-2.1 
TABLE 3-5 - POTENTIAL TAIL ROTORS 
Disk area Diameter Chord Blade area 
Helicopter (sq/ft) ( ft) (ft) (sq ft) No. blades 
Hughes 500M-D 
(OH-6) 
14.19 4.25 0.4424 0.94 (each) 2 
Bell Jetranger 23.0 5.41 0.4381 2.37 (total) 2 
(OH-58 ) 
Kaman SH-2F 52.42 8.17 0.775 3.17 (each) 4 
Bell UH-1H 56.7 8.5 0.70 2.98 (each) 2 
Bell AH-IT 74.03 9.71 1.0 4.86 (each) 2 
SIkorsky CH-3E 83.9 10.33 0.455 2.35 (each) 5 
SIkorsky SH-3 88.3 10.58 0.4499 2.38 (each) 5 
SIkorsky UH-60 95.0 11.0 0.8091 4.45 (each) 4 
Sikorsky CH-54 201.0 16.0 1.Z83 8.28 (each) 4 
Sikorsky CH-53E 314.16 20.0 not avaIl. not avaIl. 4 
3-22 
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TABLE 3-6 - AUXILIARY PROPULSION UNITS 
Model T.O. SBP Height SFC (lb/Br/hp) 
(Mil Design) Type (10% for Losses) (1 b. ) T .0.; Cruise Militarv (GFE) 
Allison 
250-Cl8 Turboshaft 317 139 .697 ; .725 OH-6A, OB-58A 
(T63-A-5A) (285) 
250-C20B Turboshaft 420 158 .650; .709 OB-58 
(T63-A-720) (378 ) 
GHA 500 Turboshaft '" 800 300 '" .55 Under development for (700) U S Army 
AVCO L:t:comins 
T53-L-ll Turboshaft 1,100 496 .68 UH-1B, D, F 
(990) 
T53-L-13B Turboshaft 1,400 540 .58 Adv. UH-1 ' s and AIl-lG 
0,260) 
YT702-LD-700 Turboshaft 615 241 .567 Developing for U. S. 
(554) Government (Bell 222) 
GE 
T58-GE-3 Turboshaft 1,325 309 .61 UH-1F 
(1,193) 
W 
I 
N 
"" Model 
(Mll Design) 
Pratt 6. Whitne,:t of 
PT 6A-25 
PT 6A-34B 
PT 6A-41 
PT 6A-21 
PT 6A-28 
ContInental 
10-520-D 
10-470-L 
TABLE 3-6 - Continued. 
T.O. SHP WeIght 
Type (10% for Losses) (1 b • ) 
Canada 
Turboprop 580 321 
(3 BL HARTZEL (522 ) 
V Ptch 
D '"' 7.5 F) 
Turboprop 783 311 
(3 BL HTZL (705 ) 
V PI tc h 
D 
'"' 7.75 F) 
Turboprop 903 380 
(3 BL VP Prop (813 ) 
D '"' 8.2 F) 
Turboprop 580 300 
(HTZ 3BL VP (522) 
D 
'"' 7.75 F) 
Turboprop 715 300 
(HTZL 4BL VP (644) 
D 
'"' 7.5 F) 
Recip 300 459 
(2 BL McCau1y (270) 
VP or 3 BL 
McCau1y Opt. 
D 
'"' 
6.67 F 
D '"' 6.8 F) 
Recip 260 446 
(2 BL HTZL VPT (234) 
D 
'"' 6.51) 
SFC (lb/hr/hp) 
T.O.; Cruise Military (GFE) 
.63 ; .63 Beech T-34C (Navy 
Trainer) 
.595; .604 Beech T-44A (Navy 
TraIner) 
.590; .591 Beech C12C (Army 6. Nav1 
Util Trans.) 
.630; .649 Beech VC-6B (AF Trans) 
.602; .612 Beech U21-F (Army Txp) 
N/A U-17 (Ces sna 185) 
(AF TraIner) 
N/A T-42A Beech (Army 
Trainer) 
•• <, 
TABLE 3-6 - Concluded. 
Model T.O. SUP Weight SFC (lb/hr/hp) 
(Mil Design) Typ~e (10% for Losses) (l u. ) T.O.; Cruise Military (GFE) 
Garrett 
. 
T76-G-416/4l7 Turboprop 715 341 .60 OV-10 (Rockwell. Marines 
(3 BL Uam-Std (644) AF) 
D = 8.5 F) I 
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FIgure 3-13 - Thrust Vs RequIred Horsepower for Various Tall 
Rotor Engme Combmatlons 
The Alhson engines are turboshafts and despite higher fuel consumption, have good power-
to-weight ratios. The Allison 250-C18 powers the OH-6 helicopter. The Allison 250-C20B IS 
an uprated version of this engine and IS installed on the OH-58 helicopter. Since the OH-6 
is the proposed rotor system for the flight research vehicle, selecting the 250-C20B engine 
for the auxiliary propulsion units would provide a degree of commonahty for the FRV's 
propulsion system. 
b. Auxiliary Propulsion Unit ModifIcations 
The 1500 pounds of thrust developed by the AH-IT tail rotor assumes that the engine can 
provIde a shaft output of approximately 1480 rpm. The output shaft rpm of the 250-C20B 
engIne is 6016. In order to use the AH-IT tail rotor, some type of gear reduction assembly 
would be required. The cost of Independently developing a gear reduction assembly to 
accommodate the AH-1T tail rotor would be substantial. 
There appears to be two alternatives that can enable the AH-1T tall rotor to be combIned 
with the 250-C20B engine. 
The first makes use of hardware used In a turboprop versIon of a 250-series engine 
developed by the Detroit Diesel Allison company. The 250-B17 engine IS essentially the 
250-C20B engine except for the additIon of a modifIed accessory gearbox section and a 
propeller reduction gear assembly. SInce the 250-series engines are of modular deSIgn, It is 
possible that government-furnIShed 250-C20B engines (Installed on OH-58 helicopters) 
could be modified by an Allison dIstributor and converted into the 250-B17 versIon. 
FIgure 3-14 shows the two versIons of the engine. The compressor, turbine, and combustor 
modules of a C20B versIon would be fitted to a B17 versIon accessory gearbox. A propeller 
gearbox would also be added. DiscussIons with AllIson representatives suggest thIs modifica-
tion would be less expensIve than procuring a complete 250-B17 engine. 
The output of the propeller reduction gearbox of the B17 engine is constant at 2030 rpm. 
This hmitation required a re-evaluatlon of the AH-IT's tail rotor performance. Since the 
tail rotor diameter of the AH-1T is 9.7 feet, attaching it to a shaft wIth an output of 2030 
rpm would result In a propeller tip speed of 1031 feet per second. DiscussIons WIth propel-
ler manufacturers indIcate that tip speeds of approximately 750 feet per second are usual 
deSIgn practice. The dominant consideration in limiting tip speed is nOISe generation. For 
the AH-IT tail rotor operatIng at 2030 rpm, tip speed can potentially be reduced by cutting 
a portion of the blade from each tip. The performance of the AH-IT tail rotor was re-
evaluated using this criterIa and results are shown in Figure 3-15. This shows the increase 
in thrust available with an Increasing blade radius (and corresponding tip speed) at a con-
stant 2030 rpm. The power requIred to generate the indIcated thrust IS also shown. If the 
B17 engine is selected with ItS fixed 2030 rpm output, a reasonable compromIse between 
thrust requIred, power available, and noise considerations would be to remove 0.83 feet 
from each blade tIP of the AH-l T tail rotor. The resulting rotor would then operate at a tip 
speed of 850 feet per second; generate approximately 1400 pounds of static thrust and 
absorb approximately 300 shaft horsepower. ThIs alternative appears to be both mechanI-
cally and economIcally feasible. 
The only potentially SIgnificant problem with this arrangement is the possibility that the 
coordinator on the 250-series engine mIght requIre modifIcation. The coordinator is a de-
vice that simultaneously controls propeller and power turbine governors, input power, the 
condition lever, fuel cutoff, propeller reversal, and gas producer fuel. It is not presently 
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Proposed M
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llison 250 SerIes Engxne 
(Source: Salay C
onversions L
td., C
hehalis, W
ashxngton) 
des1gned to handle rap1d thrust reversals of the type possible with the FRV operating in hover. 
If th1s APU configuration were selected, further study in this area would be necessary. 
The second alternative concerns a recent technical development by Soloy Conversions, 
LimIted of Chehalis, Washington. Soloy ConversIons is presently developing a propeller 
reduction gearbox for use as an add-on to the Z50-series Allison engine. The gear box 1S 
designed to adapt the Z50-series englne to an agricultural type aircraft. Figure 3-16 shows 
a layout of this proposed englne modif1cation. There are two advantages to thlS system. 
The output shaft and propeller reduction gearbox can be added to a Z50-CZOB engine 
(which has been removed from an OH-S8 helicopter) without extensive modification to the 
engine. Also, the Soloy gearbox 15 desIgned to operate at an output of 1800 rpms. This 
would allow the 850 feet per second t1P speed to be ach1eved by removlng only shghtly 
more than four lnches from each blade tIP of the tail rotor. Another feature that makes 
the Soloy gearbox attractlve 15 that the Allison engine can be operated at less than 100 
percent NZ rpm. NZ 15 the power turbine output rpm. The Allison Z50-series englnes can be 
operated at 90 percent and 75 percent of normal cruise power. By operating the engine at a 
reduced power setting (and output rpm) 1t m1ght be possible, with the Soloy gearbox, to 
ach1eve the 1480 rpm requIred of an unclipped AH-1T tail rotor. 
The Soloy conversion 15 presently under development w1th ground tests expected to beg1n In 
September 1981. The Soloy gearbox is designed to accommodate a varIable pItch propeller. 
The potentIal problem of modifylng the coordinator on the Allison engine, as outlined 
above, eXIsts WIth the APU concept also. 
6. CROSS-SHAFTING 
The decision to employ the four APU's makes the FRV a sIgnificantly more complex sys-
tem. Since the FRV as proposed lncorporates eight engines, particular attention must be 
apphed to the effect of engIne failures. One solutlon to the englne failure problem 15 cross-
shaftlng of drIve trains to the various rotor systems. Figure 3-17 shows a design layout for 
a cross-shaftlng system for the FRV. The complexity of the system, the weight penalty, 
and the cost of developing a system like that shown are prohib1tive. Further, analyslS of 
englne out performance (discussed In Section IX) lndicates that the effects of a power 
plant fallure may not be severe enough to accept the penalties associated with a cross-
shaft design. 
7. SUMMARY 
The selectIon of a parhcular comblnation of helicopter and envelope as the basis of a hy-
brId flight research vehicle has been predicated on several techmcal issues. 
The primary consideration 15 the overall cost of acquiring the necessary helicopter 
components. At present, the only hehcopter potentIally available as GFE is the Hughes OH-
6A from Army lnventory. This alone makes 1t the most desirable helicopter if other 
criterIa can be met. 
Adaptability of these helicopters to the deSIgn is the next priority. The BO-10S has two 
disadvantages here stemming from a single source: its high hub moments. One is a shaft 
fatlgue life problem which requires an operating limitatIon on the B-10S helicopter. This 
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constraint 15 seen as being even more limiting in the airship application due to lack of ma-
neuver relief which 1S 1nherent in a helicopter (reduction of hub moments due to reorienta-
tation of the heilcopter fuselage attitude). Another is the inability to make use of the 
hub moments for airsh1p maneuvering. 
The requ1rement for a dedicated envelope for the BO-lOS, enabling it to simulate the full 
{3 range, also represents a rather large cost consideration. 
A third techn1cal issue is safety, a pr1me reason for considering the twin-engined BO-IOS • 
Th1s 15sue can be addressed by assuming that the payload can be Jettisoned and that a safe 
landing can be made with two diagonally opposed operatmg rotors. Therefore, the use of 
the BO-IOS appears not to be essential to the safety of this design. 
A fourth and key issue is control power; that is, the maximum available axis maneuvering 
acceleration under the most severe tr1m cond1tions. None of the configurat1ons appear to 
meet even modest trim cond1t1ons. None of the configurations appear to meet even modest 
maneuvermg and trim requirements without the use of auxiliary horizontal propulsion. 
Spec1fically, the prototype cannot match the predicted 7S-ton full-scale tr1m and 
maneuvermg characteristics. The use of auxiliary propulsion, while undesirably increasmg 
cost and decreasmg rehabihty, appears mandatory. It also obviates the need for glmball1ng 
the rotors, and allows operation at high {3. It 15 possible that a {3 ratio up to 1.00 can be 
slmulated with an actual {3 = 0.85 by usmg a hybr1d research control system. The need for 
revers1ng propellers could be met by usmg existmg helicopter tail rotors. 
In summary, the best comproml5e veh1cle has the following characteristics: 
1. Four OH-6A rotors 
Z. Four auxiliary propuls1on un1tS 
3. GZZO envelope 
4. Tall rotors for the reversing propellers 
A detailed descr1ption of the mtegrabon of these major components mto a p01nt design of 
a hybrid flight research veh1cle 1S provided in Section IV. 
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SECTION IV - VEHICLE DESCRIPTION 
1. GENERAL 
The FRV concept consists of a non-rigId, buoyant hull that is attached to a structural 
frame supporting the propulsion components. The advantage of such an arrangement is that 
the empty weight of the vehIcle IS largely supported by the buoyancy force while the pro-
puls1ve forces are available for liftIng the payload and controlling the vehicle. 
The proposed FRV configuratIon, shown In Figure 4-1, has a conventIonal aIrshIp envelope 
wIth an empennage. PropulsIve forces are generated by liftIng rotors and auxiliary 
propellers. 
Overall dimens10ns of the vehicle are as follows: a maximum length of 192.2 feet, an 
overall heIght of 59.5 feet, and a width of 96.3 feet. MaxImum diameter of the envelope IS 
45.9 feet and length 1S 190.3 feet. 
2. ENVELOPE AND ACCESSORIES 
General arrangement of the vehicle, as shown in Figure 4-1, consists of an envelope with 
the conventIonal a1rship contours. At the stern, four fins, together with movable control 
surfaces, are mounted in a cruciform configuration. The bow stiffening IS typ1cal, 
conSIStIng of a nose cone, moorIng spindle, and battens that extend to 10 percent of the 
envelope length. 
The bas1c envelope structure IS In the shape of a streamhned body of revolutIon conSIstIng 
of 12 gores and 67 panels. The fabric is a high strength-to-weight ratIo laminate conSIstIng 
of alUmInIZed Hypalon-neoprene coated, two-ply, Dacron (one bias ply, one straIght ply). 
The design volume IS 202,700 cubic feet. 
Envelope pressure is regulated for var10US altItudes by two ballonets, one forward and one 
aft. They are fabricated of two-ply nylon. The total desIgn volume of the ballonets is ap-
proximately 28 percent of the envelope volume. Two five-inch dIameter windows are 
Installed In each ballonet to permIt a VISUal inspection of the envelope from insIde the 
ballonet. 
The forward ballonet has a volume of 27,400 cubic feet; the aft a volume of 31,300 CUbIC 
feet. The ballonet confIguration limIts the ceiling heIght in a standard atmosphere wIth no 
superheat to 10,500 feet. 
A control car, SImIlar to a foreshortened GZ20 car is located at the forward sectIon of the 
support frame. Separate internal and external suspension systems provide support. 
Catenaries, support frame, and outrigger struts are positioned near the airshIp's center of 
buoyancy. 
Three suspension systems (FIgure 4-2) are employed in the support concept: an internal 
system and two external systems. 
The internal suspension catenaries are assumed to carry 67 percent of the structure 
weIght. They are made Integral with the envelope and attached 30 degrees from the top 
centerline of the envelope. The two external catenaries around the structure are expected 
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to carry the remaInIng 33 percent. The eXIstlng external catenary is retaIned and a second 
external catenary system 15 added to provIde a wider base to react to rolling moments 
acting on the envelope. 
The tail group consIsts of four fixed fins, four movable surfaces (elevators and rudders), 
and bracing. Total empennage area IS 1005 square feet. The fins are posItioned on the ver-
tlcal and horizontal airshIp centerline planes in a standard crucIform configuratlon. A 
servo-sprIng tab is Incorporated on the traIling edge of the lower rudder. The elevators 
Include a sprIng system for static balance. 
The fins are constructed of alumInum alloy covered WIth heat shrInkable dacron. ProvIsIons 
are Included for surface support to facllitate Installatlon or removal. 
The fins are braced to the envelope by WIre rope cables. All WIre rope brace cables and 
fIttIngs are corrosIon-resistant steel or sUItably treated to resist corrOSIon. 
The movable fin surfaces are alumInum alloy constructlon covered with heat-shrInkable 
dacron. Movable surfaces are deSIgned so that there WIll be no mechanical interference 
between the movable surfaces and the envelope WIthIn the range of control surface 
movement durIng normal operation. 
A nose stiffening and bow mooring assembly IS provIded to distrIbute the moorIng forces 
and prevent collapse of the bow due to dynamIc air pressure incurred In flight. The assem-
bly conSIsts of a nose cone approximately seven feet In dIameter, WIth 16 radial truss 
frames and 16 battens whIch attach to the radial frames and are contoured to match the 
envelope. The nose stiffening and bow moorIng assembly can WIthstand the loads Imposed 
by a 70-knot (80.6 mph) WInd, actIng at an 11.7 degree longItudInal angle to the airshIp aXIS, 
without causIng deformatIon or structural damage. 
3. INTERCONNECTING STRUCTURE 
The support structure Includes four removable outrIgger sectIons that support the OH-6A 
helIcopters (Figure 4-3), and the InterconnectIng space frame that tIes the outrIggers to-
gether, and mates the reSUlting structure to the envelope suspensIon pOInts. ThIS space 
frame also provIdes attachment POInts for the landIng gear, control car, fuel tanks, and 
aUXIliary power plants. 
To arrIve at a reasonable balance between weight, cost, and development hme schedule, 
welded 4130 steel tubIng was chosen for the constructIon materIal. SInce the SIze of the 
InterconnectIng structure, when assembled, even WIthout the outrIggers, IS approXImately 
12 by 40 by 44 feet, shIppable SIze components are recommended. Field welding at the 
assembly SIte WIll be reqUIred. 
The alternatlve of providing suffiCIent bolted assembly splices Incurs a consIderable weight 
penalty. ManufacturIng at the assembly SIte Incurs added costs due to Increased reqUIrements 
for space, personnel, travel, and time scheduled for erectIon of the vehIcle. 
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FIgure 4-3 - OH-6A Helicopter Dimensions (Reproduced from ref. 9) 
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In adaptIng the helicopters to allow a smgle degree of freedom attachment, a welded 4130 
steel tubmg wedge-shaped structure IS installed in the helicopter passenger compartment 
(Figure 4-4). ThlS construction allows the helicopter rotor loads to be applied in compres-
sion through strong pOInts on the seat support rails on the floor, and through brace mem-
bers to the seat belt fittings. This arrangement permits ample attachment without modify-
mg the helicopter structure. 
The support structure incorporates a modular design. As shown in Figure 4-1, the 
outrIggers can be removed for research purposes for repositionmg or to substitute alter-
nate hardware. A typICal outrigger module interface fittIng is shown In Figure 4-5. 
4. PROPULSION UNITS 
a. Rotor Systems 
The FRV employs four interchangeable Hughes OH-6A helicopters for payload liftIng (See 
Figure 4-3). It 15 expected the helicopters would be government-furmshed equIpment WIth 
all excess parts removed. 
Each helicopter has a four-blade fully articulated rotor system 26.33 feet In diameter and 
a maxImum contInuous thrust at sea level of approxImately 2600 pounds. The Integral fuel 
system of each helicopter would be retamed whlle the cargo bay would be cleared to 
accept the support frame attachmg structure depicted In FIgure 4-4. 
The attachmg structure has a lockmg feature that enables the helIcopters to rigIdly attach 
to the support frame or to roll approxImately :12 degrees about the hmge axIS shown In 
Figure 4-4. 
,2,.. AUXIliary PropulsIon UnIts 
Four aUXIliary propulsIon umts (APU) are attached to the support frame as shown In Figure 
4-1. Two forward-facing APU's prOVIde cruIsmg and yaw thrust. The two slde-facmg umts 
are positloned to prOVIde lateral thrust. 
The APU's conSIst of Allison 250 turboshaft engines rated at 317 shaft horsepower. The 
engInes WIll be modIfIed to accept varIable pItch propeller systems, eIther by additlon of a 
commerCIally avaIlable propeller reductIon gearbox or conversion by an Allison dIstrIbutor. 
Reversible power will be provided by adaptation of AH-IT (Bell Sea Cobral helicopter tall 
rotors. The tall rotors may have a portlon of each blade tIP removed dependmg on the 
engme converSIon method selected. The engme tall rotor combInation WIll, In eIther case, 
result In approxImately 1400 pounds of fully reverSIble statIC thrust avaIlable for each 
APU. 
Each APU WIll have a 62-gallon fuel tank that WIll utihze the gravity-feed prmciple. Total 
fuel capaCIty for the FRV is 3200 pounds. 
Table 4-1 summarizes the phYSICal characterIstics of the proposed hybrId vehIcle. 
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TABLE 4-1 - DIMENSIONS AND CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FUGHT 
RESEARCH VEHICLE 
Characterist ic 
Envelope: 
Volume (theoretical) 
Volume (stretched) 
Length 
MaxImum diameter 
Fineness ratio 
Distance to C. B. from bow 
Ballonet Volumes: 
Forward balbnet volume 
Aft ballonet volume 
Total volume 
Empennage arease: 
Upper fm 
Upper rudder 
Lower fin 
Lower rudder (including tab) 
HorIzontal stabilizer (2) 
Elevators (2) 
Total empennage area 
Propulsion: 
Hehcopter (4) Hughes OH-6A: 
maxImum continuous lift at 2600 lb each 
power plant - Alhson T63-A-5A 
rotor 
diameter 
or Allison T63-A-700 
maxImum continuous thrust each 
Auxiliary power unItS: 
(4) Allison T250-C20B (modified to 
turboprop conflguratlon or equIvalent) 
Propellers (4): 
tail rotor from Bell Sea Cobra (AH-1T) 
number of blades 
Diameter 
for engine mod. wIth 2030 rpm output 
for engine mod. with 1480 rpm output 
Chord 
Static thrust at sea level maximum 
contmuous power (each) 
Dimension 
202,700 cu ft 
205,270 cu ft 
192.2 ft 
45.9 ft 
4.14 
86.95 ft 
27,400 cu ft 
31,300 cu ft 
58.700 cu ft 
198 sq ft 
67 sq ft 
120 sq ft 
90 sq ft 
396 sq ft 
134 sq ft 
1005 sq ft 
10,400 lb 
317 shp 
(derated to 278 shp; 
236 shp maximum con-
tmuous) 
4 blades, articulated 
26.3 ft 
2600 lb 
300 shp installed 
2 
8.0 ft 
9.7 ft 
1.0 ft 
1400 lb 
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TABLE 4-1 - Concluded. 
CharacterlStic DimensIon 
Propulsion (Contmued) 
Tip speed 
at 2030 rpm 850 ft/sec 
at 1480 rpm 750 ft/sec 
Weight and lift data for entIre vehicle: at sea level at 5000 ft 
Empty weIght plus fuel and 011 18018 lb 18018 lb 
Fuel 3200 lb 3200 lb 
Static bft 13035 lb 11223 lb 
Net buoyancy -4983 lb -6795 lb 
Hehcopter 11ft avaIlable 10400 lb 10040 lb 
Payload avaIlable 
(Hehcopter bft and net buoyancy) 5417 lb 3245 lb 
Gross weIght 23435 lb 21263 lb 
5. VEHICLE AERODYNAMICS 
The aerodynamIc coefficIents developed for thIS study are: (1) aXIal force coeffiCIent (Cx)' (2) SIde force coefficIent (Cy)' and (3) yaw moment coeffICIent (Cn) versus yaw angle. 
These coefficients are required for the range 0 deg ~z/i ~ 180 deg. 
There IS a limited amount of wmd tunnel test data avaIlable for airships at large yaw 
angles. Data for the GZ20 envelope eXIsts only for yaw angles less than 20 degrees. Ref. 3 
prOVIdes aerodynamIc data for the range 0 deg :s z/i 5 180 deg for the USS Akron. The 
Akron had a fmeness ratIo (length/dIameter) of 5.9. Data Includes ground effects. 
AerodynamIc data avaIlable for the GZ20 and data In ref. 5 were combmed to prOVIde a 
fIrst order approxImation of aerodynamIc coefficIents for the FRV. For the axIal force 
coeffiCIent (CX), the Akron Cx versus z/i curve was modified slightly. 
The zero-lift drag coeffiCIent of the GZ20 envelope IS 0.049. The Akron Cx versus curve 
was altered to reflect thIS at the z/i = 0 deg pomt. A computer program was used that 
employed cross flow drag theory (ref. 6) to estImate the amount of drag generated by the 
support frame. ThIS drag was dIVIded Into axial and SIde force components that vary In 
magmtude WIth z/i • The Cx mcrement due to the support frame was combined WIth the 
modIfied Akron curve to yIeld the data shown in Figure 4-6. 
The SIde force coeffiCIent curve was modified accordmg to the dIScussIon m ref. 6. The 
SIde force coeffiCIent for an airshIp m general varIes linearly to a maxImum In the vicImty 
of l/J = 80 deg. Ref. 3 states that ground effect on Cy has been shown to increase the coef-
fICIent by approxImately 60 percent. 
The slope of the Cy versus l/J curve for a GZ20 envelope 15 0.015 deg-1• It was assumed 
that the lInear, nearly symmetrIcal shape of the Cy versus l/J curve for the Akron would 
apply to the GZ20 aIrshIp. A SIde force coeffiCIent curve for the FRV was constructed by 
usmg the Cy slope of the GZ20 m the range 0 deg ~ l/J~ 80 deg. A slight modificatIon was 
made to account for the increment of SIde force due to the support frame and helIcopters. 
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In the range 80 deg ~ l/J ~ 180 deg, the Cy curve was faired to match the trend of the 
Akron data. 
After constructing the FRV curve, a check of peak values of Cy was made for the GZZO 
and Akron curves. The peak value of the Akron Cy curve is approximately 60 percent 
hlgher than the peak Cy curve for the GZ20. This agrees with the analysis of ref. 5. It was 
therefore believed that this Cy curve (Figure 4-7) represented a reasonable first order 
approxlmatIon of the FRV's side force coefficient. For the FRV yaw moment coefflcient 
data from refs. 5, 7, and 8 were considered. The model of refs. 7 and 8 had a fineness ratio 
of 4.37, which is very close to that of the GZ20 value of 4.14. Since yaw data from the 
three references compared favorably, the Cn curve from the Akron test was used for the 
GZ20. 
The curve was modified 1n the range 0 deg ~ l/J~ 50 deg to reflect the GZ20 value of Cn 
= 0.017 deg-1 at IP = 0 deg. Ref. 5 indicates that ground effects on Cn for an airship are 
generally very small. The Cn versus .p curve for the FRV is shown in Figure 4-6. 
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SECTION V - STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS 
1. MASS PROPERTIES 
a. Generation of Data 
A computer program developed at GAC that affords rapid, accurate mass property data 
was utilized for the FRV analysIs. 
The program determines the mass properties of a vehicle by a method similar to manual 
calculatIon. By the manual method, mass properties of a structure are calculated compo-
nent by component then added to determme the mass characteristIcs of the complete as-
sembly. In this approach the geometrIC shapes, or "building blocks, n and associated equa-
tions have been programmed for computer calculation. Shapes of various orientations can 
be selected and added together to make an assembly. Assemblies can then be combined to 
obtain the mass properties of a total vehicle. 
The final output of the program completely defines the mass characteristics of a vehicle 
and includes data on its weight, center of gravity, moments of mertIa, products of inertia, 
location of principal axes, radius of gyration, and moment and product of mertia about the 
principal axes. 
The determInatIon of vehIcle mass properties by the computerized building block method 
reqUIres (1) determinatIon of component mass propertIes, (2) summation of component 
properties to determine assembly mass properties, and (3) summation of assembly 
properties to determIne vehIcle mass propertIes. 
Determination of mass propertIes for a component requires: 
1. SelectIon of the oriented geometric shape and associated equatIons that 
most closely define the component. 
2. Definition of parameters required for calculation of the weight and center 
of gravity (cg) of the component. 
3. Definition of the x, y, and z dimensions, measured from the component cg 
to the reference axis. 
This procedure may be repeated for any number of components until a total IS desired. A 
number of components for WhICh a total IS desired constitutes an assembly. One or more 
assembhes make up a total vehicle for one computer run. 
The computer prints totals for each assembly and grand totals for the entire vehIcle. 
Subassembly totals for weight and cg can be summed as needed. A print-out of 
accumulated mass property data can be obtamed at any point in the program. 
If the component weight, cg, and moment of inertia are available without calculation, they 
can be entered as inputs. Component moment of inertia can be computed by using the pa-
rameters required for weIght and cg calculations or by using the weight, cg, and component 
dImensions as inputs. Also, a subassembly of component weights and cg inputs can be 
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totaled and the moment of lnertia determined for the subassembly. Mass properties can be 
subtracted for lightening holes or for fuel consumed or jettIsoned during flight. 
The output generated for the FRV is contained in Appendix A. 
~. EstImated Group WeIght Statement 
An estImated group weight statement for the FRV as depIcted in Section IV, Figure 4-1 IS 
provided in Table 5-1. A more detailed tabulation is provided In Appendix B. 
Table 5-2 indicates the loadlng conditIons for the vehicle. The maximum allowable payload 
is estImated to be slightly more than 5000 pounds. The range of buoyancy ratIos predicted 
is 0.53 to 0.68. 
Table 5-3 provldes center of gravity and moment of lnertia data for the vehicle. Note that 
the horlzontal distance (x) is measured from the theoretIcal nose of the envelope, while the 
lateral (y) and vertical (z) distances are measured from the center line axis of the aIrship • 
.s. Helicopter WeIght Data 
InformatIon on the OH-6A helicopter weIght breakdown was received from the manufacturer 
and estlmates of the module weight were generated. Results are provlded in Table 5-
4, Wlth addltIonal detail contained In AppendIX C. 
The total weight of all four module installations IS therefore (4 x 976.8) or 3907.Z pounds. 
For the module the following represent the center of gravity reference axes: 
1. The +x or horIzontal arm IS measured from helIcopter statIon 0.0 WIth the 
center line of the rotor at 100.0 
Z. The +y or lateral arm IS to the rlght looking forward 
3. The +z or vertIcal arm is measured from the lower edge of the helicopter 
skid WIth the vertical center line of the rotor at 100.0 
In thIS configuratlon , x = 107.8 inches, y = 0.05 Inches, and z = 61.3 lnches. 
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TABLE 5-1 - ESTIMATED WEIGHTS FOR FRV 
Item Weight (Ib) 
Envelope group: 3635.1 
Envelope 2177.7 
Ballonets 371.1 
Air lines 53.1 
Suspension systems 332.4 
Bow stiffenmg and moormg 315.6 
Fin suspension 62.6 
Frame falring 50.7 
Miscellaneous 271.9 
Tail Group 757.6 
Car, hehcopter and frame group 7130.4 
Car 334.6 
Helicopters (4) 3907.2 
Interconnectmg structure 2888.6 
Alightmg gear group 418.0 
Pressure group 332..3 
Surface control group 87.7 
APU group 1300.0 
Instruments and navigational 54.7 
equipment group 
Electrical group 144.2. 
Electronics group: 203.7 
Contractor mstallation 53.7 
Fly-by-wlre (FBW) installations 150.0 
Furnishings and equipment group 83.0 
Auxiliary gear group 79.8 
Welght empty 14426.5 
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TABLE 5-2 - USEFUL LOAD AND GROSS WEIGHT 
Less With 
Item payload (lb) payload (lb) 
Crew (2) 340.0 340.0 
Fuel 3200.0 3200.0 
Oil 51. 2 51. 2 
Cargo 5074.3 
Useful load 3591. 2 8665.7 
Welght empty 14426.5 14426.5 
Gross weight 18017.7 23092.0 
Static hft (at 2000 ft) 12292.0 12292.0 
Buoyancy ratlo 0.682 0.532 
TABLE 5-3 - CENTER OF GRAVITY AND MOMENTS OF INERTIA 
FRV Condltlon 
WIth payload 
less payload WIth payload and helium 
Gross mass (lb) 18,017.7 23,092.0 25,349.9 
Center of gravity (ft) 
X 87.08 87.05 87.04 
Y 0 0 
° Z 17.97 19.74 17.98 
Center of buoyancy (ft) 86.95 86.95 86.95 
Moment of Inertla (slug· ft 2) 
IX 436,016 444,606 418,836 
Iy 655,760 669,2.82, 82,2,689 
IZ 943,062, 948,651 1,077,159 
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TABLE 5-4 - WEIGHT ESTIMATE FOR HELICOPTER MODULE 
Estimated Welght (lb) 
Item OH-6A Module 
Weight empty 1232.4 976.8 
Mam rotor group 173.7 173.7 
Tail group 23.0 -
Body group 249.7 236.3 
Alighting gear group 66.6 -
Flight controls group 65.0 65.0 
Nacelle group 8.2 8.2 
Propulsion group 347.8 347.8 
Instruments and navlgatlon group 31.3 31.3 
Electrical group 72.8 72.8 
Electronics group 114.1 -
Armament group 12.3 4.5 
Furnishings and equlpment group 58.5 -
Air conditioning group 9.4 9.4 
Attachment structure - 27.8 
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Z. INTERCONNECTING STRUCTURE 
a. DesIgn 
(1) General 
A space framework of 4130 steel tubing was chosen to reduce the complexities of desIgn 
and manufacture. This is shown in the three-view drawmg of the overall vehicle (See Fig-
ure 4-1) and In additional detail In Figure 5-1. 
One half of the structure was modeled and analyzed uS1ng the STRUDL-JI computer pro-
gram (ref. 9). An exploded V1ew of the structure 1S shown in FIgure 5-Z, wherein the JOInts 
are identIfied by the c1rcled numerals and the members by the non-circled numerals. Pre-
liminary computer results were used to S1ze the members. 
Two loading condihons were cons1dered: lift loading and landing loading. Load values de-
termIned at the Joints were mputs to the aforementioned computer model. 
(Z) Lift Loading 
LIft loading assumes that the helicopter rotors are run up In flat pItch and then suddenly 
have full collechve pitch apphed. The resultIng maximum rotor 11ft is assumed to be 6000 
pounds per unit. ImtIal acceleratIon 15 calculated and applied to weIght Items of the con-
fIguratIon. LimIt loads are Increased by a factor of safety of 1.5. 
To IdentIfy the lift loads at the point of attachment of the helicopter to the structure 
(jOInts 58 and 59 In Figure 5-Z) the follOWIng procedure IS followed: 
• WeIght Summary (Refer to Tables 5-1, 5-Z) 
WeIght Empty 14,4Z6.5 lb 
Crew 340.0 lb 
Fuel 3, ZOO. 0 lb 
Oil 51. Z lb 
Total 18,017.7Ib 
• MaXImum static lift at sea level = 13,035 pounds 
• ImtIal Acceleration: 
- 4(6000) + 13,035 = 2.06 g's 
a- 18017.7 
• UltImate lift of each helicopter is 1. 5 (6000) or 9000 pounds 
• UltImate helicopter loading IS: 
3907.2 2 06 1 5 -4 x. X • - 3018 pounds 
• Helicopter fuel and oil loading IS: 
1600 + 25.6 2 06 4 X. X 1.5= 1256 pounds 
• EstImated JOInt weIght is: 61.8 x Z.06 x 1.5 = 191 pounds 
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The load at each of JOints 58 and 59 lS the difference between the ultimate lift provided by 
by the helicopter (9000 lb) and the sum of the three weight loadings. The net result is 4535 
pounds per joint. 
Addltional lift loadings at the appropriate jOints are calculated in a like manner. These 
are identified In Table 5-5. 
(3) Landing Loadings 
A landing loading assumes the FRV makes a symmetrlcallanding with a sinking speed of 4 
feet per second. The resulting maximum decelerahon is calculated and applied to the 
weight items of the configuration. Again, a factor of safety of 1.5 is incorporated Into the 
solution. 
The peak landing condition g load lS calculated using the above noted sinking speed and 
assuming a typical load deflection relationship for a non-oleo type shock absorber and tire 
combmatlon. Landmg the FRV symmetrically with no hehcopter lift loads tends to increase 
the load on the structural members. 
The peak load estimated for each gear is 4950 pounds. This value is premised on analytlcal 
investigations performed on the GZZO pubhc relations alrship. 
Now, uSing the maximum lift load together with the maxImum landing gear load results in 
a maxImum g load condition. That lS, 
13,035 + 4(4950) = 1.82 g's 
a = 18017.7 
USlng this value, the ultlmate joint loadings for the landing condition are computed In the 
same manner as described for the lift loadings. Results are provIded In Table 5-5. 
(4) Member Sizing 
Long column buckling stresses are calculated using formulatlons developed In Summerill's 
"AIrcraft Tubing Data" {ref. 11. Conservatively, member lengths were taken from 
theoretlcal joint-to-jolnt locations. Hence, c = 1.0 and L' =!. 
Therefore, 
F = C 
286 x 106 
(L') 2 
P 
where F c is the allowable column stress. The critical value of the slenderness ratlo (L' /p) 
is 91.5. 
The ultimate allowable column loads are calculated by multiplying the tubing cross-section 
area by the calculated buckling stress for various lengths and plotting the values. The 
reSUlting curves shown in Figures 5-3 and 5-4 facilitate selection of member sizes. 
AppendIX D tabulates the member loads for the selected loading conditions and sizes. Where 
the critical conditlon is not obvious, the calculated maximum combined stress due to axial 
load and end bending moments is also indicated. 
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TABLE 5-5 - JOINT LOADINGS 
Load per joint (Ib) 
Joint Lift Landing 
Item (See figure 5-2) condition condition 
Forward helIcopter 59 4515 -3962 
Aft helicopter 58 4515 -3962 
Longitudinal APU 
Engine and oil 56 -1024 -905 
Fuel tank 53,54 -618 -546 
Lateral APU 
Engme and oil 8,9 -512 -452 
Fuel tank 5,22 -618 -546 
Landing gear 10, 14 -321 4297 
Structure 41,42,43 -202 -179 
Structure 33,34,35,36,37 -145 -129 
Structure 25,26,27,57 -277 -245 
Structure 10,12,14 -415 -368 
Car loads 40(Y) -1042 -
40(X) -521 
-
41 (X) 521 -
There are three faIlure modes for the members. These are Identified in Appendix D as 
"buckling," "secondary, n or "combined." 
In general, the critical conditIon for tube size selection IS the long column buckling allow-
able stress. Members m this category indicate "bucklmg". 
The effect of a 255-pound ultImate load applied normal to the centerhne of the member at 
mIdspan is also considered In SIzing relatively lightly loaded members. Sizes selected due 
to thIS arbitrary loading condition are labeled "secondary". These mInImum SIze members 
are defmed as bemg able to support the load of a 170-pound person climbIng on the struc-
ture. Thus: 
Now: 
W = 170 x (factor of safety) 
= 170 x 1.5 
= 255 lb (ultimate) 
MaxImum moment = WL/8 (at ends and center point) 
UltImate allowable stress = 67,500 pSI (near welds) 
SectIon factor k = 1.273 (for thIn-walled tube) 
Therefore: Bending modulus = 67,500 x 1.273 
Now, solVIng for reqUIred sectIon modulus "S" 
255~ 8S = 67,500 x 1. 273 
SREQ'D = 0.000370951.. 
USIng thIS factor, mInimum tube sizes can be recommended for various lengths. For thIS par-
tIcular structure, three different sizes are suggested, as shown in Table 5-6. 
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TABLE 5-6 - MINIMUM SIZE MEMBERS 
Length S Tube size 
(inches) Required (in. xin.) 
60 0.02226 1 x 0.049 
70 0.02597 1 x 0.049 
80 0.02967 1 x 0.049 
90 0.03338 1 x 0.049 
100 0.03709 1. 25 x 0.049 
110 0.04080 1.2.5 x 0.049 
120 0.04451 1.25 x 0.049 
130 0.04822 1.25 x 0.049 
140 0.05193 1.25 x 0.049 
150 0.05564 1.5 x 0.049 
160 0.05935 1. 5 x 0.049 
170 0.06306 1. 5 x 0.049 
180 0.06677 1.5 x 0.049 
Members sized by axial loads and moments, and those that are not crItical as long columns 
are listed as "combined" in Appendix D. The calculated loads and moments for both loading 
conditIons are listed for each member on the same line to help Isolate critical loading. The 
lift take-off condItion load IS listed above the slash, and the landing loadings below. 
(5) Structure Weight 
An estimate of the structure weIght was made by summing the theoretIcal Joint-to-jomt 
member lengths of each size and multiplying these totals by the weight per mch of the 
tubing. The excess tubmg length involved 10 carrymg all tubes to the theoretical intersec-
tion points provides some weIght for a limited number of assembly splices. These splices 
facilitate contemplated changes in locations of helicopters, and allow the structure to be 
constructed in transportable sizes. 
In reviewing the original weight estimate for the structure, the listings in Table 5-7 indi-
cate that the calculated weight IS wIthin one percent of the presumed weight. Hence, addI-
tIonal iteration is not required. 
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TABLE 5-7 - STRUCTURE WEIGHT 
Tube size Total length In Umt weIght Total 
(in. x In.) 1/2 structure (In.) Ob/in. ) Weight (Ib) 
1 x .049 3049.3 0.04143 126.33 
1-1/4 x .049 4157.0 0.05233 217.54 
1-1/2 lC .049 3679.0 0.06322 232.59 
2 x .049 4037.6 0.08498 343.12 
2-3/8 lC .049 1431.3 0.10134 145.05 
3 x .058 302..9 0.15172. 30.94 
3-1/4 x .065 236.0 0.18406 43.44 
3-3/4 x .065 145.5 0.2.1296 30.99 
4 x .065 492.9 0.2.2739 109.81 
4-1/2 x .065 91.4 0.25628 23.42 
5 lC .065 34.0 0.20518 9.70 
= 1/2 Structure weIght = 1312.93 
Total Structure Weight = 2626 lb 
2:. Summary 
The two loading condihons explored in thIs prelImInary analysIs of the support frame are 
not sufflcIent to totally desIgn the structure. In addItIon to the dynamIC collechve pItch 
load condItlon (In WhICh a conservatIve factor of two was used to eshmate the maxImum 
load condihon), and the symmetrIcal landIng condihon (in which, again conservatively, the 
landIng SInk speed was used WIthout rotor support load) further loadings must be 
Investigated to ensure no single member wIll have hIgher resulting loads. The addIhonal 
loadIngs should mInImally contaIn: 
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1. One engIne out operation (thIS results In power off on diagonally opposite 
helIcopter). 
2. CrosswInd hover (results In horIzontal lateral load components beIng ap-
plied at the copter attach POInts). 
3. MaXImum yaw (occurs when longItudInal load apphcatlons of OpPOSIte 
sense are applied at the copter attach points). 
.-
• 
4. Two-wheel landing forward, with initial landing loads taken by the for-
ward landing gear. 
5. Two-wheel landing with init1al landmg loads taken by diagonally Oppos1te 
landmg gears. 
6. Moormg loads (when landmg gear must take reactions from gust loads 
appl1ed at critical angles to the airsh1p long1tudmal center hne). 
Although it is eshmated that one engine out operation may impose higher loads on some 
mner shear members, many of these members have already been arbitrarily sized to 
m1nlmUm size tube. 
3. ENVELOPE AND SUSPENSION SYSTEM 
a. Loads Cr1ter1a 
Suspens10n system load results from acceleratlons that occur when the airship enters a 
gust. 
Exper1ence has shown the a1rship 1S not instantly engulfed, but that a fin1te time period 1S 
required for complete engulfment. Durmg this period the a1rsh1p experiences accelerahons 
that cause veloc1tv changes which attenuate the gust load. 
The effects of a gust on a convenhonal Sh1P have been previously evaluated and a rule has 
been estabhshed for gust loads which is valid if the mass proportions withm the Sh1P are 
the same. 
The heavy lift or quad rotor concept has a mass distribution that is significantly different 
from a conventlonal a1rship. Therefore, a method of determining transient gust-induced 
accelerat10ns is described herein, enabl1ng the evaluation of suspension system loadmg. 
The generalized, non-d1mensional longitudinal loading of the airship, flymg at an angle of 
attack, 1S extracted from reference mater1al. (Note that all control force is generated by 
a1rship controls with no variation m rotor thrust.) 
The normal force coefficient angle-of-attack curve is linear to a 55-to-60-degree range of 
attack angles. The resultant angle-of-attack and local velocities at a series of points along 
the ship's length are calculated for a specif1c t1me increment. These are funchons of 
combmed local sh1P and air velocities. The forces resulting from this combmat1on of 
velocities are applied to the ship and linear and angular accelerations obtained. These 
acceleratlons are used to determine resultant ship velocitles. Each tlme the Sh1P advances 
another time increment into the gust, the angles of attack and local velocities are 
calculated and used to determine forces, accelerations, and velocities. This process is 
repeated until the sh1P is totally w1thin the gust. 
This method presumes that the local load at any point along the a1rship is independent of the 
load on any adJacent section. While this is not an exact representation, the use of linear load 
variations between sections and making the time increments such that the product of the sum-
mation of b.t and the Sh1P velocity does not equal the loading increments will "fair" the 
load w1th suff1cient accuracy for the purposes of this analys1s. 
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Another area of ambIguity is airship mass. When the aIrshIp is displaced In stIll air, a force 
greater than the force reqUIred to accelerate the ShIp'S mass is needed to produce an 
acceleration. ShIP motion requIres displacement of a significant volume of the atmosphere. 
The reqUIred acceleration of this air mass yields an increase in force. 
However, if the motion of the atmosphere induces the ShIP acceleration, the required 
atmospheric gas velocItIes are In part, or m total, already present and need not be 
produced by forces actIng on the ShIp. Thus, past practice has been to multiply the mass of 
the ShIP by a factor and refer to the resultIng mass as the VIrtual mass of the ship. Differ-
ent factors are used for axial, translation, pitch or yaWIng, and roll. Since the part of the 
ship engulfed in the gust WIll have a different apparent mass than the portIon of the ShIP in 
stIll aIr, three solutions to the tranSIent problem WIll be used and the comparable 
accelerations from these will be used as the deSIgn load. The three are - no VIrtual mass 
effect, ellipSOIdal virtual mass effect, and, one-half of the ellIpSOIdal virtual mass effect. 
The descrIbed method is applied to the GZZO and FRV aIrships. The design gust velocItIes 
for the GZZO airship, shown in Figure 5-5, are used in the analysIs of both ships. The result-
Ing maxImum normal accelerations are given in Figure 5-6. The VIrtual mass coeffiCIents 
used In the analysis are given In Figure 5-7. 
The GZZO Internal suspenSIon system has a limIt deSIgn load whIch is the load capability of 
this system. The effects of dIfferent mass distrIbutIon and Internal to external load ratio 
are used to define a limit dynamIc load factor for the FRV. The derIved load factor IS 
shown In Figure 5-6. A maxImum forward flIght velOCIty of 35 mph results In an Internal 
suspenSIon system load equal to the GZZO deSIgn limIt load for an eqUIvalent effective 
rnass actinlZ on the FRV and GZZO aIrships. 
ThIS analYSIS is only valid when the rotor thrust is constant for forward flight of the ship. 
Control by rotor thrust variations In forward flight can result In larger envelope lift and 
suspension system loads pOSSIbly to the faIlure level. 
AssumIng no decrease in forward velocity from 35 mph and no change In attItude as the 
ShIP IS engulfed In a vertIcal 30 feet per second gust, the dynamIC lift WIll be about 7000 
pounds. 
Dimintshing the rotor thrust effectIvely transfers the load from rotors to envelope. The 
power required to maIntain thIS condition exceeds the avaIlable power. Therefore, thIS can 
only happen on a tranSIent basis. How much the ship would slow down and attenuate the 
load IS unknown. 
The recom mended gust crIterIa for the FRV IS contaIned in Figure 5-8. 
The deSIgn lImit load for the GZZO internal suspension system IS 90 percent of the 
accelera tion transferred to the car. 
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The mternal suspension load increment for the GZ20 airship is computed as follows: 
Internal suspension load GZZO = (MNGZ20 - ME) (0.90) aNGZ2.0 
Where MNGZ2.0 is total aIrshIp mass, ME is envelope mass (total - car), and aNGZ2.0 is 
acceleratIon normal to long centerline. 
Internal suspension load FRV = (MNFRV - ME) (0.67) aNFRV 
The curtain limIt load IS fixed to that of GZ20 design by reason of part utilization. 
Internal suspensIon load (GZ2.0) = internal suspensIon load (FRV) 
(MNGZ20 - ME) (0.90) aNGZ20 = (MNFRV - ME) (0.67) aNFRV 
The effective envelope mass is identical for the two ships; i.e., common parts: 
aN(FRV) 
_MN (GZ20)_ME (0.90) 
- (0 67) aN (GZ20) M (QRltV) - M • N E 
_ 488 - 276 ( 0.90) 
- 752 - 276 (0. 67) aN(GZ20) 
aN(FRV) = 0.60 aN (GZ20) 
The design limit load factor for the GZ20 airshIp is the customary 0.5 g. The allowable 
load factor for the FRV is (0.60) (0.50 g) = 0.3 g. 
£. Analys15 
(1) General 
The envelope analysis assumes that a Goodyear GZ20 envelope, complete with empennage 
and bow stiffemng, is used for the FRV. An external suspension system is added to carry 
addItional lift available from removal of the night sign. The system also provides a WIder 
base to react to rolling moments acting on the envelope. 
The static bendmg moment is developed in the customary manner for the envelope. Ten-foot 
incremental lengths of the envelope are used. 
The dynamic bending moment is calculated usmg the maximum force loading from the dy-
namic gust analysis. Only the actual mass is used in the dynamIC moment calculation. (ThIS 
1S a conservative approach.) The static and dynamic moments are added and the pressure 
requlred to reslst thlS moment 15 found. The meridinal radii of curvature are treated as being 
infinite in comparison to the hoop radii in the membrane pressure equation. This quasi-
cylInder approach is customarily used for envelope analysis. 
A hIgh value of umt lift (0.066 Ib/ft3) is used for the envelope bending analysis in place of the 
reduced purIty lift used in the weight section of this report. Using the larger lift coeffIcient 
is conservative. 
5-2.1 
The following data are used for prelimInary suspenSIon system desIgn: 
Items 
Envelope (completely new) 
Tall (complete) 
Large ballonets (modIfied) 
5 years paInt and patch at 50 lb/yr 
Use 
Additional external suspenSIon 
DesIgn static lift 2000-ft pressure ceding 
(205270) (0.066) (0.943) 
Net static lift 
Gas pressure load 
Load, static on suspension systems 
Internal suspenSIon desIgn load (0.90) (6800) 
External suspenSIon load (new) 
External suspension load (exIstIng) 
WeIght (Ib) 
3,960.5 
757.6 
130.0 
250.0 
5,098.10 
5,100.0 
70.0 
5,170.0 
12,780.0 
7,610.0 
1,532.0 
9.142.0 
6,120.0 (67% 
of total) 
3,020.0 (33% 
of total) 
0.0 
The added external suspensIon system lies 10 a 45 degree plane. A true VIew of the system 
IS shown 10 Figure 5-9. 
Assummg the axial load PE 1S distr1buted over the bottom 45 degree of arc and usmg the 
approxImate radius in this area as 22 feet, 
The aXIal load per foot 15: 
The nom mal pre-stress 15: 
w A • E = 31 lb / ft 
F = [(5.2) (1.75) + (0.063) (5.0)] ;2 
= 103 Ib/ft. 
ThIS 1S consIdered a reasonable level of load for this area of envelope. 
The loads and lift on basically 10 foot envelope sect10ns are used to develop the shear and 
bending moment for load and lift. The gas pressure load IS 10cIuded 10 thIS calculation and 
1S summarIzed 10 Table 5-8. 
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TABLE 5-8 - ENVELOPE STATIC-LOAD, LIFT AND GAS PRESSURE LOAD, 
SHEAR AND BENDING MOMENT 
Env sta Env wt React Gas load Lift Lift-re Shear ~X ~Mom 
(ft) (lb) (lb) (lb) (lb) (lb) (lb) (ft) (ft-lb) 
0 80 0 -80 -80 2.5 -286 
2.5 107 38 -69 -149 5 -745 
7.5 106 106 0 -149 7.5 -338 
15 183 391 208 59 10 2545 
25 199 590 391 450 10 7110 
35 224 746 522 972 10 9880 
45 197 633 862 32 1004 10 9175 
55 242 870 939 -173 831 10 5240 
65 231 1534 167 984 -614 217 10 1300 
75 329 1534 686 1003 -174 43 10 -460 
85 326 1534 679 1003 -178 -135 10 -5580 
95 272 1534 960 -846 -981 10 10770 
105 197 904 909 -192 -1173 10 11685 
115 238 591 838 9 -1164 10 -8860 
125 195 751 556 -608 
10 -3820 
135 202 654 452 -156 10 235 
145 189 548 359 203 10 2910 
155 256 432 176 379 10 3065 
165 458 313 -145 234 10 -1125 
175 433 190 -243 -9 10 -45 
185 54 63 9 0 
1:= 4718 9134 1532 12320 
C.G.@ 97.53 79.93 78.34 86.90 
5-2.4 
Mom 
(ft-lb) 
0 
- 286 
-1031 
-1369 
1175 
8286 
18166 
27341 
32581 
33881 
33421 
27841 
17071 
5386 
- 3474 
-7294 
-7059 
-4149 
-1084 
41 
-4 
.. 
(Z) Rigglng Moment 
The effects of the longitudinal components of suspension system loads on the longitudlnal 
bendlng capability of the envelope is given in the equation: 
R M. = ± EHY + -2 EH; 
rlg 
where H is hor1zontal force, Y is vertical distance to centerline, and R is radlUs. 
The first term transfers the longitudinal force to center line w1th resulhng moment. The 
second term represents the reduction in envelope bendlng capabihty from the total axial 
load acting on the envelope. The rigging moment from the external system is given in 
Table 5-9. The 1nternal rigging moment is In Table 5-10 and the two are combined in Table 
5-11 to obtain the total rigging moment. 
The longitudlnal load, PE 1S expected to be developed over a lO-foot length In the r direc-
t10n and a 45 degree arc length between & =-45 degrees and the bottom centerline of the 
envelope. 60is the angle between horizontal centerline plane and the POlnt on the envelope. 
The load centrold is at the -65.5 degree POlnt on the arc. 
TABLE 5-9 - RIGGING MOMENT EXTERNAL/SYSTEM 
Station H EH R EHRcos67.5 ~ EH M 
-rig M. 2 rlg 
49.25 1058 1058 22.26 -21758 11775 -9982 0 
59.25 1058 22.79 -22276 12055 -10220 -9982 -
69.25 -10220 
75.25 - 1058 23.03 -22511 12182 -10328 -10328 
81. 25 1058 22.91 -22393 12119 -10273 -10273 -
91. 25 1058 22.32 -21817 11807 -10009 -10009 -
101. 25 1058 21. 68 -21191 11468 -9722 - 9722 -
111. 25 - 1058 0 
5-Z5 
TABLE 5-10 - INTERNAL SYSTEM RIGGING MOMENT 
Moment 
g EH rigging Statlon R H EH HRcos30 EHRcos30 moment 2 
32.25 19.44 576 576 9697 9697 5598 15295 
116 
42.25 21.15 - 692 - 12674 7317 19991 
338 
52.25 22.09 - 1030 - 19704 11376 31080 
196 
62.25 22.79 - 1226 - 24197 13970 38167 
34 
67.58 22.91 - 1260 - 24999 14433 39432 
79.90 23.03 1209 24112 13921 38033 - -1209 
89.88 22.67 - 1158 - 22734 13125 35859 
62 
97.55 21. 73 - 1009 - 18988 10962 29950 
248 
107.55 21. 56 - 848 - 15833 9141 24974 
324 
117.55 20.62 - 524 - 9357 5402 14759 
94 
127.55 19.56 430 430 - 7283 4205 11488 
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TABLE 5-11 - TOTAL RIGGING MOMENT 
Internal External 
, rigging rigging Rigging 1.5 x rlgging 
Station moment moment moment moment 
32.25 15295 - 15295 22943 
42.25 19991 - 19991 29986 
49.25 - 0 27753 41629 
52.25 31080 - 28084 42127 
59.25 - -9982 26059 39088 
62.25 38167 - 28113 42169 
67.58 39432 - 29251 43876 
69.25 - -10220 28992 43488 
75.25 - -10328 28233 42349 
79.90 38033 - 27747 41620 
81.25 - -10273 27465 41197 
89.88 35859 - 25814 38721 
91. 25 - -10009 24794 37191 
97.55 29950 - 20121 30181 
101. 25 - -9722 18387 27580 
107.55 24974 - 18849 28273 
111. 25 - 0 21070 31605 
117.25 14759 - 14759 22136 
127.55 11488 - 11488 17232 
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(3) Gas Gradient Moment 
The gas gradient moment for the G220 envelope is shown in Figure 5-10. The static load 
hft and a 1.3 g rigging moment are also shown. The transverse dynamic loads, shears and 
moments are calculated separately. The dynamic load effect on the rigging moment is 
approximated by multiplying the static rigging moment by the dynamic load factor. 
The moments are added algebraically and the summation referred to as the static moment 
is included in Figure 5-10. 
(4) DynamIC Moment 
The maximum normal force from the gust response analySIS is used to develop the prelimi-
nary envelope dynamic moment. The transverse and angular forces, moments and 
accelera tions are reacted by inertia forces which are proportional to the statIc loads on 
the envelope lengths. 
The helium weight is added to the envelope weIght and reactions. Only the WX'l, terms are 
used in the rotatIonal inertia term. The 10 term is excluded. The transverse acceleration 
load 15 prOVIded in Table 5-12. The angular acceleration load and the dynamIC lift are 
combIned with the transverse acceleration load and the resulting shear and moments 
are shown 111 Table 5-13. 
(5) Operatmg Pressure 
The pressure reqwred at the envelope center hne is gIven by the equation: 
P = 2M 
'TTR 3 
The manometer 15 approximately 'l,8 feet below the envelope center line. Thus: 
Po = P - 0.0635 (28) 
= P - 1. 78 
The manometer reads in 1l1ches of water 
5-'l,8 
Po = 5~2 ['TT~~ - 1.78J 
= 0.122 ~ - 0.34 
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TABLE 5-12 - TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION LOAD 
Envelope Envelope 
station, A weight B C 
0 0 82 25.9 
2.5 7.1 110 37.0 
1.5 19.1 109 40.4 
15 72.4 188 82.2 
25 109.2 205 99.2 
35 138.2 231 116.5 
45 159.6 203 114.4 373.4 
55 173.9 249 133.5 513.3 
65 182.6 238 132.7 905.1 
75 185.8 339 165.6 905.1 
85 185.8 335 164.4 905.1 
95 177.8 280 144.5 905.1 
105 168.3 203 117.2 533.3 
115 155.1 245 126.3 348.7 
125 139.1 201 107.3 
135 121.1 208 103.9 
145 101. 5 194 93.3 
155 80.0 263 108.3 
165 58.0 471 167.0 
175 35.2 446 151. 9 
185 11. 7 56 21. 4 
Total 2281. 5 4856 2253.0 5389 
Notes: 1. A lS the effective gas welght = 0.1856 x lift 
7642 
2. B = (752)(32.2) x (A + envelope welght) 
3. C = 76429;3;253 x reactlon = 0.59 x reactlon 
Load 
(B+C) 
25.9 
37.0 
40.4 
82.2 
99.2 
116.5 
487.8 
646.8 
1037.8 
1070.7 
1069.5 
1049.6 
650.5 
475.0 
107.3 
103.9 
93.3 
108.3 
167.0 
151. 9 
21. 4 
7642.0 
Envelope 
Station 
0 
2.5 
7.5 
15 
25 
35 
45 
55 
65 
75 
85 
95 
105 
115 
125 
135 
145 
155 
165 
175 
185 
Totals 
Notes: 
TABLE 5-13 - DYNAMIC SHEAR AND MOMENT 
X WX Aero-
(ft) W x 10- 2 lift 
-86.71 80 -69.37 
-84.21 114 -96.00 181 
-79.21 125 -99.01 466 
-71.71 256 -183.58 690 
-61. 71 309 -190.68 674 
-51.71 363 -187.71 557 
-41. 71 884 -368.72 434 
-31.71 1140 -361. 49 191 
-21.71 1691 -367.12 154 
-11.71 1792 -209.84 19 
-1. 71 1789 -30.59 -59 
-8.29 1727 143.17 -95 
18.29 1118 204.48 -212 
28.29 885 +250.37 -327 
38.29 334 127.89 -342 
48.29 323 155.98 -301 
59.29 291 169.62 -286 
68.29 336 229.45 1147 
78.29 516 403.98 1766 
88.29 468 413.20 2948 
58.29 66 64.87 15 
14507 7620 
1 X = 881202.5 = 115.64 
• Aero 7620 
2 X = 636738 = 83 31 
. Load 7642 . 
3. (115.64 - 8331) 7620 = 
EWX2 
0.01128 
Accel 
-O.Ol1WX load EFN 
79 25.2 54 
108 36.0 253 
111 39.5 538 
207 80.7 816 
215 97.4 792 
211 114.4 654 
416 489.1 361 
407 648.8 -51 
415 1042.0 -473 
237 1074.0 -818 
35 1073.0 -1097 
-161 1053.0 -1309 
- 231 653.0 -1096 
-283 475.7 -1086 
-144 105.5 -592 
-176 102.1 -579 
-191 91. 7 -569 
-259 106.1 +782 
-455 162.9 1149 
-467 147.8 2333 
-74 20.7 -80 
7642 
V Aero l'IX l'IM M Aero 
54 2.5 451 307 5 2880 451 845 7.5 9398 3331 1661 10 20565 12729 2452 10 27790 33294 3106 10 32865 61084 3467 10 34415 93949 3416 10 31795 128364 2943 160159 
2125 10 25340 185499 
1028 10 15765 201264 
-281 10 3735 204999 
-1377 10 -8290 196709 
-2463 10 -19200 177509 
-3054 10 -27585 149924 
-3633 10 -33435 116489 
-4202 10 -39175 77314 10 - 38110 
-3420 10 -28435 39204 
-2271 10 71045 10744 +62 10 -296 
-18 
-76 
The static and dynamic moments are added over the central portion of the envelope and 
the pressure required at each statIon is calculated. The maximum is the requIred operating 
pressure as shown in Table 5-14. 
TABLE 5-14 - REQUIRED PRESSURE CAR MANOMETER 
STA 10-3Mstat (1) 
45 42 
55 55 
65 60 
75 61.8 
85 58 
95 47 
105 33.5 
115 22.3 
125 4.5 
135 -13 
145 -12 
(1) Reference Figure 5-10 
(2) Reference Table 5-13 
(3) Stretched radius 
10-3Mdyn (2) 0.1 R(3) 
93.9 2.15 
128.3 2.23 
160.2 2.29 
185.5 2.31 
201.3 2.29 
205.0 2.24 
196.7 2.17 
177.5 2.09 
149.9 1.97 
116.5 1.85 
77.3 1.69 
Po 
(in. of water) 
1.37 
1.68 
1.90 
2.11 
2.30 
2.40 
2.42 
2.34 
2.13 
1.66 
1.31 
The requIred operating pressure for 35 mph gusty weather IS therefore 2.42 Inches at the 
manometer. 
c. Transverse Load Effects 
Conventlonal aIrships experience negligIble transverse loads. The metacentric helght 
causes the airship to roll so that the resultant of the combIned lateral and vertical 
acceleration vectors (including gravity effects) lies in the nominal alrship vertlcal center 
line plane. 
The quad-rotor concept introduces the ability to develop side loads and rolling moments. 
The application of these loads to the envelope, and reacting them by a conventional type 
suspenslon system, deforms the transverse envelope sectIons In a manner which could re-
sult in sigmficant differences between the maximum and minimum section diameters. The 
magnltude of these differences IS dependent upon the deslgn crosswind velOCIty as well as 
the suspenSIon system geometry. 
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The required envelope pressure is a function of the longttudinal stress m the envelope. 
Significant differences from the manufactured theoretical circular shape of the envelope 
sections result in a variable longitudinal pressure stress distribution around sections. At 
some point, as the section deforms, section arc lengths become slack in the longitudinal 
direction. The presence of these slack lengths has several major detrimental impacts on 
the envelope structural characteristics. 
The presence of the arc lengths with no longitudinal pressure stress indicates the stress in 
the arc lengths having longitudmal stress is increased. Assuming a linear stress variation in 
the loaded arc lengths, the maximum longitudinal stress 15 mcreased by, 
2 Total section length 
k Tensloned arc length 
Studles of collapsing moments for pressure-stabilized cylinders indicate the ratio of maxi-
mum stress to theoretical uniform stress is a function of the working stress-to-stiffness 
ratio of the material which becomes infinite at a "0" stress-to-stiffness ratio. Using a 
working stress-stiffness of 0.025, the proposed envelope's approximate ratio, the maximum 
stress at the collapsing moment is approximately seven times the nommal uniform pressure 
stress. If sufficlent arc lengths become slack, the section will buckle and a deep wrinkle 
wlll form wlth stresses approaching those of the collapsing moment. 
The presence of arc lengths with no longitudinal tension will reduce the envelope stiffness 
both in shear and bending. The transfer of shear across areas having only hoop tension is 
done by geometrical deformatIon rather than material strain as in a biaxial stress fleld. 
The geometric deformations are large, compared to material strain deformations under the 
same load. The bending stiffness about the axes perpendicular to the mld-radh of the slack 
arcs is also greatly reduced from that of a uniformly pre-stressed sectIon. The magnitudes 
of the mlttal wrinkhng and collapsing moments are also much reduced. 
Excessive cross-sectIon deformations can cause some suspenslon cables to become slack. 
Past practice has been to design in a manner which will prevent cables from becoming 
slack under any conditIon. The reason for avoiding cable slackness is the relatively low 
energy-absorbing capabihty of steel cables compared with their breaking strength. The 
energy equal to the cable design load acting unrestrained over a relatively small percentage 
of the cable length can easily exceed the cable's ability to absorb energy. Whether such 
energies will develop when cables become slack is not known, but, if possible, prevention 
of this condltlon is desirable. 
Past practice has been to maintain the "circular" shape as closely as practical. Consider-
able effort was expended to minimize differences between the loaded sections and the 
theoretical circular sections. This assured a minimum deviation from the theoretical 
uniform longitudmal pressure stress in the envelope. The shear and bending stiffness of the 
envelope are ensured to loads equal to theoretical wrinkling values. 
At this time, there is no simple analytical method to evaluate the effects of cross-section 
deformation on the longitudinal stress distributton in the envelope. Several two-
dimensional (quasi-cyhndrical) methods exist to predict the envelope-loaded section 
shapes. These are used to control the design of the ship, i.e. mmimizing section distortIon 
under load. 
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The FRV IS desIgned to hold agamst small velocity crosswmds. This imphes that some level 
of nantisymmetricaln section deformatIon is acceptable. How large this level 15 requIres 
further analysis and verification. 
The basic Item not currently avallable is the external pressure distribution over the airship 
at large mcidence angles. A fimte element program for aIrship envelope analysis is 
currently bemg developed and may aId in defining acceptable crosswind load levels for the 
FRV. 
At thIs tIme a cautious approach to these flight conditlons, wlth a careful evaluatIon of 
performance, may enable the FRV to explore holding 10 a crosswind wlth adequate safety 
and a reasonable expectatlon of success. 
d. Summary 
A Goodvear GZ20 envelope can be used for the FRV. 
An mcrease 10 operatmg pressure is required for forward flight. The FRV recommended 
operatmg pressure IS 2.4 mches of water, compared to the GZ20A recommended operatmg 
pressure of 1. 75 10ches of water. The envelope can safely sustam pressures up to 3.0 mches 
of water car manometer pressure. 
The effect of mcreasmg the operatmg pressure 15 to shorten the safe hfe of the envelope. 
If this vehicle 15 to be bUIlt, the envelope hfe model WIll be modified to obtam a safe hfe 
prediction whIch reqUIres a good estimate of operating and storage hme and conditlons. 
For the present, a minimum safe hfe of two years IS probable. Depending on operating and 
storage conditlons, it could be extended. 
4. DYNAMIC CONSIDERATIONS 
The quad rotor research vehlcle conslsts of four helicopters and four auxlliary propellers 
run by eight power plants. Based on rotorcraft technology, a vehlcle of thls type 15 subject 
to several aeroelastic and vlbration problems. If not prevented, some of them can lead to 
rapId destructIon of the vehIcle. 
The rotorcraft technology IS well-known as IS the aIrshIp technology, but the aeroelastlc 
problems that ar15e as a result of coupling these technologIes are not known and can pro-
duce catastrophIc fallures. The mstabllitles are not necessarlly bad as long as they are 
identified, analyzed and suffiCIent dampmgs are provided to stabIlize the otherwise unsta-
ble modes. The follOWIng structural dynamIC problems are IdentIfied as potential problems 
for hybrId alrshlps WIth quad rotors. 
a. Ground Resonance 
Ground resonance can be caused by the m-plane motlon of the rotor blades 10teractmg WIth 
any other body modes when the vehIcle IS on the ground. The vehIcles WIth 50ft m-plane 
rotors are prone to this type of mstabllitv and no aerodynamIC forces are required for this 
phenomena to occur. 
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Ground resonance, if it occurs, often results m total destructIon of the vehicle wIthm a 
matter of seconds. Several helicopters have been destroyed by this phenomena. 
b. Air Resonance 
Air resonance can be caused by the m-plane motion of the rotor blades interactmg wIth the 
body modes when the vehIcle IS in the air. Aerodynamic forces also enter into the pIcture. 
For typIcal hehcopter with artIculated rotor the flapping frequency is around 1/rev and 
thIS yields very low body modes. 
It is very unlikely for these low body modes to be m resonance with rotor lead-lag modes m 
the body-fIxed system at the normal rotor operatmg speeds. If the rotor is stopped during 
the flight, the possibility of aIr resonance exists. If the helicopter is restrained on the 
airship mterconnectmg structure, then the body frequencies may be high enough to be m 
resonance with the rotor lead-lag modes. 
c. WhIrl Flutter 
If propellers are employed for generation of direct side forces, then the possibIlity of whirl 
flutter has to be exammed. The gyroscopic moments of the propeller couple ItS pitch and 
yaw modes and these coupled modes are called whirl modes. 
The whIrl motions associated WIth these modes produce changes in angle-of-attacks of 
blade elements. The changes m these blade element incidences generate perturbatlon aero-
dynamIC forces and these forces provide the mechanIsm for whIrl flutter. 
~ Outrigger Stabihty 
When a rotor is Installed on a cantIlever, the rotor modes may be coupled WIth cantIlever 
modes gIving rlSe to self-excited oscillahons. 
Durmg the flIght tests of several experImental tail rotors, the end of tail boom gave rise to 
an instabihty problem known as tail waggmg. 
There could be other problems associated with rotor-outrigger couphng and it is important 
to Identify these problems and make sure that the vehicle is free of them. 
!! Blade Stability 
The rotor blade has several aeroelastIc stability problems. The most common ones are: 
1. Pitch-lag stabihty 
z. PItch-flap stabihty 
3. Flap-lag stability 
Even though the existing rotors, which are free from these instabilities, are employed for 
the quad rotor research vehicle, they have to be re-evaluated since the blade IS very senSI-
tive to small changes in structural and aerodynamIC parameters. 
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f. Frequency Placement 
It IS very important to establish guIdelines on frequency placement of supportIng 
structures, rotors, and propellers. The guIdelines should consider the following: 
• Resonant or nearly resonant responses 
• Support stiffeners 
• Fixed-rotatIng system transfer 
• Fixed-system excitatIons 
• Aerodynamic excItatIons of rotors and or propellers 
g. DrIve System DynamIcs 
A drIve traIn dynamIC analYSIS is necessary to make sure the follOWIng problems WIll not 
surface: 
• CrItical shaft conditions 
• DrIve system torsioned mode resonance 
• Large torsional excurSIons 
• Large shaft transverse excursIons 
• Coupled engIne/drIve system 
• Fuel control system Instability 
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SECTION VI - CONTROL SYSTEM CONCEPT FOR 
QUAD ROTOR FUGHT RESEARCH VEHICLE 
1. CONFIGURATION 
The baseline design of the FRV is presented in F1gure 4-1. It consists of four Hughes OH-
6A helicopters and four auxihary englne-propellers attached to the star frame to provide 
propuls1ve, control, and liftlng forces. In add1tion, the conventional tail control surfaces 
are used to control the a1rship in cruise flight. 
The helicopters are attached to the starframe with a hinge along the longitudlnal axis and 
are free to roll =12 degrees. They are restrained In pitch and yaw. A mechanism 15 provided 
such that this feature can be locked at 0 degrees rigidly attaching it to the starframe. The 
helicopter tail rotors are removed to reduce the number of control functions. Main rotor 
reaction torque is nomlnally compensated by tilting the left side helicopters forward and 
the right side helicopters aft approximately I.S degrees. 
The auxiliary thrustor rotors are variable pitch and provide fully reversible thrust. 
The use of hinge-mounted helicopters to provide add1tional side thrust is an opt1onal fea-
ture and will probably only be used if sufficent lateral control is not achieved with the 
auxiliary thrustors and lateral cyclic with the helicopters rig1dly attached. In the hinged 
mode, lateral cyclic pitch 1S used to torque the helicopters in roll. Angular sensors provide 
feedback for closed loop pos1tion control. In effect, the helicopters fly on the glmbals to 
the des1red angular posi t1on. 
2. FUGHT CONTROL CONCEPT 
a. Hover 
In hover, prov15ions are made for controlling the FRV in six degrees-of-freedom as follows: 
1. Longitudinal - forward facing auxiliary thrusters w1th variable pitch and 
main rotor longitudlnal cyclic in unison. 
z. Lateral - side faclng aux1liary rotors with variable pitch and main rotor 
lateral cyclic (roll attltude in hinged configuration) in unison. An option 
would be to: roll the airshlp instead of, or in addition, to generate side 
forces. 
3. Yaw - differential longitudinal auxiliary thrusters, differential main rotor 
longitudinal cyclic and differential lateral cyclic (roll attitude in hinged 
configura tion). 
4. Vertical - main rotor collectlve pitch In unison 
S. Pitch - differential collective with ballonet trim 
6. Roll - differential collective 
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In hover, pitch and roll automatic attItude control decouples the adverse roll and pitch 
moments from the lateral and longitudinal translational control forces. It is desirable to 
operate the airshIp wIth no angle-of-attack or sideslip during hover to mInimIze the 
aerodynamic forces and moments which are balanced by the control forces and moments. 
The recommended hover control method is shown in Figure 6-1 (ref. 12). 
Yaw and longitudinal control use the same control forces. The control lOgIC was desIgned 
such that yaw has authority over longitudinal control. Pitch and roll control were each 
limIted to 10 percent of the main rotor collective as the baseline system, but some addi-
tional tests and data were recorded WIth different levels of authorIty. These authorIties 
were selected based on some prevIous work and are not necessarily the recommended de-
sIgn. Addi tional work needs to be done in this area. 
2: Ground Handling 
The same control forces are available for taxIing and ground handling as for hover. 
c. CruIse 
In the cruise flight the aIrship IS controlled WIth the conventional tall surfaces. TransItion 
occurs at about 20 to 25 knots. CollectIve pitch 15 retaIned to provide vertIcal thrust, but 
It can be augmented by flying at some angle-of-attack to carry some of the load WIth aero-
dynamic hft. 
In cruIse flIght the follOWIng controls are used: 
Longitudinal - Auxihary thrusters and longItudinal cyclic in unIson 
Lateral - None 
Yaw - Vertical tall control surfaces 
Pitch - Horizontal tall surfaces and dIfferential collectIve pItch 
Roll contraIlS not required because of the inherent metacentrlc stablhty. 
d. Pilot's Controls 
A separate set of controls WIll be used for hover and cruIse. ThIS is logical from a hardware 
standpOInt and also ease of pIlot control. 
In cruise flight, the GZ20 conventional controls are retaIned mInimIZIng hardware changes. 
The flight controls are shown In Figure 6-2. The yaw pedals control the vertical tail control 
surfaces. The pitch control wheel at the right SIde of the pilot's seat controls the horIzon-
tal tail control surfaces and dIfferential maln rotor collective pitch. A conventional throt-
tle lever 15 used to control the aUXIliary thrusters pItch and longItudinal cyclic In unIson for 
forward thrust. In the hover mode, the pItch wheelIS locked in the neutral pOSItion and the 
yaw pedals are disconnected from the tall vertical control surfaces. These surfaces are 
also locked In a neutral position. 
In hover, a rIght SIde arm controller 15 used to provide longitudinal and lateral control like 
a helicopter. A roll/pItch trIm switch is mounted on thIS controller which controls the 
roll and pItch attitude If these autopilots are engaged. A conventIonal helicopter collectIve 
stIck IS provided on the left SIde of the pIlot's seat. Yaw control IS retaIned WIth the 
yaw pedals. 
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The logic for having separate controls is that in hover, FRV control is similar to that of a 
helicopter, while in cruise, it is like an airship. 
A flight engineer will be used to monltor and control all the engine functins for the auxil-
lary thrusters and the helicopters . 
3. FLY-BY-WIRE CONTROL SYSTEM 
a. General 
The fly-by-wlre (FBW) system conslsts of three main groups, the prlmary flight controls 
and vehlcle state sensors, the computers, and the flight control actuators. In addition, 
there is the remote starting, and management and monitoring of all eight engInes (four 
helicopter and four auxiliary engines) from the fllght engineer's station. Standard GZZO 
envelope pressure and ballonet controls will be used and operated by the fllght engineer. 
General Electric Aircraft Equipment Division, Binghamton, New York, was a consultant on 
the FBW concepts. 
One of the baseline assumptions is that the FRV will have the ability to jettison the pay-
load In an emergency, such as a loss of an engine control functlon to stay aloft. Most 
control mode fallures degrade the flying qualities or the ability to hover but will not result 
in total loss of control. Examples of a slngle control failure and its effects are presented In 
Table 6-1. 
Since the loss of a SIngle cyclic control does not endanger flight safety, the concept of 
uSlng a control actuator without redundancy for cyclic is a possibility. 
All of these failures involve the loss of an engine 01' a rotor control. The loss of a single 
main rotor or auxiliary thruster control 01' a single engIne failure would not result In an 
unsafe flight condition if the proper pilot acbon is taken. 
The most critical condition is the loss of a main rotor when carrying a payload. If the pilot 
jettisons the payload, the rotor lift is sufflcient to gain or hold altitude giving the pilot 
tlme to assess the failure and make the best decision on what corrective action needs to be 
taken to make a safe landing. 
The loss of an engine would be immediately detected at the flight engineer's station where 
the proper correctlve action to shut down the diagonally opposed could be taken. 
It should be noted that the loss of a control function would not necessarily be apparent to 
the pilot. 
~. Fly-By-Wire Control System CandIdates and Recommendations 
Table 6-Z lists the candidate components which would provide a swtable FBW system for 
the FRV. It 15 recommended that all components, except the state sensors, have the 
fail-operate mode to ensure flight safety. 
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TABLE 6-1 - POTENTIAL CONTROL FATI..URES AND PTI..OT RESPONSE 
Control Failure Effect Pilot Action 
Loss of forward auxiliary Loss of airspeed Cut forward power and hover. 
thruster engine during and adverse yaw Coordinate yaw and forward 
cruise or hover thrust to land. 
Loss of lateral auxiliary Reduction in Be aware of reduction in 
thruster engine during lateral control lateral control. Landing not 
hover required. 
Loss of collective control Gain or loss in Shut down defective engine 
on forward auxiliary airspeed and an and follow procedure 
thruster. Fails in maxi- unwanted yaw described 10 first 
mum forward or reverse listing. 
thrust. 
Loss of collective control Unwanted SIde force Shutdown defective engme 
on lateral auxiliary generated and be aware of reduced 
thruster. Fails in maxi- lateral control. Landing 
mum port or starboard not required. 
thrust. 
Loss of main rotor col- Start to gaIn alti- JettIson payload. Shut down 
lectIve. Falls in maxi- tude with unwanted failed rotor and diagonally 
mum collective POSItIon. pItch and roll opposed rotor and land. 
attitude 
Loss of a maIn rotor Start to lose alti- JettISon payload. Shutdown 
engme tude with unwanted dIagonally opposite malO 
pItch and roll rotor, stabIlize at altitude 
and land. 
Loss of malO rotor cyclic. Unwanted yaw and Compensate with yaw and 
Hard over lateral cyclic. sIdeforce lateral stick control. 
Land normally. 
Loss of maIn rotor cyclic. Unwanted yaw and Compensate WIth yaw and 
Hard over longitudmal longitudinal force longitudinal stick control. 
cyclic. Land normally. 
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TABLE 6-2 - CANDIDATE FBW CONTROL SYSTEMS 
Augmentation Primary 
or nigh t control 
State sensors sensors Computer Actuators 
*Non-redundant *Dual sensors self- Self-monitored OH-6A autopilot 
sensors self- monItored RVDTS or digital computer actuators for 
monitored or LVDTS WIth analog pitch and yaw. 
backup Dual redundant 
for main rotor 
and auxiliary 
thruster col-
lective 
Dual redundant Triple redundant Dual digital com- *Dual redundant 
sensors self- RVDTSorLVDTS puters self- actuators with 
monitored with majority vote monitoring model compari-
son 
TrIple redundant *Dual digital com- Triple redundant 
sensors puters with self- actuator with 
m oni toring, and majority vote 
wrap-around 
Dual digital com-
puters with self-
mOnItoring, wrap-
around and analog 
backup 
TrIple redundant 
computers WIth 
majority vote 
*Selected components for baseline system 
A block diagram of the selected FBW system is shown in Figure 6-3. The concept uses dual 
redundancy In the primary flight controls, digital computers, control actuators and power 
supplies. 
This system has the added feature that a single failure does not shut down one complete 
channel. It allows primary channel operation with more than one failure If It is not the 
same functIon. ThIS is accomplished by the steering capability in the digital computers. 
The steering capabih ty is shown on a more detailed block diagram of the digital computers 
in Figure 6-4. The input and output interfaces are dual. All inputs go through both inter-
face AID channels and CPU's. If a single AID fails the redundant channel, AID mput #2, IS 
used, but it 15 steered back to CPU #1 keeping channell still operative. If the channels 
were completely independent, a failure in channell and channel 2 would result in some non-
operative function. 
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(1) Augmentation Sensors 
Preliminary analysis indicates that flight control augmentation is not mandatory for flight 
safety although it improves handling qualities. Therefore, the augmentation or state sen-
sors for the primary flight control system need not be redundant. They will contain a self-
monitoring technique which would mdicate a faulty measurement. If a faulty sensor is 
detected, it can be disconnected from the flight control system and flown without 
augmentation. 
A strapdown inertial measuring UnIt (IMU) is recommended. It can measure all states of the 
FRV whIch might be useful for both augmentation and an automatic hover sensor. 
(2) Primary Flight Control Sensors 
In hover, the pilot's controls are: 
(a) LongItudinal stick electrIC) (critical) 
(b) Lateral stick (electric) 
(c) Collective stick (electric) (crItical) 
(d) Yaw pedals (electric) (crItical) 
(e) Pitch (electric switch) 
(f) Roll (electric switch) 
In cruIse flight, the ptlot's controls are: 
(a) Yaw pedals (cables to rudders) 
(b) Elevator wheel (cables to elevators) 
(c) Collective stick (electric) (critIcal) 
(d) Throttle (electrIC) (critIcal) 
Many of these controls are crItical to flight safety, partIcularly mam rotor collectIve WhIch 
IS reqUIred to remam aIrborne. Because of theIr importance it is recommended that all 
of the pllot's electric controls be at least dual redundant. 
Therecommendedprimary flight control sensors are rotary variable differentIal transformers 
(RVDTS) or linear varIable differential transformers (LVDTS) and trIm SWItches. A triple 
redundant L VDT 1S shown in Figure 6-5. 
(3) Flight Control Computer 
The fhght control computer takes the input signals from the primary fl1ght controls and 
state sensors and implements the control m1xmg, s1gnal conditIoning and the control laws 
as reqUIred and outputs the control SIgnals to the flight control actuators. 
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Figure 6-5 - Triple Redundant LVDT 
An all analog flight control computer was not considered to be practical for the FRV be-
cause it would not have the flexibility to be easily reprogrammed and thus would not meet 
the objectives of a flight test program. A digital flight computer is ideal for the FRV be-
cause of the accuracy of implementation and ease with which program changes can be 
made in the field. 
The lowest level of redundancy would be to have a digital computer with an analog backup. 
This concept was not selected because the dual digital computer was considered to be more 
versatile and not require an additional analog design. 
Dual digital computers, with the addition of the wrap-around techniques to check the com-
puter I/O's and actuators, were selected as the baseline because that system provides the 
additional fault monitoring for a totally redundant system. 
The dual redundant digital computer with analog backup and the triple redundant digital 
systems are considered to be beyond what is required to ensure FRV flight safety. In addi-
tion, to implement the control mixing and stability augmentation, the digital computer 
does self-testing and wrap-around tests of the entire system from the computer input 
interface to the actuator outputs. 
On initial power up the computers will do a self-test. Then the interface hardware will be 
checked by each computer to verify the dual I/O control logic in a closed loop using the 
outputs of the flight control actuators. 
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This wrap-around or closed-loop test checks the integrity of everything beyond the primary 
input sensors. The augmentation sensors can also be checked in the same way. Self-monitor 
signals from the flight control sensors and actuators are also sent back to the computers 
for total system verification. The wrap-around tests within the computer are performed 
during flight which provides continuous closed loop integrity testing. 
Any failure{s) are automatically removed from the loop and substituted with the redundant 
channel. The failure{s) is indicated on the pilot's or engineer's status panel. 
The anticipated flight control mixing logic and iteration rates are not excessive so that a 
number of general purpose computers could be used in this application. 
(4) Flight Control Actuators 
The OH-6A has an optional autopilot which is manufactured by Astronautics. The autopilot 
actuators are not redundant and would only be useful for the cyclic controls since the auto-
pilot has no collective control. In the interest of commonality and safety, it was decided 
that the dual redundant actuator should be used for all flight controls. 
The dual redundant flight control actuators were also selected for their consistency with 
the baseline concept of having a fail-operate concept throughout the FRV. 
The flight control actuators are dual redundant electric AC servos which are capable of 
providing enough torque to react to all the flight loads on the helicopter controls. Based on 
information from Hughes, it is assumed that all flight loads will not exceed 80 percent of 
the limit loads. The actuators will be designed to provide full control travel in one second. 
The actuator consists of parallel redundant motor-brake-tachometers driving an output 
gear through a differential gear. Figure 6-6 shows a preliminary design of a dual actuator 
without the tachometers. An output RVDT is provided for each motor loop for position 
feedback. 
Normally both motor loops are driven simultaneously and the summation of the tachometer 
outputs provides an indication that both motor loops are functioning. If one of the loops 
fails, each tachometer is compared with the electronic actuator model tach to determine 
which is faulty. The faulty loop is then braked via the actuator control logic and an indica-
tion of the loop failure is fed back to the computer. 
In addition to this logic, the actuator wrap-around tests are checked each computer cycle 
to determine total closed-loop integrity. 
(5) Control Signals 
The control actuators for the helicopters and auxiliary thrusters are remote from the 
control car. Ideally, it would be desirable to transmit commands and output status signals 
to and from the actuators with serial digital fiber optics. This would minimize the effects 
of electromagnetic interference (EMI) and provide lightweight cables to these units. How-
ever, use of fiber optics would require additional digital processing electronics at each 
station and would unnecessarily complicate the FBW system. 
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Fiber optics would also require unwarranted additional development. Proof of flight con-
cept, not the development of new technology FBW systems, is the intent of the FRV. 
The baseline concept is to use analog and discrete signals to the rotor modules and auxil-
iary thrusters for simplicity and cost. A block diagram of the interconnection system is 
shown in Figure 6-7. 
!:. Fly-By-Wire Power Supplies 
The power supply concept is shown in Figure 6-8. The prime power comes from a 28 vdc 
150 amp generator, standard equipment on each helicopter. This is adequate to supply all 
the electrical systems. The largest power requirement is for the four ballonet blowers. 
Twenty amps each is required because ram air is not easily accessible with the remote 
location of the rotor modules. 
Figure 6-8 shows that Power System No. 1 supplies Flight Control System Channell and 
Power System No. 2 supplies Flight Control System No.2. Each power system is dual 
redundant supplied by two isolated DC generators and dual 400 Hz inverters. 
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Figure 6-7 - Fly-by-Wire Interconnection System 
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SECTION vn - PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS 
1. GENERAl.. 
The performance characteristics of the vehicle in typical flight conditions corresponding to 
hover, climb, and forward flight have been estimated in terms of its helicopter and airship 
components. The performance data pertinent to the OH-6A helicopter in this vehicle con-
figuration were obtained from the manufacturer, while that related to the airship compo-
nents were generated by Goodyear Aerospace. The following describes the methods used 
and results obtained. 
2. HOVER PERFORMANCE 
a. Hover Ceiling 
To predict ceiling altitudes for hover out of ground effect (HOGE) as a function of ambient 
temperature, the corresponding rotor thrust available from the four OH-6A helicopters 
(Figure 7-1) as well as the static lift available from the airship envelope (Figure 7-2) was 
calcula ted. 
The total contribution from the four helicopters, including individual helicopter thrust data 
for various altitudes and ambient temperature conditions, was calculated by the helicopter 
manufacturer. The static lift of the airship envelope was calculated by Goodyear Aero-
space by the following method: 
Sample calculation: 
static lift at 2000 ft pressure altitude 
= (stretched volume of envelope) (unit lift of helium) (envelope inflation for 
:ZOOO £t pressure height) 
where, 
weight of air at ;WOO ft 
envelope inflation for 2000 pressure height = 
weight of air at sea level 
consequently, 
static lift at 2000 ft = (205270 ft 3) (0.0635lb/ft3 ) (0.943) = 122921b. 
This lift is corrected for temperature effects based on absolute temperature ratio with 
standard sea level conditions. For instance, static lift at 2000 ft at 80 degrees F is given 
by 
(12 292) (59 + 459.4)= 11 813 lb 
, (80 + 459.4) , • 
Similar calculations were made for other temperature and altitude conditions, shown in 
Figure 7-2. These results were combined to determine the maximum permissible gross 
weight of the vehicle during hover at a given altitude and ambient temperature. 
Figure 7-3 shows hover ceiling in a case where the helicopters were assumed to be operat-
ing at maximum take-off power, while Figure 7-4 shows similar data corresponding to 
operation at maximum continuous power. 
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Hover ceiling with one engine out, or in this vehicle, one helicopter unit out, is shown 
in Figure 7-5. 
Note that in hovering at maximum take-off power, the gross weights shown in Figure 
7-3 correspond to the maximum gross lift that can be generated. Consequently, no allow-
ance has been made here for thrust required for maneuvers from hover at these gross 
weight conditions. 
Hover ceiling in ground effect is perhaps not significant to this aircraaft, since the helicopter 
rotors are located nearly out of ground effect . 
.£. Power Requirements 
The power requirements for hovering were obtained by considering the power requirements 
of ecah of the helicopters for a specified operating condition, as shown in Figure 7-6. 
The maximum permissible gross weights for both the maximum take-off and maximum 
continuous power limits is a standard day operation are shown. Note that the power available 
to the helicopter is transmission-limited. The T63 engine on the OH-6A is derated from 
317 shaft horsepower to 236 shp (maximum continuous) when installed. Consequently, 
the engine is capable of delivering 236 shp at SOOO-feet density altitude. 
c. Hover Endurance 
The eight engines in the proposed vehicle configuration could consume significant amounts 
of fuel in a relatively short time in comparison to other aircraft. Consequently, hover 
endurance is important for operational consideration. 
F or a given payload the hover endurance has been calculated by considering the corresponding 
power required (see Figures 7-6 and 7-7) and the associated fuel consumption rate (Figure 
7-8). Typically, the power requirements of the aircraft in hover are calculated by combining 
the power requirements of the individual helicopters, at a given operating condition. 
A similar approach is used to calculate the power requirements in forward flight as explained 
subsequently (see section on Forward Flight Power Requirements). In all cases, maximum 
available fuel is fixed at 3200 pounds with a 10 percent allowance for warmup, taxi, take-
off, and climb and a 10 percent reserve at the end of flight. Consequently, usable fuel 
per flight is assumed to be 2560 pounds. 
Typically, as the fuel is consumed, the weight of the vehicle decreases causing a drop in 
required power, hence, fuel consumption is less. 
Thus a piece-wise, decremental approach is taken in accounting for the effect of decreasing 
fuel weight on vehicle hover endurance. 
The endurance resulting from burning the first SOO pounds of fuel is calculated in one step 
by using constant values of power required and resulting fuel flow rates corresponding 
to the initial gross weight of the vehicle. Subsequently, the gross weight is decremented 
by 500 pounds for the next step. 
For example, consider the vehicle with a full payload and fuel corresponding to maximum 
gross weight of 23,435 pounds (Figure 7-7). Since 10 percent of the available fuel is consumed 
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prior to hover the vehicle begins to hover at a gross weight of 23,115 pounds. As the fuel 
is consumed the vehicle would in effect progress down the locus of zero velocity points for 
various gross weight conditions. 
For this example, the power curve for a gross weight of 23,435 pounds corresponds to the 
"5417 pound payload" curve. Since 10 percent of the fuel is considered consumed prior to 
beginning hover, the weight of the vehicle at the start of hover is 32.0 pounds less than that 
represented by the 5417 pound curve. Interpolating between the 5417 pound and 5000 
pound curves gives an initial required hover power of 908 shp. 
This 908 shp is shared by the four rotor systems. Each engine must therefore provide: 
~08 s~p = 227 shp/engine 
englnes 
Figure 7-8 shows the fuel flow requirements per shaft horsepower for the T63 engine. At 
sea level, to develop 227 shp, each engine's fuel flow rate (w) must equal 166 Ibm/hr. It is 
also assumed that in the hover condition, the four auxiliary propulsion units (APU) are 
running at idle. At sea level, widle = 60 lbm/hr for each engine. Therefore, the four 
APU's consume 4 (60 Ibm/hr) = 240 Ibm/hr. 
This fuel rate is considered constant throughout the flight. 
Fuel consumption for the total system then becomes: 4 (166 lbm/hr) + 240 lbm/hr = 904 
Ibm/hr. Assuming 97 pounds of fuel are burned at this rate, the time required to consume 
the fuel is: ' 
97 Ibm - 0 107 h 904 lbm/hr -. r 
At the end of this time increment, the vehicle is 97 pounds lighter. For the next iteration, 
the shaft horsepower required should be taken from the zero velocity line of Figure 7-7 at 
a point 97 pounds lighter than the previous point. This iterative procedure is continued 
until 2560 pounds of fuel have been consumed. 
For ease of interpolation, the fuel was incremented in 500 pound steps except for the first 
and last increments. Calculations for this hover performance flight are listed in table 7-1. 
Using this approach the total endurance of the vehicle with various payloads is calculated 
both at sea level and 5000-foot density altitude (Figure 7-9). 
It can be observed that the endurance in the case of 2000 pound payload is not sensitive to 
,altitude change. Typically, with an increase in altitude the power required increases and 
the static lift decreases, both conditions that lead to lower endurance. However, as the 
engines operate more efficiently, less fuel is'demanded and this yields higher endurance. 
Apparently, for a larger payload the latter effect dominates. 
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TABLE 7-1 - SAMPLE CALCULATION OF HOVER ENDURANCE FOR 
FLIGHT RESEARCH VEHICLE 
Density Altitude: sea level Fuel capacity: 3200 pounds 
Gross I SHP 
vehi- Fuel Total reqd weach w Rotor w Rotor /::, Fuel Time to 
Payload cle wt wt SHP each rotor system +wAPU** Obm) bUl'n /::, 
(Ibm) (Ibm) (Ibm) reqd rotor ( #/hr) ( #/hr) (#/hr) fuel (hr) 
5417 23115 2880* 980 227 166 664 904 97 0.107 
5417 23018 2783 895 224 165 660 900 500 0.556 
5417 22518 2283 850 213 159 636 876 500 0.571 
5417 22018 1783 800 200 152 608 848 500 0.590 
5417 21518 1283 745 186 145 580 820 500 0.610 
5417 21055 783 690 173 139 556 796 463 0.582 
5417 20592 320 
Totals: 2560 lb 3.01 hr 
* 320 pound assumed consumed prior to start of hover. 
** Four APU at idle consume 240 lb /hr; constant for flight. 
3. CLIMB AND FORWARD FLIGHT PERFORMANCE 
a. Vertical Rate of Climb 
The ability of the vehicle to climb vertically has been determined by considering the 
corresponding performance of the individual OH-6A helicopters and the airship component. 
It was assumed that each of the helicopters would overcome 25 percent of the parasite 
drag of the airship envelope and support structure in vertical climb. The corresponding 
power requirements of each helicopter for nominal climb rates of 500 feet per minute and 
1000 feet per minute were calculated and used to determine the overall vehicle power 
requirements. 
Figure 7-10 shows the corresponding power requirements for nominal climb rates of 500 
fpm and 1000 fpm at sea level while Figure 7-11 shows similar data at 5000-foot density 
altitude. 
:~. Forward Flight Power Reguirements 
To predict the maximum speed, maximum range and endurance of the vehicle, it is 
necessary to determine the power required to cruise at various airspeeds and gross weight 
conditions. This is done by calculating the power required to drive the airship envelope and 
support structure at various airspeeds (Figure 7-12). 
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Similarly, the power required to drive the individual helicopters at various airspeeds, while 
operating at various thrust conditions (Figures 7-13 and 7-14), has also been calculated. 
It has been assumed for simplicity that in cruise mode the power required by each helicop-
ter is limited to its own induced profile and parasite power losses. The power plants with 
the longitudinal auxiliary thrusters have been selected such that they provide the necessary 
power to overcome the envelope and support frame drag at all airspeeds. 
Based on these factors, the results of the above calculations were combined to determine 
the overall power requirements of the vehicle at various airspeeds and gross weight 
conditions. Figure 7-7 shows the power requirements of the vehicle at sea level on a stan-
dard day. Figure 7-15 shows similar data at 5000-foot density altitude. 
The power limitations of the rotor systems and the auxiliary thruster power plants are also 
indicated in these figures. It can be observed that the power requirement characteristics 
of the FRV at various gross weights are similar to that of a conventional helicopter • 
.£. Maximum Speec:! 
For a conventional aircraft the maximum speed in cruise mode is typically given by the 
airspeed at which power available is equal to power required for the same operational con-
dition. However, with the FRV configuration, there are two power sources available. The 
constraint is the power limit on the auxiliary propellers since they are assumed to be the 
source for overcoming envelope drag. 
It is assumed that the AH-1 T tail rotor acts as a constant speed propeller which will allow 
the APU to develop its rated horsepower at all forward speeds. Since an untwisted helicop-
ter tail rotor will undoubtedly operate less efficiently with increasing forward speed, the 
validity of this assumption would be assessed in a more rigorous investigation. 
It should also be noted that performance predictions contained herein are premised only on 
aerodynamic considerations. Predicted speeds and loads may not be achievable due to 
structural limitations such as the one identified in Section V. A more detailed analysis 
would be required to collectively consider all factors affecting the FRV's performance 
(e.g., aerodynamic structural, environmental, operational). 
Assuming a nominal efficiency of 90 percent for the auxiliary propulsion system, the maxi-
mum speed for this vehicle should be 50 knots or better, depending on the power available 
from the helicopter power plants to overcome envelope drag. 
Note that the power available from the longitudinal auxiliary propUlsion units is decreased 
by 50 shp at 5000 feet. The power required to overcome the envelope-frame drag at 5000 
feet is also reduced by 14 percent. Therefore, there is no significant change in the maxi-
mum speed at the higher altitude (Figure 7-12). 
d. Payload versus Maximum Range 
In Figure 7-7 each curve represents the power required by the vehicle to carry the 
indicated payload with a full tank of fuel. For a particular value of gross weight 
corresponding to a specified payload, the speed for maximum range is given by a line drawn 
through the origin and tangent to the power-speed curve as shown. 
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Typically, a maximum range flight profile of the FRV at sea level consists of initially 
cruising at the speed for maximum range corresponding to payload. As the fuel is 
consumed, the weight of the vehicle decreases and its power requirements are lowered. In 
effect, this requires flying at a lower speed for maximum range, as the vehicle progresses 
down the locus of maximum range velocity (see Figure 7-7) until all fuel is consumed. 
As an example, consider a maximum range flight of the FRV at sea level, carrying the 
maximum payload of 5417 pounds (see Table 7-2). 
Since 10 percent of the fuel is considered consumed prior to beginning cruise, the weight of 
the vehicle at the start of cruise is 320 pounds less than that represented by the 5417 
pound payload curve in Figure 7-7. Interpolating between the 5417 pound and 5000 pound 
curves of Figure 7-7 gives an initial maximum range velocity of 46 knots at a required 
power of 840 shaft horsepower. 
It is also assumed that in cruise, the two laterally directed APU's are shut down. The 840 
shp is then shared by six engines. Thus, each engine supplies 140 shaft horsepower. 
Figure 7-8 shows the fuel flow requirements per shaft horsepower for the T63 engine. 
Note that equal power output assumed from each engine does not influence the fuel flow 
calculation, since the fuel flow variation rate with shp is linear. 
At sea level, to develop 140 shp, each engine's fuel flow rate (w) must equal 124 Ibm/hr. 
The total system w is then: 
6 engines (124 lbm/hr/engine) = 744 Ibm/hr. 
TABLE 7-2 - FUGHT RESEARCH VEHICLE WEIGHT AND UFT DATA 
At sea level At 5000 feet 
Item (lbs) (lbs) 
Empty weight plus fuel and oil 18,018 18,018 
Fuel 3,2.00 3,200 
Static lift 13,035 11,22.3 
Net buoyancy -4983 -6795 
Helicopter lift available 10,400 10,040 
Payload available 5,417 3,245 
(Helicopter lift and net buoyancy) 
Gross weight 2.3,435 21,263 
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Assuming 597 pounds of fuel are burnt at this rate, the time required to consume this fuel 
is: 
597 Ibm 
744 lbm/hr = .802 hr. 
Cruising at a velocity of 46 knots for .802 hr, the vehicle travels: 
46 kt (.802 hr) = 36.91 nautical miles. 
A t the end of this time increment, the vehicle is 597 pounds lighter. 
For the next iteration, the maximum range velocity should be selected from a point on the 
maximum range velocity curve 597 pounds lower than the previous point. This procedure is 
continued tUltil 2560 pounds of fuel have been consumed. For ease of interpolation, the 
fuel was incremented in 500 pound steps except for the first and last increment. Calcula-
tions for this flight profile are listed in Table 7-3. 
Similar calculations were performed for other gross weight conditions corresponding to 
various payload conditions. Maximum range in each case was determined both at sea level 
and at 5000 foot density altitude as shown on Figure 7-16. 
It appears that for the flight at sea level there is an optimal payload of 2000 pounds at 
which best range can be achieved. Apparently, with gross weight decrease the power 
required by the helicopter rotors decreases along with the maximum range speed. The 
former effect tends to increase the range while the latter tends to decrease it. For 
payloads from maximum value to 2000 pounds, the range increment due to the reduced 
power requirement overrides the decrement because of the slower speed for maximum 
range. The converse is true for payloads smaller than 2000 pounds. 
~. Payload versus Maximum Endurance 
In Figures 7-7 and 7-15, speed for maximum endurance of the FRV at various gross weights 
were identified. For a given payload the maximum endurance was calculated in a manner 
similar to that used for maximum range calculation. The corresponding results are shown 
on Figure 7-17. As previously observed in hover endurance, if the payload is approximately 
1250 pounds, the vehicle is not found to be sensitive to altitude changes. 
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TABLE 7-3 - SAMPLE CALCULATION OF MAXIMUM RANGE VS. PAYLOAD 
Density Altitude' sea level Fuel Capacity. 3.l00 lb. 
Time to Dlst. 
Gross Fuel liP each weach burn for 6 
Payload veh wt. wt Velocity Totnl liP engllle engllle w Total 6Fuel 6 fuel fuel 
(Ibm) (Ibm) (Ibm) (kt) reqUIred reqUired (Ib/hr) (lb Ihr) (Ibm) (hr. ) (Nm) 
5417 23115 2880* 46 840 140 124 744 5~7 .802 36. !n 
5417 22518 2283 44.5 770 128 118 708 500 .706 31. 43 
5417 22018 1783 43.5 710 118 114 684 500 .731 31. 80 
5417 21518 1283 42 650 108 109 654 500 .765 32.13 
5417 21018 783 41 590 98 105 630 463 .735 30.13 
5417 20555 320 Totals. 2560 3.74 162.4 
* 320 Ibm assumed consumed prIOr to start of crUIse. 
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SECTION vm - STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS 
1. GENERAL 
The extent of stabihty and control augmentabon desirable for this aircraft depends on the 
inherent stability characteristics of the vehicle configuration. Stability has been evaluated 
in typical flight conditions of hover and cruise. 
The effects of carrying a shng load on the vehicle dynamiCS have been predicted by con-
sidering a hnear, state-variable model of the coupled system. Typical operational condi-
tions that could lead to vehicle mstabihty have been determined by a piloted flight simula-
tion of the aircraft. A description of the analytical model used and the determined stabil-
ity characteristics of the vehicle are given below. 
Z. VEHICLE SUNG LOAD STATE-VARIABLE MODEL 
A l1near system model that describes the coupled motion of the vehicle shng load configura-
hon has already been derived by linearizing the correspondmg non-linear equations of 
mohon about trim conditions in hover and forward flight {ref. 13}. 
In this model the hull is assumed to be a buoyant, rigid body from which a payload, modeled 
here as a pomt mass, IS suspended from an arbitrary pOInt on the vehicle by means of a 
rigid, nonextensible link. The rotor modules in the configuration are assumed to be rigidly 
connected to the hard structure and are implicit devices that produce forces and moments 
on the vehicle for a specified flight path of the HLA and appropriate control inputs. 
Translation of the vehicle is described m terms of Its velocity components u, v, and w 
along the x, y, and z axes, respecbvely, of a body axes system whose origm 15 located at an 
arbitrary pOint, while the rotational motion of the vehicle is described by the angular veloc-
ity components p, q, and r about the x, y, and z axes, respectively, of the same reference 
frame. The orientation of the vehicle is described by the Euler angles rfJ, 8, and l/J, which 
locate the body axes reference frame with respect to a local horizon system. 
Motion of the payload relative to the vehicle IS described in terms of its coordmates XL, 
and YL, which are defined In the reference body axes system of the vehicle. Note that only 
two mdependent coordinates are reqUired to describe the payload motion, since it is 
assumed here that the payload remains at a constant distance equal to the cable length 
from the suspension pomt. 
These perturbation equations can be rearranged in a state-variable form: 
x = bx, 
where xT = {uwq 8 ~ xp v P rfJ r l/J vp yp} is the state vector consistmg of perturbations in 
state-variables and ~ IS the system matrlX. 
Typically, the stability characteristics of the system are determined by examinmg the 
eigenvalues of the system matrix. Stability characteristics of the vehicle alone, without a 
sling load, can also be examined by appropriately partitionmg the overall system matrix 
and uSing corresponding input data m the evaluation. 
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To exam me the stability of the vehicle wIth an Internal or external payload of 5000 pounds 
while hovering or cruIsing, it is necessary to determme the correspondIng aerodynamic 
derivatives of the vehicle. These have been synthesized by combining the aerodynamic 
derIvatives of the quad-helicopter configuration with those of the airship component. 
(refs. 14 and 15.) 
The contrIbution from the former has been determined by kInematIcally relating the IndivId-
ual helicopter derivatIves to those of the overall vehicle. (refs 16 and 17). In the present 
case, smce the helicopter tau rotors are absent, theIr contribution to the aerodynamic 
derIvatIves of IndiVIdual helicopters has been omitted. Consequently, as a first approxi-
matIon, the yaw moment derIvatIves of IndiVIdual helicopters have been neglected. These 
results are shown in Tables 8-1 to 8-4. 
The acceleration derivatives corresponding to the airship component of the vehicle have 
been estimated USIng the claSSIcal approach. (refs. 15 and 18.) These results are shown in 
Table 8-5. 
3. HOVER srABILITY 
For a case In which the vehicle was hoverIng in stIll aIr with an internal payload of 5074 
pounds, the corresponding system matrIX was evaluated. It was found that the vehicle is 
Inherently stable in this operating condItIon and has the followmg modal characteristics: 
Mode 1 - This is a stable oscillatIon of the vehIcle in the pItch plane WIth a time period of 
16.1 seconds and tIme to half amplItude (TI/Z) of 37.1 seconds. The corresponding mode-
shape (Figure 8-1) indicates a phase relationshIp in WhICh a change in forward velOCIty of 1 
ft/sec IS associated WIth a change m pitch angle of Z.1 degree, the former leading the lat-
ter by 90 degrees. The phase relatIonship observed here 15 SImIlar to that of the pItch plane 
OSCIllatIon of the OH-6A helicopter in free flIght. 
Mode Z - This mode represents heave subSIdence WIth a Tl/Z of 7.8 seconds. It conSIsts of 
vertIcal motIon of the vehicle, WhICh 15 damped by the helicopter rotors. 
Mode 3 - Th15 mode represents surge subSIdence with a TI/Z of 70 seconds. It conSISts of 
convergence of the forward velOCIty of the vehIcle resulting from the surge dampmg of 
IndiVIdual helicopters. 
Mode 4 - ThIS is a stable OSCIllation of the vehIcle In the lateral vertical plane. It 15 well-
damped and has a time perIod of 8.9 seconds WIth TI/Z of 5.8 seconds. The correspondmg 
modeshape (Figure 8-Z) indicates that the resultmg motIon IS predommantly rolling. A 
change In roll attitude of 10.3 degrees 15 associated WIth a change in lateral velOCIty of 1 
ft/sec. 
Mode 5 - This IS a heaVIly damped, weak OSCIllation of the vehIcle in the horIzontal plane. 
It has a tIme period of 560 seconds and a Tl/Z of 6Z.3 seconds. The corresponding 
modeshape (Figure 8-3) indicates coupled motIon of the vehicle in whIch nearly equal 
changes occur in surge and sway velOCIties that are 180 degrees out of phase. Small drIft In 
heading was also observed In thIS mode. 
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TABLE 8-1 - STABILITY DERIVAnvES* OF OH-6A 
HEUCOPTER WITHOUT TAn.. ROTOR 
Hover at sea level: 
x y Z L M 
u 
-2.04 1.25 -3.34 .10 11. 33 
v 
.03 -3.45 -3.49 -15.20 -2.34 
w 
.90 -1.54 -26.98 -.63 -5.39 
P -64.85 -106.71 4.61 -1618.61 338.29 
q 103.28 -66.90 1. 30 -373.74 -1586.29 
r 
-4.82 27.17 116.88 -94.52 64.64 
Forward flIght at 20 knots at sea level: 
x y Z L M 
u -1.32 .63 -15.03 .16 14.02 
v .19 -3.88 -2.93 -14.64 -1. 71 
w 1.71 -.48 -34.38 -2.24 -2.70 
P -61.76 -125.19 -.15 -1701.32 314.38 
q 120.25 -63.18 12.56 -375.19 -1689.49 
r -7.84 38.33 121. 02 -86.30 85.76 
Forward flight at 40 knots at sea level: 
x y Z L M 
u -2.14 .32 -7.46 -.63 11.69 
v .06 -5.38 -1.85 -15.76 -9.71 
w .99 -.95 -49.93 -5.72 -3.06 
p -59.41 -152.92 -32.31 -1792.49 256.39 
q 134.94 -70.74 -41. 06 -405.49 -2015.65 
r -4.38 37.89 114.82 -71. 20 165.69 
*From Reference 16. All derIvatIves are dImensIonal. 
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TABLE 8-Z - QUAD-HELICOPTER CONTRIBUTION TO 
VEHICLE STABILITY DERIVATIVES 
Hover at sea level: 
u v w p q 
X -8.15 .1268 3.582 -261.6 270.2 
Y 5.009 -13.79 -6.15 -184.93 -179.75 
Z -13.38 -13.95 -107.92 263.13 -229.47 
L -87.47 181.1 105.38 -134367. 1664.8 
M - 97.6 -7.125 41. 26 -3071. 76 -55445.4 
N - - - -4388.6 3113.7 
Forward flight at 20 knots at sea level: 
u v w p q 
X - 5.295 .7609 6.848 -260.38 388.12 
Y 2.536 -15.54 -1. 934 -228.28 -208.23 
Z -60.11 -11.73 -137.5 205.15 -1004.1 
L -43.83 213.92 24.973 -170212. 2163.05 
M -36.77 6.514 109.33 -3189.77 -68575.9 
N - - - -S38S.S6 979.06 
Forward flIght at 40 knots at sea level: 
u v w p q 
X -S.56 .2536 3.963 -242.1 389.62 
Y 1.3 - 21. 527 -3.S04 -234.08 -260.16 
Z -29.834 -7.419 -199.7 .8994 -687.54 
L -25.3 314.55 43.833 -246595. 2897.35 
M -103.4 -34.39 57.29 -2539.7 -101509. 
N - - - -4854.7 1926.01 
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r 
-19.276 
108.68 
467.54 
14105. 
6982.5 
-16963. 
r 
-31. 355 
153.32 
484.09 
70601. 2 
5731. 65 
-14350.4 
r 
-17.532 
151. 58 
459.26 
33602.5 
4110.95 
-21384.1 
TABLE 8-3 - STABn.ITY DERIVATIVES OF GZ2.0 AIRSHIP 
Forward flIght at 20 knots at sea level: 
x y Z L M N 
u -22.04 7.15 7.15 - - -
v - -142.26 - - - 6790.7 
w - - -142.26 - -9251.5 -
P - - - - - -
q - - 5522.6 - -770529 -
r - -7662.7 - - - -662459. 
Forward flight at 40 knots at sea level: 
x y Z L M N 
u -44.08 14.3 14.3 - - -
v - -284.52 - - - 13581. 4 
w - - -284.52 - -18503. -
P - - - - - -
q - - 11045.2 - -1541058. -
r 
-
-15325.4 -
-
- -1324918. 
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TABLE 8-4 - ESTIMATED STABILITY DERIVATIVES 
OF THE COMPLETE VEHICLE 
Hover at sea level: 
u v w p q 
X -8.15 .1268 3.582 -261. 6 270.2 
Y 5.009 -13.79 -6.15 -184.93 -179.75 
Z -13.38 -13.95 -107.92 263.13 -229.47 
L -87.47 181.1 105.38 -134367 1664.8 
M -97.6 -7.125 41. 26 - 3071. 76 -55445.4 
N - - - -4388.6 3113.7 
Forward flight at 20 knots at sea level: 
X Y Z L M 
u -27.335 7.911 13.998 -260.38 388.12 
v 2.536 -157.795 -1. 934 -228.28 -208.23 
w -60.1l -11. 73 -279.'16 205.15 -1.0255.6 
P -43.829 213.92 24.973 -170212 2163.05 
q -36.77 6.5137 5631. 93 -3189.77 -839104.9 
r - -7662.7 - -8388.86 979.06 
Forward flIght at 40 knots at sea level: 
X Y Z L M 
u -52.64 14.554 18.263 - 242.1 389.62 
v 1.3 -306.047 - 3. 804 -234.08 -260.16 
w -29.834 -7.419 -484.22 .8994 -19190.54 
P -25.3 314.55 43.833 -246595. 2897.35 
q -103.4 -34.39 11102.49 -2539.7 -1642567. 
r - -15325.4 - -4854.7 1926.01 
r 
-19.276 
108.68 
467.54 
14105. 
6982.5 
-16963. 
N 
-31.36 
6944.02 
484.09 
70601. 2 
5731.65 
-676809. 
N 
-17.532 
13732.98 
459.26 
33602.5 
4110.95 
-1346302_ 
TABLE 8-5 - ACCELERA nON DERIVATIVES OF THE VEHICLE 
x y Z L l\l N 
u -37.1 - - -
- -
v - -438.6 - -
- 1489.8 
w -
- -438.6 -
-1489.8 
-
P - - - - -
-
q - - -1489.8 -
-687357 -
r - 1489.8 - -
-
-687357 
4. VEHICLE STABILITY IN FORWARD FUGHT 
In straight and level flight with 10creasing speed up to 40 knots, the pitch plane oscIllation 
or Mode 1 (Figure 8-4) tends to have a larger time period with greater damping. ThIS behav-
Ior lS similar to that of a conventIonal airship as shown in Figure 8-5. For reference, the 
correspondlOg mode of a conventional helicopter lS also shown In the same fIgure. 
The 10crease In hme period or decrease 10 natural frequency of oscillatIon for the FRV at 
hIgher speeds can perhaps be explained as follows: As flight speed Increases, the result10g 
aerodynamIc pItch stIffness is destabilizing and hence tends to offset the Inherent 
metacentric stability of the alrshlP envelope. The net result is a reductIon 10 the overall 
pItch stIffness of the vehicle, which leads to an increase in the period of OSCIllation. 
However, the pItch damping resulting from the empennage, as well as the quad-helicopter 
confIguration, Increases with speed. This results In a more dynamIcally stable vehIcle at 
higher speeds. The heave subsidence (Mode 2.) tends to have greater damp10g at higher 
speeds, since the inherent heave damping of the indiVIdual helIcopters 10creases with flIght 
speed. 
The convergence of the longItudInal velOCIty component (Mode 3) observed In hover was 
found to become weakly dIvergent WIth time to double amplItude of 166 seconds In a flIght 
at 2.0 knots. However, at higher speeds around 40 knots this mode was agaln found to be 
convergent. 
The oscillatory mode of the vehicle in the lateral vertical plane (Mode 4) remains stable in 
forward flight, with increasing damping at higher speeds up to 40 knots. (Note that thIS 
increase in damping results from the increased roll damp10g of the quad-helIcopter config-
uratIon at higher speeds.) The correspondIng modeshape is shown 10 FIgure 8-6 for a flight 
speed of 40 knots. The effect of varyIng flIght speed on this mode has been found to be 
SImilar to that of a conventional airship as shown in Figure 8-7. The corresponding mode of 
a helicopter in free flight lS included In thIS figure for reference purposes. 
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Figure 8-2, - Modeshape of Inherent Lateral Oscillation (Mode 4) 
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The coupled longitudinal-lateral oscillation (Mode 5) observed in hover was found to 
decompose in forward fl1ght into aperiodic convergences of yawing, and lateral-roll veloc-
ity components. These tend to be more stable at higher fl1ght speeds due to the increased 
dampmg m each case. 
It should be observed that the basic modes of the vehicle described here have already been 
predicted for similar configurations of this vehicle concept (refs. 19 and 20). However, the 
aerodynamic data used m all cases are prelimmary in nature. 
For instance, the aerodynamic mterference between airsh1p and helicopter components has 
not been accounted for. Consequently, a detailed stability analysis should be conducted 
after pertinent aerodynamic data have been generated for this vehicle. 
5. EFFECT OF SLING LOAD ON VEInCLE STABILITY 
Corresponding system modes have been determined for a case 10 which the FRV was 
hovermg in still all' with a sling load of 5074 pounds at the end of a ZOO-foot cable. It was 
found that introductIon of a sling load results in two additional oscillatory modes of vehicle 
sling load motion in the longItudinal plane (Figure 8-8) and 10 the lateral plane (Figure 8-9). 
In addition, the tnherent oscillatory modes of the vehicle were also found to become 
coupled with the correspondmg sling load motIons without causing any change in their 
modal propertIes. It was observed that in hover the shng load induced longitudmal 
oscillatIon (Mode 6) tends to be more unstable for increasing suspension cable lengths up to 
500 feet, while 1t remams stable 10 forward flight (Figure 8-10). (Also see ref. 18). 
The lateral OSCIllation induced by the sling load (Mode 7) was found to be stable both during 
hover and forward flight with heavier damping occurrmg at h1gher forward speeds (Figure 8-
11). 
6. POTENTIAL INSTABILITIES OBSERVED IN FLIGHT SIMULATION 
Typical operational conditions anticipated for this vehicle such as those occurring during 
shng load pickup and dropoff, and V/STOL modes of flight and cruise were slmulated to 
gain ins1ght into potentIal stability problems. (A description of the piloted flight simulatIon 
used 15 given 10 AppendlX E). 
It has been determined that the vehicle is sensitive to pitch disturbances while hovering 
and climbing, and that this could eventually cause the aircraft to pitch over if not properly 
controlled. Th15 aspect of vehicle stabihty needs further evaluatIon before flight safety 
can be ensured. 
Similarly, backward motion of the vehicle, if not properly-controlled, has also been found 
to eventually lead to aircraft pitch over. However, piloted simulations mvolving these 
flight conditions have been conducted successfully both wIth and without stability 
augmentatlon (ref. lZ and ZI). 
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SECTION IX - CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS 
1. GENERAL 
Unlike the all'plane or helicopter, handling qualitIes criteria for hybrid aIrships are 
nebulous. Consequently the control requirements for this vehicle have been interpreted in 
terms of specific tasks such as ability to maneuver from hover, statlonkeeping ability, 
ability to accelerate into a headwmd or crosswind, and ability to counter wind disturbances 
while hovermg over a point on the ground. These characteristics are examined in the fol-
lowing sections (ref. ZZ). 
z. OPEN LOOP RESPONSE TO CONTROL ACTUATIONS 
A six-degree-of-freedom flight dynamics simulation previously developed for hybrid 
aIrshIps was adapted to simulate the proposed flIght research vehicle configuration (ref. 
18). A description of this sImulatIon is given in AppendIX A. 
Complete rigid body motion of the vehicle was simulated by using estimated values of the 
overall physical and aerodynamic properties of the vehIcle (see Section V), whIch are 
defined in terms of its airshIp and helicopter components. (refs 5, 13, and 16) 
Significant insight into hover maneuverability was obtamed by considering vehIcle response 
to control mputs in open loop. Initially, the vehicle by Itself (gross weIght = 18,018 pounds) 
was trimmed in hover and subjected to individual unit step inputs to each of Its controls 
WIth the open loop results recorded on strip charts. A simIlar procedure was repeated for a 
case in WhICh the vehicle was carrying an internal payload of 4Z74 pounds. 
VehIcle response to a unit step input of collective pitch. (Figure 9-1) illustrates the pres-
ence of aerodynamIc and dynamIc crosscouphngs m vertical and pItching motlons, which 
lead to longItudinal motion as well. 
ThIS can perhaps be explamed as follows: As the vehicle chmbs vertically, it experiences 
an aerodynamIc noseup pitching moment and forward directed axial force. This results in a 
pitch velocity which, in conjunction with the prevailing vertical velOCIty, produces forward 
motIon of the vehIcle. These effects tend to decrease the angle-of-attack and hence, the 
nosedown pitching moment on the vehIcle until steady state is reached. 
However, the vehicle WIth payload (shown by the dotted line In the figure) responded by 
pitchmg up while drIfting upward and backward, until it turned over. The backward motIon 
in thIS case is perhaps due to the vehicle weight in excess of static lift, WhICh tends to 
accelerate the climbing vehicle backwards if not countered. The net effect on the vehicle 
is a continuous noseup tendency. 
A careful examination of the correspondmg flight path reveals that vehicle motion in such 
a case is aerodynamically unstable. A detailed analysis should be conducted to verify thIS 
tendency. In any event, control and pIloting technIques can be evolved that would 
overcome thIS problem. For instance, Inherent vehicle trim in hover can be made to occur 
with a negatIve pitch attitude, which elimmates thIS flight regime, as demonstrated by the 
SImulation and subsequently discussed. 
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Figure 9-1 - FRV Open Loop Response to a Unit Step Input to Collective Command 
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Vehicle response to a UnIt step input to longitudinal stick (Figure 9-2) consists of forward 
flight in which the vehicle develops a noseup pitch attitude of 16 degrees, also resulting in 
climb. The pitch up tendency of the vehicle can be explained by noting that the line of 
actlon of the longltudmal control force has a large vertical offset from the envelope aero-
dynamIc center. Therefore, the control application results in a noseup pitch attitude that 
gives rise to aerodynamic pitching moment. ThIs tends to increase the pitch attItude of 
the vehicle until a steady state is reached. The vehicle with payload responded similarly 
by climbing with a pitch attltude of 11 degrees. 
However, a negative unit step input to longItudinal stick (Figure 9-3) resulted m the vehi-
cle developmg an initIal nosedown attItude while driftmg upward and backward, thus lead-
mg to the pitch up tendency described earlier. SImilar response was also observed when 
the vehicle was with payload. 
The vehicle responded to a lateral stick input (Figure 9-4) by moving laterally while oscil-
lating in roll, a result of the control crosscoupling. In this case the lateral control force 
tends to roll the vehIcle adversely so that it decreases the effectIveness of the lateral 
control. The application of this control also results in a stable, roll oscillation in which the 
metacentrlc moment generates the roll stiffness and the helicopters generate the damping 
moment. 
The FRV was also found to drift forward and upward during lateral stick mput and to 
change Its headmg at the slow rate of one degree per second. 
A unIt step input to roll command (Figure 9-5) tends to oscillate the FRV in roll while it 
drifts laterally. In addition, the FRV drifts forward and downward. The latter results 
from a decrease in net vertical component of rotor thrust followmg a roll command mput. 
This can be alleviated by limiting the authority of the roll command to generate differentlal 
collectlVe pitch on the rotors. 
The vehicle responded to a unIt step input to pitch command (Figure 9-6) by oscillating m 
pItch with peak amphtude of 12 degrees while drifting backward and downward. 
Simultaneously, the FRV oscillated m roll while developing a steady yaw rate of five degrees 
per second. 
In addItlon, even a slight change in trim causes the vehicle to move upward and pitch over 
following thIS step input. Consequently, it is essentIal that pitch attitude of the hovermg 
vehicle be controlled WIth appropriate augmentatIon of the control loop. 
A negative unit step input to this control (Figure 9-7) causes the vehicle to oscillate in pItch 
and fmally take a nose dive. This perhaps indicates the senSItiVIty of this control for 
maneuvering near hover. 
A UnIt step input to yaw command (Figure 9-8) leads to the vehicle developmg a steady yaw 
rate of 13 degrees per second. 
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Figure 9-7 - FRV Open Loop Response to a Unit Step Input to Negative Pitch Command 
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3. CLOSED LOOP RESPONSE TO CONTROL ACTUATIONS 
The open loop resonse of the hovering vehicle to control inputs indicated strong cross-
couplings in control forces and control moments WhICh could result in undersIrable motion 
of the vehicle. Consequently, closed loop responses of the vehicle have been determmed 
for various values of control authority parameters and initIal trIm conditions preceding 
the control actuations (Table 9-1). 
A value of parameter A = 0.1 Implies a 10 percent authority on the differential collectIve 
pItch that can be generated by full roll command input. Similarly, B = 0.4 Imphes a 40 
percent authority on the dIfferential collective pitch that can be generated by full pItch 
command. Note that m a gIven trIm condition these control authorities apply only to 
the extent of net 100 percent collective pitch on anyone of the rotors. 
Run 
no. 
1 
2. 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12. 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
2.0 
Zl 
22 
TABLE 9-1 - TRIM CONDmONS FOR CLOSED LOOP 
RESPONSE OF THE VEHICLE 
Gross ref 
weIght A B (deg) 
18018 0.1 0.1 0 
18018 0.1 0.1 -5 
18018 0.1 0.1 0 
18018 0.1 0.1 0 
18018 0.1 0.1 5 
18018 0.1 0.1 -10 
18018 0.4 0.4 0 
18018 0.4 0.4 -5 
18018 0.4 0.4 0 
18018 0.4 0.4 0 
18018 0.4 0.4 -10 
2.2.2.92. 0.1 0.1 0 
2.2.2.92. 0.1 0.1 -5 
2.2.Z92. 0.1 0.1 0 
ZZZ92. 0.1 0.1 0 
ZZZ92. 0.1 0.1 5 
ZZZ92. 0.1 0.1 -10 
ZZZ92. 0.4 0.4 0 
ZZZ9Z 0.4 0.4 -5 
2.2.2.92. 0.4 0.4 0 
2.ZZ9Z 0.4 0.4 0 
2.2292. 0.4 0.4 -10 
A = pitch control authority 
B = roll control authority 
Collec- Longi-
tive tudinal Lateral 
stick stick stick 
1 0 0 
1 0 0 
0.477 1 0 
0.477 0 1 
0.477 0 0 
0.477 0 0 
1 0 0 
1 0 0 
0.477 1 0 
0.477 1 1 
0.477 1 0 
1 0 0 
1 0 0 
0.833 1 0 
0.833 0 1 
0.833 0 1 
0.833 0 1 
1 0 1 
1 0 1 
0.833 1 1 
0.833 1 1 
0.833 1 0 
Remarks 
Unstable 
Stable 
Unstable 
Stable 
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In each case given in Table 9-1, the FRV was initially trimmed in hover while the pitch, 
roll, and heading angles were commanded to desired values via autopilots (See Appendix A). 
In all cases the roll and heading were referenced to zero. All control inputs thus correspond 
to the proposed pIlot Inputs. The corresponding responses of the vehicle are shown in Ap-
pendix E. 
When the vehicle is hoverIng at a gross weIght of ZZ,29Z pounds a step Input to collective 
control tends to tip over the vehicle even at hIgher pitch control authority. However, thIS 
unstable sItuation can be avoided by trimming the vehicle to a negative pItch attItude 
before the collective control input. A reference Input of -5 degrees to the Pltch autopIlot 
provIdes enough negative pltch attitude of the vehicle to prevent the unstable SItuatIon. It 
may therefore be desIrable to partially slave the pitch control to the collective pitch Input 
so that the vehIcle tends to develop a nosedown attItude simultaneously with the collective 
pltch Input. The resulting vehlcle motIon would be slmllar to that of a conventIonal 
helicopter's response. In all cases the higher authorIty In pItch and roll commands tend to 
decouple the adverse crosscoupling effects as Illustrated by these results. 
4. ST A TIONKEEPING ABILITY 
The hover flight envelope at sea level on a standard day out of ground effect is calculated, 
for various WInd conditIons assumIng the baseline configuration has the follOWing features: 
1. Each OH-6A maIn rotor produces 2,700 pounds maxImum thrust at all speeds. 
2. Four degrees of longitudinal cyclic are avallable for the rigId mounted OH-6A's. 
3. The OH-6A's are mounted on a roll hinge with :t12 degrees of travel to produce 
slde forces. 
4. The OH-6A's are tIlted differentially In the longitudinal dIrection to counteract 
maIn rotor reaction torque. 
5. Each auxiliary thrustor produces 1,400 pounds of fully reversIble static thrust. 
ThIS thrust was assumed to decrease at 5.8 pound-feet per second for axIal 
velocity. 
The objective is to determIne the hover operating envelope for WInds from zero to 90 de-
grees sldeshp. A six-degree-of-freedom computer trIm program was used to compute the 
operatIng envelopes for varIOUS methods of control. It 1S assumed that maxImum heaVIness 
IS 90 percent of the main rotor thrust and 50 percent when empty. The thrust avaIlable In 
the body axes are given below with the components of maIn rotor thrust (MRT) and auxil-
Iary thrust (AT). 
Body axis 
x (longitudinal) 
9-12 
90'l0 MRT 
678 lb MRT 
2800 lb AT 
3478 lb Total 
50'l0 MRT 
376 lb MRT 
2800 lb AT 
3176 lb Total 
Body axis 
Y (lateral) 
Z (vertical) 
9<»'0 MRT 
2021 lb MRT 
2800 AT 
4821 lb Total 
9720 lb 
5<»'0 MRT 
1122 lb MRT 
2800 lb AT 
3922 lb Total 
5400 lb 
The maIn rotors are not very effective in the longitudinal direction but are retained for 
proof of concept. 
Each pomt on the operating envelope is defined as the maxImum wind that the vehicle can 
hover in at a given sideshp angle. The program operates by incrementing the WInd speed at 
a given sideslip angle until the control force or moment for any of the six-degrees-of-
freedom reaches a limIt. The control logic was selected to maximize the use of each 
control functIon. 
For sideslip angles greater than about 30 degrees the lateral control force available is the 
hmitIng control functIon. At zero degrees SIdeslip the longitudinal control force IS 
obviously the hmiting control function. Between zero and 30 degrees the summation of 
yaw and longitudinal control 15 the limItIng factor. 
The summatIon of the percent of longitudInal force for yaw and the percent of longitudinal 
force for forward velocity cannot exceed 100 percent WIthout startmg to lose forward 
force. 
To help alleviate this limItatIon, the control lOgIC priority is assIgned such that, imtially, 
the yaw moment reqUIrement IS satisfied using differentIal lateral cyclic to the extent that 
it 15 not being used for lateral side force. ThIS maximizes the use of the lateral force 
leaving less of a yaw moment to be compensated by differentIal longitudinal cyclic. 
Overall, this increases the hover envelope in the zero to 10-degree sldeshp range. 
Figure 9-9 shows the flight envelopes for the FRV with and without differential lateral 
cyclic for yaw control for 90 percent and 50 percent main rotor thrust. In both cases, the 
increased capabIlity is about five knots at two degrees sideslip. This probably would never 
be needed In the steady state condition, but it may be advantageous to have thIS addItional 
capabIlity for longItudinal or yaw acceleration in the dynamic reqUIrements of 
stationkeeping. All data presented use (if available) differential lateral thrust for yaw. 
A typical hover performance envelope is shown on Figure 9-10. Figure 9-11 shows the 
limitIng control functions In determining the hover flIght envelope. From zero to 2 de-
grees the longitudinal stick is used 100 percent to produce forward velOCIty. The yaw 
command 15 provided by differential lateral thrust and does not require any differentIal 
longitudinal force. Between two degrees and about 30 degrees the sum of the longItudinal 
stick and the yaw pedals expressed by the dashed line equals 100 percent. Thus, the longi-
tudinal force continues to be the limiting control force. 
Beyond 30 degrees to about 85 degrees the lateral force is the limiting control factor. At 
90 degrees the yaw moment has become quite large agatn and the limitmg control factor 15 
the longitudInal force. Figure 9-12 shows the control forces and moments for this hover 
envelope. 
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!. Crosscoupling 
Some control crosscoupling effects in hover are important to note. The aerodynamic center-
of-pressure is not m line with the control forces for pitch and roll. Thus hovermg mto a 
wind causes adverse pitching and rolling moments. ThIS effect IS shown in Figure 9-13. 
In each case, to stationkeep and remain level, the thrust on the downwmd main rotors is 
mcreased and decreased on the upwmd sIde. For example, if these moments were not 
compensated the FRV would pitch up 0.6 degrees and roll counter clockwise 14 degrees for 
relahve winds of 10 knots at zero and 90 degrees respectively. The change in thrust on 
each rotor is 24 pounds to maintain pitch, and 361 pounds to maintain roll level. 
A secondary crosscoupling into yaw results from the differentIal mam rotor thrust. ThIS 
accounts for less than 10 percent of the total yaw moment. The cause of thIS 
crosscoupling is shown in Figure 9-14. 
For any SIgnIficant SIdeslip the roll differential thrust exceeds the pItch differenhal thrust 
and the resultant yaw moment is posItive. In general, thIS tends to reduce the aerodynamIc 
yaw moment. For most sltuahons this crosscoupling IS not SIgnIficant but It 15 Important 
to be aware of it. The magnItude of this effect 15 plotted m Figure 9-15. 
At higher velOCIties, above 20 knots, the elevator can be used to provIde the pItching 
moment for SIdeslip angles from zero to +30 degrees. ThIS feature was used throughout 
thIS study. The rudder could also be used to compensate for yaw moments under these 
same conditIons but this results In an adverse SIde force. This optIon was not used In thIS 
study. 
~. Stationkeeplng Methods 
The most dIfficult hover conditIon 15 to stahonkeep Into a crosswInd. The drag In thIS 
dIrectIon 15 large and reqUIres a large control force that results In a large coupling moment 
mto roll. If thIS moment is not counteracted, the FRV tends to roll away from the dIrec-
han reqUlrIng the control force. This tends to reduce the side force from the maIn rotor. 
The auxlhary thrustors are effected only shghtly because the degradatIon In thrust IS a (1 
-cos riJ ) functIon. Since a large proportion of the thrust IS produced by the auxtliary 
thrustors, the adverse roll effect is not as crItical as a quad rotor configuration WhICh uses 
only maIn rotors. 
There are several control optIons to be evaluated for hoverIng Into a crosswInd. (See Fig-
ure 9-16). 
The first option is not to provide any roll control and let the vehIcle roll. The second 15 to 
use differential collectIve thrust on the main rotors to maIntam the vehIcle level provIding 
a stable platform for lateral translatIon. 
The thIrd option is to roll mto the relative WInd thereby IncreasIng the lateral component 
of the SIde force. If the differenhal thrust is not suffiCIent to provIde the commanded roll 
angle, the vehicle 15 permItted to roll back to the posItion whIch provIdes the maximum 
crosswInd hover capabIlity. 
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The last option should ObvIously provide the most control, but the increase in control may 
not be enough to Justify the dIsadvantages of havIng the vehIcle roll. 
These varIOUS lateral control options were evaluated at 90 percent maIn rotor thrust 
(maximum load) and 50 percent main rotor thrust (empty). The results follow. 
(1) Lateral Control by Roll 
ThIS concept rolls into the WInd to develop side forces. It relies totally on the maIn rotor 
thrust and does not use lateral cyclic or the lateral auxilIary thrustors. Figure 9-17 for 50 
percent MRT shows the hover envelope for 5, 10, and 15 degrees roll. The 15 degree roll is 
obviously the best, stationkeepIng in a 27 knot wind at 10 degrees and a 9.5 knot wind at 90 
degrees. 
In FIgure 9-18 for 90 percent MRT, the commanded roll angle is 5 degrees, but because of 
the hmlted amount of dIfferentIal main rotor thrust (+270 pound per rotor) the FRV can 
only achIeve about 3.5 degrees roll into the WInd. Performance is consIderably degraded 
compared to 50 percent MRT as the FRV stationkeeps Into an 18 knot wind at 10 degrees 
sideslip and a SIX knot wind at 90 degrees. 
(2) Lateral Control with Lateral Thrust and Maintain Level 
ThIS concept uses dIfferential thrust to maintain a level roll attitude and the lateral auxil-
Iary thrustors and maIn rotor lateral cyclic (hinged +12 degrees In roll) to develop lateral 
side forces. Figure 9-19 shows the results for both 90 percent and 50 percent MRT. At 10 
degrees both have a 31 knot hover capability. At 90 degrees the 50 percent MRT hovers in 
a 16 knot wind and the 90 percent MRT hovers In a 9.5 knot wind. 
The hover capability beyond 10 degrees is better for 50 percent MRT. In 90 percent MRT, 
the MRT margin is insufficient to maintain the vehIcle level without losing altItude. 
Beyond 20 degrees lateral force is the limiting factor for 50 percent MRT. The 90 percent 
curve has a lump at about 40 degrees which IS caused by the longitudinal drag coeffiCIent 
gOIng through zero. This eliminates the thrust required to maintain pItch, allOWIng more 
thrust to maintain roll, resulting in a higher wind trIm capability. 
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(3) Lateral Control with Lateral Thrust and Roll Into Wind 
Th1S concept uses lateral thrust and rolls into the wind to increase the lateral thrust. 
Figure 9-20 for 50 percent MRT shows the effect of rolling into the wmd 5, 10, 15, and 20 
degrees. The difference is small. This is because most of the lateral thrust is be1ng pro-
vided by the auxiliary thrustors so that the added thrust from increasmg the roll angle is 
small. 
The fact that the wind veloc1ty mcreases as the square root of the force is also a factor. 
On the average the wind velocity 15 3Z knots at 10 degrees and 17 knots at 90 degrees. 
F1gure 9-21 for 90 percent MRT shows the effect of trying to roll into the wmd. In these 
examples the differenbal thrust is not sufficient to hold the commanded angle so it rolls 
away from the prevailing wind. The program is structured such that the FRV 1S not 
permitted to roll In either direction more than the commanded angle. At 10 degrees the 
windspeed is 33.5 knots. At 90 degrees the average wmd speed is 12.5 knots. 
The curves are identical below 10 knots because none of the commanded angles can be 
attamed and the lim1tmg factor is longitudmal thrust, not lateral thrust. 
(4) Lateral Control with Lateral Thrust and No Roll Control 
Figures 9-22 and 9-23 show a comparison of the three options of lateral control: no roll 
control, level roll alt1tude, and roll mto the wind 10 degrees if possible. 
Figure 9-22 at 50 percent MRT shows no control results in a 29.5 knot capabihty at 10 
degrees and 12.5 knots at 90 degrees. No roll control is infer10r to uS1ng one of the other 
methods of control, particularly beyond about 20 degrees. The difference between level 
control and rolling 10 degrees into the wind IS insignif1cant. 
Figure 9-23 for 90 percent MRT shows a d1fferent trend. Beyond 10 degrees the concept of 
maintaming level is not as effective as the other methods because the differential thrust 
to hold level is the limIting factor. 
In both cases, 50 percent and 90 percent MRT, 1t is best to try to roll into the wind 10 
degrees. 
(5) Lateral Control WIth Helicopter Rigidly Attached 
The addItion of the helicopter on the roll hinge would be a costly and complicated mecha-
nism. Figures 9-24 and 9-25 compare the concept of having the helicopters rigidly 
attached and using 4 degrees of lateral cyclic with the helicopters hinged + 1 2 degrees. In 
general, the difference is only a loss of 1 to 2 knots capability. ThIS IS small and probably 
not worth the expense of putting the helicopters on the hinge, except possibly to 
demonstrate the performance of a moving rotor near the envelope. 
(6) Control Margins in Hover 
In the prevIous examples the curves were generated assuming 100 percent of the auxiliary 
thrust is available for countering winds. Figure 9-26 shows the hover envelopes for 90, 70 
and 50 percent of mam and auxiliary rotor thrusts. 
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(7) Summary of Lateral Control Results 
Table 9-2. 15 a brief summary of the relative capabilities of the lateral control methods. 
This was computed by averaging the flight envelope operating POInts at 10 and 90 degrees 
sideslip for 50 and 90 percent MRT. This "figure of merit" shows that using roll only is 
very ineffective and all other methods are almost equal. 
The method of rolling into the wind 10 degrees has some advantage over holding level, 
particularly at 90 degrees and 90 percent MRT. It also has a definite advantage over no 
roll control at 90 degrees and 50 percent MRT. 
All of these methods should be evaluated on the fhght simulator and In FRV flight tests to 
determine the best method of hover control. 
TABLE 9-2. - SUMMARY OF LATERAL CONTROL METHOD CAPABruTIES 
90'l0 MRT 50'l0 MRT Figure of 
Lateral control method 10 deg 90 deg 10 deg 90 deg merit average 
Roll only 10 deg 18 kt 6 kt 2.1.5 kt 8 kt 13.4 kt 
Level 31 9.5 31 16 21. 9 kt 
Roll Into wind 10 deg 33.5 12.5 3Z 17 23.8 kt 
No roll control 31 12 kt 29.5 12.5 21.3 kt 
5. CONTROL POWER REQUIREMENTS 
One of the prinCipal operational requirements of the FRV IS to be able to hover in a prevail-
Ing WInd and have adequate control power to trIm the vehIcle following its disturbance 
from a steady state. 
To examine the control power available while operating in a WIndy environment, the vehi-
cle 15 InitIally trimmed while it is hovermg Into a headWInd. Subsequently, a umt step 
Input to its longitudinal stick is applied and the resultmg increment in ground speed m fIve 
seconds 15 determIned by consldermg complete motion of the vehIcle (Figure 9-27). 
In thIS case autopilots were used to maintain constant altItude as well as zero heading and 
pitch attitude. It is found that the vehicle without its payload tends to accelerate better 
in lower headwinds. With ItS payload, It tends to accelerate better at higher headwinds. 
This indicates a trade-off between the additional mertia of the vehicle due to ItS payload 
and the mcremental aerodynamIc drag at hIgher WInd speeds. 
The response of the vehicle to a umt step input to its lateral stick while the vehIcle is 
hovering in a crosswind was also examined (Figure 9-28). Here the vehicle was rolled Into 
the wind by applying roll command simultaneously. Albeit the isolated lateral control 
power available is larger for the vehicle with a payload rather than by Itself, in operatIon 
the same could not be realized, because of the significant crosscoupling between the 
lateral and roll motIon of the aircraft. 
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6. RESPONSE TO WIND DISTURBANCES 
The capabilities of the FRV and hence, the quad-rotor hybrid airship concept itself, to 
perform under adverse weather conditions depends upon the adequacy of its control for 
satisfactory operation. To evaluate the selected control logic In meetIng the required 
vehicle performance in hover, various operational flight conditions involving step changes 
in WInd magnitude and shifting WInd directIon were chosen. 
Initially, the vehicle is trimmed in hover in still air or a prevalling wind. Simple autopIlots 
conSIsting of position and rate feedback are used to form a closed loop control logIC that 
would come Into play when the vehicle is disturbed from its trIm. The pItch and roll attI 
tudes are commanded to zero value while maIntainIng constant heading. An altitude 
autopllot is used to maIntain a reference height of 300 feet. The pOSItion on the ground is 
maintained by longItudinal and lateral positIon autopilots. 
Table 9-3 shows the closed loop response of the FRV to several WInd disturbances WIthout 
a payload. 
In comparIng maximum excursions of the vehicle, It was found that presence of the payload 
has no favorable effect on vehicle response, albeIt larger control forces and moments are 
produced. This can be explained by notIng the control power lost in decoupling the inher-
ent crosscouplings of longitudinal-Pltch and lateral-roll controls, WhICh tend to offset the 
Increment in control forces and moments due to the payload. 
The relatIvely short excursions could perhaps be attrIbuted to the large time constant of 
the vehIcle or Its sluggIshness and the assumptIon of Instantaneous tlltIng of the thrust 
vectors and avallablhty of vehIcle motIon cues. 
7. VEmCLE RESPONSE TO SYSTEM FAILURES 
Since the FRV is a unIque, experImental aircraft, lts faIlure modes need a thorough InvestI-
gatIon both on ground and In flight. The hybrId nature of the vehIcle lends Itself to a com-
bination of emergency modes of operatIon assocIated WIth power fallure In a conventIonal 
aIrship and helicopter. 
When the vehIcle 15 hoverIng WIthout any payload and low on fuel, It is approxImately 3000 
pounds heavy, whIch permIts It to maintain altitude and land safely In the event of power 
fallure In one of the helicopters. However, when the vehicle is hovering WIth a 5000 pound 
payload and full fuel of 3200 pounds and has power fallure in one of the helicopters, It 
would descend qwckly and develop SIgnIficant pItch or roll attItude which could be uncon-
trollable. Consequently, several fallure modes of the vehicle were simulated to determine 
the severIty of the effect of helicopter power fallure on the vehIcle flight safety. 
Tn a case where the FRV WIth a payload of 4175 pounds, hovering at an altitude of 300 feet 
In still air, experienced right front helicopter power faIlure, the vehIcle developed peak 
roll rate of 10 degrees per second and peak roll altitude of 30 degrees before reachIng a 
steady roll angle of 10 degrees (Figure 9-2.9). MeanwhIle, it also developed a steady 
nosedown pItch attItude of 3 degrees and a descent rate of 12.00 feet per minute. 
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Figure 9-Z9 - FRV Open Loop Response to Power Failure 
in the Right Front Helicopter 
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TABLE 9-3 - CLOSED LOOP RESPONSE TO WIND DISTURBANCES 
VEHICLE WITHOUT PAYLOAO (GW - 18018 LBS) 
HOVER TRIM STEP INPUT MAXIMUM ERROR CONTROL INPUT 
x (FT) 'J (FT) :p(OEG) LONSTK(l:} LATSTK(l:) YAWC(l:) 
V " 15 KTS dl/! Ii ~ 10° 0 -4.9 -1 35' -0 5 67 7.5 
I/! " 30' 11 W 
V " 0 dV'1 " 10 KTS I; 
d",w = 30' -0.2 -1 4 _0.9° 1 20 5 
Vw = 10 KTS I d I/! = 10° 0 -2.1 -0 9 -1 27.5 3 
I/!w = 30· 1/ 
V I; = 5 KTS 
dV\/ = 10 KTS -0., -1.4 -0.9 1 20 5 
r/lw = 30' 
d VI1 = -3 3 4 5 -15 45 -15 
I V = 0 10K IS 1 oJ I I; Ii:/! = 90· 11 J 
When a SImIlar faIlure occured on the rear left helicopter (Figure 9-30), the vehicle 
responded sImIlarly in roll and also developed a noseup pitch attItude of SIX degrees. In 
this case, it also descended at a rate of 1200 feet per mInute. 
However, when the power of the rear left helicopter was automattcally shut off 
sImultaneously with the right front helicopter power failure, the vehicle developed a 
steady noseup pItch attItude of 3 degrees while descending at a rate of 1750 feet per 
mInute (Figure 9-31). 
A fallure in the control system of the vehIcle that resulted in maximum thrust on the right 
front helicopter rotor whlle others remained at their trim values, was also simulated. The 
consequent response of the vehicle (Figure 9-32) mdicates strong pItch and roll oscillatIons 
with peak amplitudes of 35 degrees and 20 degrees, respectIvely, accompanied by climb m 
altttude and lateral drift. Meanwhile, the vehIcle was also found to develop a steady yaw 
rate. It should be possIble to control the vehicle In this situation by shutting off the power 
to the faded rotor. 
A similar control faIlure of the rear left helicopter rotor caused the vehIcle to develop a 
nosedown pItch attitude of 13 degrees and right roll attitude of 9 degrees wIth a descent 
rate of 330 feet per mmute (Figure 9-33). 
It 15 anticipated that a pilot on board could intervene following these failures, recover the 
vehicle in flight, and be able to land safely. This might involve shutting down the failed 
and diagonally opposed rotor. MaxImum safety can be ensured in this situatton by 
jettisoning the payload as part of the recovery procedure. 
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Figure 9-33 - FRV Open Loop Response to Control System 
Failure in Left Rear Helicopter 
SECTION X -_ACQUISmON COST AND SCHEDULE 
1. GENERAL 
The vehicle resulting from this preliminary design study has been configured to take maxi-
mum advantage of existmg hardware and major components. As such, a sophisticated ap-
proach to acquisiton cost utilizmg m-house computer programs would not result in the 
most meaningful or realistic values. The more conventional approach to estimating vehicle 
cost therefore will be followed. Acquisition cost is defined herein as the sum of research, 
development, test and evaluation (RDT&E) plus fabrication. 
As the vehIcle system is essentially an integratIon of a collectIon of existing hardware 
assets, a buildIng block approach to the estimation of acquisition cost is used to establish 
an overall figure. This approach permits varIOUS cost options to be considered. 
2. MAJOR COST ELEMENTS 
The major cost elements of the vehicle are presented in Figure 10-1. A brIef description of 
the composItion of each is presented. 
Note that the cost figures quoted m this sectIon do not reflect an authorized quotation of 
vehicle development and manufacturing costs. They are provIded merely as a reasonable 
approximation of the FRV's predicted acquisition cost. 
Concurrent WIth the vehicle design and fabrication phases, an mtensIve training program 
will be carried out for all ground and flight crews • 
.!. Engineering 
ThlS element will include all the engineering design, development, and analytic effort. 
Prelimmary design work has been accomplished to the extent that the configuration has 
been established. The stress and structural dynamics problems have been sufficiently 
identified for solution in the detail design phase. Preliminary control and performance 
analyses have established vehicle feasibility and will be further developed in the advanced 
phases of the program. 
The maJor areas of investigation together WIth identifiable tasks that will be required m 
the contmued development of the FRV are listed in Table 10-1. 
All engineering effort to prepare detail drawings on all major subsystems as well as the 
analyses to support the design are included m thIS area. Development effort such as flight 
control system design, and night and structural dynamics simulations are also described. 
Data requirements mclude technical, operational, and training manuals necessary to sup-
port test, evaluation and training operations. 
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TABLE 10-1 - ADVANCED ENGINEERING REQUIREMENTS 
Discipline Key Tasks Task sub-elements 
Aerodynamics Define component characteristics Rotors, propellers, module 
and derivatives (wind tunnel fuselage, envelope, payload 
tests) 
Model the vehicle to assess Rotor location, propeller 
impacts on system derivatives location, envelope radius 
of curvature, empennage 
size and conflgurabon, 
ground effects, turbulence 
response. 
Structural Validate envelope finite element 
Dynamics model 
Model and validate interconnect-
ing structure using NASTRAN 
Compute and validate natural 
vibrational characterIstics of 
the outrIgger structure 
Develop rotor force model 
Perform aeroelastic stabihty Ground resonance model, 
analYSIS air resonance model whirl 
flutter model, mechanical 
instabilities model, static 
aerodynamic instabihtles 
model. 
EstImate fatigue of structural 
components 
Fhght Controls Design pilot's controls, rotor 
module requirements power sup-
ply and lnstalla tion 
Fabricate and laboratory test 
Flight Enhancement of real-time piloted 
Simulation simulation 
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b. Fabrication 
This element involves parts manufacturing, quality assurance (inspection), manufacturing 
planning, and tooling. The manufacturmg effort incorporates the cost of raw materials and 
purchased parts. 
Final assembly of the complete vehicle IS actually a two-phase effort consIsting of the 
final assembly of all major subsystems and the erectIon of the vehicle. This is the final 
marriage of the aerostat and the helicopter/framework subassemblies into a completed 
FRV. Due to the overall width of the vehIcle a large hangar such as Goodyear's alrdock, the 
facility at Santa Ana or the hangar at Ames would be needed for erectIon. 
The Identification of spares for this estImate WIll be, at least at this tIme, a best guess and 
will be limited to major spares only. Meaningful allocations of spares in any vehIcle system 
Involves analytical procedures whIch are not justified on a one-of-a-kind vehicle. 
£. TestIng 
The third major cost element is the total test program for the entire vehicle. There are 
three maJor testIng scenarIOS that will be requIred: a test stand, ground testing, and flight 
testIng. 
During the detail deSIgn phase of the program, several models will be requIred to predict or 
substantIate analytical predictIon of vehIcle and component behavior. ThIS would encom-
pass WInd tunnel testing and maJor subsystems tests as defined In Table 10-1. 
The FRV test stand analysis would be conducted in the hangar. PrImary investigation would 
address the followmg: 
• Structural Interface 
• Mam rotor/envelope dynamICS 
• Propeller and drive shaft performance 
• Structural and VIbrational characterIStIcs - frequencIes, moments, stresses, 
torsIonal modes 
The tests would progress from statIC loadings to rotor and propeller engagement with 
varYIng collectlve pItch and rpm. 
FRV ground tests would encompass the following: 
• Static and dynamic evaluation of the Interconnecting structure 
• Envelope and ballonet pressure controls 
• LTA controls functionIng 
• Helicopter controls functionIng and synchrOnIzation 
• EngIne controls functiOnIng and synchrOnIzatIon 
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• Vehicle weighoff, static trim, and lift 
• Pitot static system 
• Electrical and electronic systems 
• Payload suspension system functioning 
• Emergency systems functioning 
• Compass calibration 
• Ground operations (undocking, docking, ground handhng mooring system, 
taxi tests) 
Fhght tests will demonstrate vehicle structural integrity as well as overall flight perform-
ance. Proposed fhght test tasks are listed below: 
• Pilot familiarization 
Undocking and docking - taxi 
Liftoff - vertical and forward run 
First fllght within airfield area (takeoff, landing, pressure height 
check, trlm at pressure height, ballast dumping) 
• Ground resonance and effects 
• Hover capabihty - various static condltions 
• Control in horlzontal flight 
• Directional stability and turning radius 
• Maximum speed - normal and military rated power 
• Airspeed calibration 
• Control characterlStics - various heaviness conditions 
• Takeoff and landings - various heaviness conditions 
• Powerplant synchronization 
• Rapid ascents - air valve capaCIty 
• Rapid descents - damper valve capacity 
• Rapid ascent above pressure height 
• Turn entry and climb 
• Turn entry and dive 
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• Turn recovery and climb 
• Turn recovery and dive 
• Heavy descent and pullup 
• Transient turn and reversal 
• Auxiliary blower capacity 
• Vibration 
• Noise level - on-board and on-ground measurements (varIous altItudes) 
• ElectrIcal and electronic systems 
• Load-handling characterl5tics - payload pIckup and discharge 
• Emergency procedures characterl5tIcs 
Various engIne out conditions 
Engine aIr starts 
Payload emergency drop 
Autorotation 
Fuel dumping 
3. ESTIMATED COSTS 
The total estimated FRV program cost (excluding spares) 15 estImated to be $13,424,800. 
As xndicated in earlier sections the avatlability of maJor systems as government-furnIshed 
eqUIpment would have a slgmficant cost Impact. With GFE conSIderations, the total 
estimated cost is $11,425,800. 
Table 10-2 summarIzes the predicted program costs. Figures in parentheSIS reflect the 
costs If GFE IS utIhzed. 
TABLE 10-2 - PREDICTED FRV COSTS 
Item Cost ($1981) 
Engineering 3,259,400 
Fabrication 6,254,400 (4,255,400) 
Testing 3,911,000 
Total 13,424,800 (11,425,800) 
Spares 704,000 (243,000) 
Grand Total 14,128,800 (11,668,800) 
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Details of each cost item are provided in Tables 10-3 through 10-6. 
TABLE 10-3 - SUMMA!tY OF ENGINEERING COST 
Item or subsystem Estimated Cost 
Envelope $ 49,000 
Empennage 65,000 
Nose stiffening 39,400 
Control car 134,000 
Interconnecting structure 340,000 
Auxiliary propulsion (less GFE) 504,000 
Flight control system 629,000 
Landing gear 33,000 
Pressure control system 97,000 
Instruments and aVionics 49,000 
Electrical and electronics installation 85,000 
Stress and mass properties analyses 399,000 
Aerodynamics, flight dynamiCS 138,000 
Design services during fabrication 389,000 
Publications 309,000 
Total Estimated Engmeering $3,259,400 
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TABLE 10-4 - SUMMARY OF FABRICATION COST 
Item or subsystem Estimated Cost 
Manufacturing 
Envelope refurblShment $326,100 
Empennage modificahon 349,900 
Nose stiffening 65,100 
Control car 103,500 
Interconnectmg structure 620,000 
Auxiliary propulsion (less GFE) 684,000 
Fhght control system 552,600 
Landing gear 50,400 
Pressure control system 181,400 
Instruments and avionics 61,600 
Electrical and ElectroDlcs installations 49,800 
Subtotal Manufacturing (less GFE) $3,044,400 
Tooling $330,000 
Quali ty Assurance 84,000 
Manufacturing plannmg 120,000 
Erection 434,000 
Spares (less GFE) 243,000 
Total EstImated Fabrication Cost (less GFE) $4,255,400 
(Add the follOWIng items if no GFE:) 
Engmes 250C20B (4 at $70,000) 280,000 
Tail rotors AH-1T (4 at $6,500) 26,000 
Helicopters 500D (4 at $308,000) 1,232,000 
Spare engmes (2) 140,000 
Spare tall rotors (2) 13 ,000 
Spare rotor drIve traIn (hehcopter) 308,000 
Total EstImated FabrIcation Cost - No GFE $6,254,400 
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TABLE 10-5 - SUMMARY OF ESTIMATED TESTING COSTS 
Test or operation Estimated Cost 
Structural Tests 
Planning $ 64,000 
Design and fabricate fixtures and stand 540,000 
Run tests 3Z0,000 
Data reduction 97,500 
Ground tests 
Planning 64,000 
Run tests 340,000 
Data reduction 65,500 
Flight tests 
Planning 80,000 
Instrumentation design 165,000 
Instrumentation fabrication 94,000 
Installation and calibration 3Z0,000 
Run tests 490,000 
Data reduction 384,000 
Fligh t opera tions/ training 
Organlz a tion 69,000 
Crew tralnmg and familiarIzation 416,000 
Ground tests 106,000 
Fhght tests Z96,000 
Total Estimated Testing Cost $3,911 ,000 
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TABLE 10-6 - MAJOR SPARES REQUIREMENTS 
Quantity Description Estimated Cost 
1 Helicopter rotor drive train GFE ($308,000) 
2 Engines 2S0C20B GFE ($140,000) 
2 Tall rotors AH -1 T GFE ($13,000) 
2 Propeller reduction gear boxes $ 34,000 
1 Lower fin and rudder $137,000 
2 Air/gas valves $ 60,000 
1 Landing gear $ 12,000 
Total: Considering GFE $243,000 
All Contractor FurnIshed $704,000 
4. PROJECTED SCHEDULE 
The overall program, including engmeerIng, fabricatIon, and testIng would take approxi-
mately SIX years from the point of lnItIation. Figure 10-2 represents the anticlpated sched-
ule. 
The tlmetable is established to permit perlodic reVlew of the program prior to commltment 
to additional phases. These declsion points represent key mIlestones for the program and 
mclude the followmg: 
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1. InItIation of Detall DeSIgn 
At this point, the detail design process commences. All necessary tests m 
support of the deSIgn would be conducted durIng thIs phase. 
2. DeSIgn Review 
3. 
After 18 months of deSIgn effort, a program revlew 15 indicated. Up to 
this pomt all effort would be directed to engmeerIng only. At thls Junc-
ture, commItments to proceed wlth fabrlcation would be requIred. 
Program Review 
Three years lOto the program, all engIneer 109 and manufacturIng effort 
will be complete. A program reVlew prlor to the erectlon process 15 
indicated at this point. 
4. First Fllght 
Though the FRV will be erected after 42 months, first flight will not be 
untIl SlX months later. ThIS will permit adequate structural and ground 
testIng to be conducted. 
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The time table is sufficiently flexible to permit schedule changes. If, for example, no 
overlap between engineering design and fabrication was mandated, this could be 
accommodated by extending the overall performance period by 18 months. 
5. GROUND HANDUNG CONSIDERATIONS 
There IS an obvious requIrement to be able to adequately handle and secure the FRV when 
It IS on the ground. Though not specifically a part of the vehIcle, ground handling equip-
ment is a necessity. 
~. Docking and Undocking 
After completing the erectiona nd final assembly of the vehIcle withm a hangar, It must be 
moved outsIde m order to perform speCIfic ground and flight tests. (Under ideal weather 
conditIons.) Airships of this size have successfully been undocked and docked usmg 
manpower alone. However, any sigmficant crosswInd at the hangar door would make thIS an 
unvIable optIon. 
A more ratIonal and proven technique is to employ a mobile mast conncted to the bow of 
the aIrshIp with two ground handling mules attached to stern lines. 
ThIS approach provides adequate support to counteract prevailing winds at the time of 
egress. The estImated eqUIpment costs would total to approximately $1,2.00,000 WIth 
$500,000 attrIbutable to the paIrs of mules and the remainder to the mobile mast. 
The time required to deSIgn and manufacture the eqUIpment would parallel the fabrIcatIon 
phase of the FRV. 
~. Mooring Out 
If all flights of the FRV are restricted to the area adjacent to the erection hangar, the 
FRV can be assumed to return to this base at the termmation of a flight and the mobIle 
mast can be used for moorIng out. 
If, however, flights to more distant sites are anticIpated, then a transportable stick mast 
'.IIould be needed. This mast could be erected at a SUItably flat, clear location and the FRV 
could be adequately secured by the bow. 
The estImated cost of a stick mast is $100,000. 
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SECTION XI - SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A preliminary design study of a hybrid airship for flight research was undertaken to deter-
mine the best combination of four small helicopters and an aerostat. TIllS vehicle desIgn 
was subsequently subjected to analys15 and redesign. 
Several candidate helicopters and envelope sizes were identified and various combinations 
of equIment were examined. A baseline configuration employing OH-6A helicopters and a 
GZZO envelope was developed to establish basIc geometrIc relationships. Other vehicles 
investigated were extensIons of this concept. 
InItial evaluations were based on four issues: overall cost, helicopter adaptability to the 
FRV desIgn, safety, and control power. The best comprom15e was identified as a vehicle 
with four OH-6A rotor systems, four auxiliary propulsion units, a GZZO envelope, and tail 
rotors from the Sea Cobra helicopter for the reversing propellers on the APU's. 
Having selected the basic components, the baseline design was more accurately defined. 
The GZZO envelope was retained and hence, its dlmensional properties were not altered. An 
additional external suspension system was provided to supplement the eX15ting internal and 
external systems. The mterconnecting structure incorporates a modular design to permit 
repositionIng of the propulsion unItS. 
As indicated earlier, the main rotor system 15 the OH-6A while the APU system is 
compr15ed of four Allison T250-CZOB modified engines and tail rotors from the AH-1T. 
Estimated maximum thrusts are 2600 pounds and 1400 pounds per unIt respectively, with 
the latter being capable of full reversal. 
The mass properties of the FRV were developed and 1ndicate a vehicle empty weight of 
14,426.5 pounds. Maximum useful load 1S estimated to be 8665.7 pounds with a total cargo 
capabiltty of 5074.3 pounds. Buoyancy ratios in the range 0.53 to 0.68 are achievable. 
The interconnecting structure was designed based on lift and landing loading conditions. A 
framework of 4130 steel tubing was developed with a total of 186 members. 
The envelope and suspensIon system analysis incorporated a study of the effects of in-
fhght gust loads. Results indicate that while a GZ20 envelope can be utilized for the FRV, 
an mcrease in envelope operating pressure would be necessary. Though this requlrement 15 
withm the safe operating range of the envelope, It will reduce envelope life. At this point, 
a minimum of two years operation is predIcted. 
Several structural dynamic problems were identified as potential areas of concern for a 
hybrid airship. These would require appropriate investigation during a detailed design 
phase. 
The control system concept for the FRV was defined. In cruise flight, the conventional 
a1rship controls are retained mintmizing hardware changes. In hover, however, these 
controls are locked in the neutral pOSition and controls similar to helicopter components 
are engaged. 
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The performance characterishcs of the FRV in typical flight conditions corresponding to 
hover, climb, and foreward flight were eshmated. 
The extent of stability and control augmentatIon desirable 15 dependent on the inherent 
stability character15tics of the FRV configuration. Stability was evaluated in typical flight 
conditions of hover and cruise. The effects of carrying a sling load on the vehicle dynamics 
were predicted by using a linear, state-variable model of the coupled system. A piloted 
flight sImulation of the FRV was utIlized to investigate typIcal operational conditions that 
could lead to vehicle instability. 
Due to the rather nebulous state of the FRV handling qualities crIterIa, control require-
ments for the vehIcle were interpreted in terms of specIfic tasks. These included: the 
abIlity to maneuver from hover, stationkeepmg abIlity, the abIlIty to accelerate into a 
headwmd or crosswind, and the ability to counter wind disturbances while hovering over a 
pomt on the ground. FaIlure modes were also addressed. 
In terms of a cost and development schedule, an estImated expenditure of $11,425,800 over 
a SIx-year period IS envIsioned. This cost would include all engineermg deSIgn, fabrIcation 
and testmg. An additIonal spares mventory requirement of $243,000 is also IdentIfied. Note 
that these estimates reflect the assumed availabIlity of the helicopter and APU systems as 
GFE. 
Since the overall results of this study, particularly in terms of performance and control, 
tend to support the viabIlity of thIS confIguration as a manned flIght research vehIcle, the 
followmg tasks are recommended for contmued vehIcle development. These elements 
would be consIdered part of the detalled deSign InvestigatIon: 
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• Wind tunnel model tests to accurately define the aerodynamIc coeffiCIents 
and derIvatives (statIC and dynamIC) of the vehIcle. These tests should also 
show mterference effects due to the rotor and propulSIon umt m order to 
provide direction for continued IteratIon of the deSIgn in terms of rotor and 
propeller placement WIth respect to each other and the hull. 
• Validation of GAC's finite element model through experImentation 
• Development of a structural model incorporatmg a SIngle outriger and pro-
pulSIon system in order to assess structional dynamICS conSIderatIons 
• DeSIgn, fabrIcatIon, and lab testmg of the flight controls system 
• Enhancement of the real-time pIloted SImulation 
.. 
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APPENDIX C 
OH-6A WEIGHT ESTIMATE 
C-l 
C-2 
Weight Estimate of OH-6A Helicopter Pod 
For Flight Research Airslup 
Item OH-SA 
Helicopter and pod weight empty 1232.4 
Rotor group-mam (173.7) 
mam rotor blades 108.6 
hub and lunge SO.7 
pItch housmg and retension 14.4 
Tml group (23.0) 
blades 4.0 
hub 2.7 
horizontal stabIlizer 9.2 
upper vertical stabilizer S.7 
lower vertIcal stabilizer 1.4 
Body group (249.7) 
basic structure, lower 87.7 
aft upper section 28.7 
rotor support 21. 0 
transItion structure lS.3 
tmlboom 13.4 
wmdslueld 19.3 . 
wmdows, upper 2.7 
secondary structure 61. 6 
Alighting gear group (66.6) 
slads 18.4 
abrasion shoes 3.2 
drag struts 4.3 
SIde struts 19.7 
dampers 6.4 
fittmgs 7.8 
fmrlngs 4.4 
fasteners 1.4 
tml slad 1.0 
Flight controls group (6S.0) 
pIlot's cyclic suck assy 2.6 
copilot's cyclic suck assy 2.6 
connectin g mem bers 3.3 
supports 2.8 
trim control 4.4 
pIlot's collective stIck assy 1.4 
copilot's collective stick assy 1.7 
connecting members 1.9 
pilot's t/r pedals 2.1 
copilot's t/r pedals 2.1 
connecting members 1.6 
supports 2.9 
POD 
(976.8) 
(173.7) 
108.6 
SO.7 
14.4 
(-) 
-
-
-
-
-
(236.3) 
87.7 
28.7 , 
21. 0 
lS.3 
-
19.3 
2.7 
61.6 
(-) 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
(6S.0) 
2.6 
2.6 
3.3 
2.8 
4.4 
1.4 
1.7 : 
1.9 
2.1 
2.1 
1.6 
2.9 
Item 
Flight controls group (cont) 
friction adjust 
load damper 
supports and brackets 
fasteners 
long'ltudinal non-rotating controls 
lateral non-rotating controls 
directlonal non-rotatlng controls 
collectlve non-rotating controls 
rotating controls 
Nacelle group 
engine mount and fittings 
firewall blanket and seals. 
Propulsion group 
engine install 
mr inductIon system 
exhaust system 
coohng system 
lubncating system 
fuel system 
eng'lne controls 
starting system 
drive system 
Instruments and navigatIon group 
indlcators 
transmitters and amplifiers 
instruments 
power system 
Electrical group 
d.c. system 
Electronics group 
G . F • E. • electronics 
C. F .E.. electrorucs 
Armament group 
gun system circmtry and supports 
armor installation 
Furrushings and equipment group 
crew accommodations 
passenger accommodations 
mlscellaneous 
Air conditioning group 
vent system 
heating system 
OH-6A 
.7 
1.4 
1.2 
3.0 
4.4 
4.1 
6.9 
3.7 
10.2 
(8.2) 
2.4 
5~8 
(347.8) 
145.8 
11.3 
9.1 
1.6 
19.9 
36.9 
7.9 
1.9 
113.4 
(31.3) 
14.5 
4.1 
10.1 
2.6 
(72.8) 
72.8 
( 114.1) 
71. 4 
42.7 
(12.3) 
4.5 
7.8 
(58.5) 
15.9 
8.3 
34.3 
(9.4) 
.8 
7.9 
POD 
.7 
'1.4 
1.2 
3.0 
4.4 
4.1 
6.9 
3.7 
10.2 
(8.2) 
2.4 
5.8 
(347.8) 
145.8 
11. 3 
9.1 
1.6 
19.9 
36.9 
7.9 
1.9 
113.4 
(31. 3) 
14.5 
4.1 
10.1 
2.6 
(72.8) 
72.8 
(-) 
(4.5) 
4.5 
(-) 
(9.4) 
.8 
7.9 
C-3 
Item OH-6A POD 
Air conditioning group (cant) 
controls .7 
.7 
Attaching structure - (27.8) 
C-4 
APPENDIX D 
INTERCONNECTING STRUCTURE 
MEMBER LOADINGS AND SIZES 
D-l 
UltImate aXIal Combmed Selected CrItIcal 
Member No. Length Load (lb) bend10g moment size load1Og Stress 
(see FIg. 5-1) (1Oches) LIft/Land (1O-lb) (10. x m.) condItion (pSI) 
1 56.2 -5140./5006. 13290. /11517. 3 x 058 buckhng 43947 
2 91.3 -5805. /5146. 19707. /17535. 3 x 058 combmed 61777 
3 77.7 11667. /-10835. 36862./34322. 4 x .065 combmed 61907 
4 219.2 -563:>. /5301. 9000. /8381. 4 x .065 buckhng 18583 
5 145.5 -4056./3815. 33168./31210. 3-3/1 x 065 combmed 54066 
6 196. 10347. /-9734. 36833./34644. 4 x .065 combmed 60226 
7 146. 1062. /- 3081. 1026. /3453. 2-3/8 x .049 buckhng 25530 
8 97. -2713./1118. 251./820. 2 x .049 buckhng 10789 
9 69. -2708. /2048. 78. /180. 2 x .049 buckhng 9563 
10 146. 2081. /- 968. 4317./3982. 2 x .049 buckling 37119 
11 113.6 1166. /1089. 10625. /10128. 2-3/8 x 049 combined 55339 
12 73. 2242. /-1979. 3400./2921. 1-1/2 x .049 buckling 53348 
13 69. 3188./-639. 319./247. 1-1/2 x .049 buckling 18334 
14 97. 1736/1222. 73./50. 1-1/2 x .049 comb. (sym.) 8701 
15 77. 1002./1337. 111./272. 1-1/2 x .049 comb. (sym.) 9450 
16 111. -1112./1822. 1030./2907 1-1/2 x 049 buckling 45188 
17 116.2 -2648. /-416. 453./1845. 2 x 049 buckhng 14287 
18 87. 604./-97. 170./1150. 1 x 049 combmed 35302 
19 94.5 -955. /134. 69./265. 1-1/2 x 049 buckling 
20 77.8 317./-103. 300./1101. 1 x .049 secondary 33866 
21 36.1 -429./336. 187. /179. 1 x .049 mInImUm 8563 
22 64.6 -401./-605. 63. /249. 1 x .049 buckhng 11633 
23 64.6 844./987. 178./241. 1 x .049 secondary 14001 
24 36.1 -420./-1036. 230./295. 1 x .049 minimum 15962 
•• 
," .. 
Ultimate axial Combined Selected Critical 
Member No. Length Load (lb) bending moment size loading Stress (see Fig. 5-1) (inches) Lift/Land (in-Ib) (in. x in.) condition (psi) 
25 52.4 1157./1198. 167./162. 1 x .049 minimum 12933 
26 75.0 -1596./-2216. 634./315. 1-1/2 x .049 buckling 15221 
27 87.0 1244./1781. 1316./1620. 1 x .049 secondary 60960 
28 113.6 -2421./-1131. 3752./3493. 2 x .049 buckling 34300 
29 70. -2715./4571. 312./3453 1-1/2 x .049 buckling 64448 
30 151. 9 -1715./2059. 1270./3526. 2 x .049 buckling 31514 
31 60.4 -1311./2814. 348./1889. 1-1/4 x .049 buckling 50594 
32 114.1 -2045./5039. 2310./8266 2 x .049 buckling 74584 
33 60.1 4./-15. 709./1703. 1 x .049 minimum 51398 
34 91. 5 -3386./2369. 1872./1462. 2 x .049 buckling 25066 
35 69.3 -1609./3307. 273./349. 1-1/4 x .049 buckling 24421 
36 126.7 -1335./54. 851./813. 2 x .049 buckling 10397 
37 60.6 -3378./3751. 1405./1140. 1-1/2 x .049 buckling 33019 
38 126.2 -1973./25. 2333./2380. 2 x .049 buckling 22885 
39 64.3 3992./-4324. 4442./4228. 2 x .049 buckling 44356 
40 71.3 6245./-4475. 5755./5255. 2 x .049 buckling 61041 
41 69.2 58./37. 170./243. 1 x .049 minimum 13725 
42 119.6 -1419./548. 90./89. 2 x .049 buckling 5355 
43 60 348./144. 154./423. 1 x .049 minimum -
44 124.4 780./-910. 83./112. 1-1/2 x .049 buckling 5500 
45 61. 2 -1./-25. 113./519. 1 x .049 minimum -
46 88.5 8390./-14140. 1078./998. 3-1/4 x .065 buckling 23706 
47 113.1 -261./-522. 396./1222. 1-1/4 x .049 buckling 25707 
48 129.1 168./1497. 870./4381. 1-1/2 x .049 combined 62510 
49 143.5 -536./-1878. 2054./.9936. 2-3/8 x .049 buckling 53950 
. 
UltImate aXIal Combmed Selected CrItical 
Member No. Length Load (lb) bendmg moment sIze loadmg Stress 
(see FIg. 5-1) (mches) Lift/Land (in-Ib) (m. x m.) condItion (pSI) 
50 126.2 -392. /-1755. 1616./4032. 2 x .049 buckhng 34043 
51 114.8 -383. /798. 5647./5377. 2 x .049 combmed 40259 
52 61.5 232. /2. 1871. /1715. 1 x .049 combined 57940 
53 99.3 335./214. 372. /573. 1-1/4 x .049 secondary 18721 
54 54.2 -2355. /4161. 336. /773. 1-1/4 x .049 buckhng 33103 
55 108.8 -1084. /1309. 49. /89. 1-1/2 x .049 buckling 6993 
56 84.8 -58. /-133. 8./34. 1 x .049 mimmum -
57 96.8 -528./464. 26./35. 1-1/4 x .049 buckhng -
58 96.8 -647. /371. 18. /19. 1-1/4 x .049 buckhng -
59 49.8 -3148. /2278. 882./667. 1-1/4 x .049 buckling 33542 
60 137.2 119. /-598. 203./177. 1-1/2 x .049 buckhng -
61 103.5 4582. /-3521. 771. /879. 2 x .049 buckling 17872 
62 109.0 3456. /-3820. 266./66. 2-3/8 x .049 buckhng 10958 
63 133.0 -155. /1741. 31./173. 1-1/4 x .049 secondary -
64 103.5 582. /-1134. 76. /174. 1-1/2 x .049 buckhng 7293 
65 103.5 -369. /-731. 62./168. 1-1/4 x .049 buckhng -
66 103.5 343. /-421. 163./192. 1-1/4 x 049 buckhng -
67 103.5 788. /160. 207. /165. 1-1/4 x 049 secondary -
68 90.0 45./687. 301./430. 1 x .049 secondary 17656 
69 137.2 268. /-52. 746./483. 1-1/4 x .049 secondary 15419 
70 90.0 -1260./3835. 480. /779. 1-1/2 x .049 buckhng 27090 
71 141.4 594./-2842 566./849. 2-3/8 x .049 buckhng 12101 
72 90.2 -45./944. 562./830. 1 x .049 mmimum 31436 
73 139.8 313. /-793. 20. /73. 1-1/2 x .049 buckhng -
74 56.5 94./3425. 280./285. 1 x .049 mmlmum 31979 
1 
•• 
" 
t:1 
I 
(11 
Moment No. 
(see Fig. 5-1) 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
Length 
(inches) 
90.9 
50.2 
116.3 
49.5 
113.2 
59.3 
98.4 
53.6 
108.7 
54.2 
101. 8 
53.3 
105.2 
53.6 
80.1 
133.8 
82.1 
106.5 
88.9 
80.0 
155.3 
106.5 
88.8 
88.8 
88.8 
Ultimate axial Combined 
Load (lb) bending moment 
Lift/Land (in-Ib) 
914./1405. 129./69. 
268./2946. 369./349. 
316./474. 81./113. 
-379./2000. 281./215. 
166. /194. 64./30. 
305./847. 103. /128. 
596./-1089. 37. /13. 
1646./-903. 71./133. 
453./406. 47./31. 
2796./-563. 210./52. 
628./-611. 41./28. 
2259./-427. 61. /159. 
814./-110. 33./26. 
2959./-1257. 153./90. 
4879./-3464. 142./149. 
-2542./548. 409./604. 
64./-1362. 101./111. 
-525./674. 873./797. 
3260./-5339 917./1132. 
3131./-5238. 1030./1420. 
-1678./2453. 28./72. 
483./-120. 71./94. 
-112./291. 24./34. 
-92./-436. 33./24. 
-18./677. 41./67. 
Selected Critical 
size loading Stress 
(in. x in.) condition (psi) 
1 x .049 minimum -
1 x .049 minimum 30635 
1-1/4 x 049 com b . (sym • ) -
1 x 049 minimum -
1-1/4 x 049 secondary -
1 x 049 minimum -
1-1/2 x .049 buckling 7604 
1 x .049 buckling -
1-1/4 x 049 comb. (sym.) -
1 x .049 buckling 25424 
1-1/4 x .049 buckling -
1 x .049 minimum -
1-1/4 x 049 secondary -
, 
1 x .049 buckling 24820 
2 x .049 buckling -
2-3/8 x .049 buckling -
1-1/2 x .049 buckling 7511 
1-1/4 x .049 buckling 19188 
2-3/8 x .049 buckling 20458 
2 x .049 buckling 27373 
2-3/8 x .049 buckling -
1-1/4 x .049 secondary 
1 x .049 secondary 
1 x .049 buckling 
1 x .049 secondary 
UltImate aXIal Combmed Selected CrItIcal 
Moment No. Length Load (lb) bendmg moment size loading Stress 
(see FIg. 5-1) (mches) Lift /Land (m.,lb) (m. X m.) condItIon (psi) 
100 88.8 -222./-867. 13./10. 1-1/4 X .049 buckhng 
101 94 1660. /-867. 30. /58. 1-1/4 X .049 buckhng 
102 88.8 -1550./1756. 65./33. 1-1/2 X .049 bucklIng 
103 88.8 -148./549. 85./58. 1 X .049 secondary 
104 88.8 596./-468. 222. /514. 1 x .049 buckhng 18679 
105 38.8 -1122./1864. 320./444. 1 x .049 buckhng 26106 
106 101. 7 795. /-1010. 59./92. 1-1/2 x .049 bucklIng 
107 94.0 191. /96. 76./103. 1-1/4 x .049 secondary 
108 129.3 -38./298. 19./32. 1-1/4 x .049 secondary 
109 94.0 -587. /774. 34./12. 1-1/4 x .049 buckhng 
110 129.3 1044. /-1173. 168./151. 2 x .049 buckhng 
111 94.0 159./123. 60. /75. 1 x .049 secondary vert 
memb. 
112 129.3 251./405. 478./531. 1-1/4 x .049 secondary 
113 98.5 -261. /807. 59. /76. 1-1/4 x .049 secondary 
114 93.3 200. /-66. 35./59. 1-1/4 x .049 secondary 
115 137.6 162./546. 14. /18. 1-1/4 x .049 secondary 
116 87.1 114./170. 42./9. 1 x .049 secondary 
117 109.6 -12. /51. 28. /23. 1-1/4 x .049 secondary 
118 115.1 1151. /773. 35./8. 1-1/4 x 049 secondary 
119 85.6 1202./254. 71./38. 1 x .049 secondary 
120 109.7 -1170./-1385. 67./55. 2 x .049 buckling 
121 82.7 3367./-1525. 93./89. 1-1/2 x .049 buckling 
122 113.0 1861./-2745. 318./173. 2 x .049 buckhng 
123 107.3 2617./-1480. 45./49. 2 x .049 buckhng 
,I •• 
Ultimate axial Combined Selected Critical 
Moment No. Length Load (lb) bending moment size loading Stress (see Fig. 5-1) (inches) Lift/Land (in-lb) (in. x in.) condition (psi) 
124 84.3 71./-1371. 45./29. 1-1/2 x .049 buckling 
125 135.8 1144./-2290. 304./385. 2-3/8 x .049 buckling 
126 90.7 2029./-3230. 417./379. 2 x .049 buckling 
127 82.0 2294./-3634. 547./543. 2 x .049 buckling 15898 
128 109.1 -45./-428. 43./51. 1-1/4 x .049 buckling 
129 72.0 190. /189. 73./66. 1 x .049 minimum 
130 147.0 175./-256. 8./8. 1-1/2 x .049 secondary 
131 147.0 288./353. 12./9. 1-1/2 x .049 secondary 
132 72.0 198. /178. 85./27. <- I x .049 minimum 
133 147.0 -1477. /1010. 53./65. 2 x .049 buckling 
134 147.0 -857. /1361. 41./21. 2 x .049 buckling 
135 163.7 -383./578. 15./9. 1-1/2 x .049 buckling 
136 72.0 54. /139. 41./31. 1 x .049 mimmum 
137 163.7 -428./-455. 84./113. 1-1/2 x .049 buckling 3476 
138 48.9 -89./342. 20./47. 1 x .049 minimum -
139 87.0 -1./1. 45./40. 1 x .049 minimum -
140 42.0 4132./-6560. 256./457. 1-1/2 x .049 buckling 35186 
141 129.0 -10./142. 9. /14. 1-1/4 x .049 secondary -
142 42.0 186./489. 20. /15. 1 x .049 minimum -
143 152.9 39./-40. 11./16. 1-1/2 x .049 secondary -
144 42.0 1093./-242. 56. /18. 1 x .049 minimum -
145 83.4 -1./1. 44./22 1 x .049 minimum -
146 42.0 4692./-3505. 66./39. 1-1/4 x 049 buckling 28063 
147 83.4 -1./0. 22./24. 1 x .049 minimum -
148 42.0 3203./-3863 0./0. 2 x .049 buckling base on 
t = 84"! 
t:I 
I 
00 Moment No. 
(see FIg. 5-1) 
149 
150 
151 
152 
153 
154 
155 
156 
157 
158 
159 
160 
161 
162 
163 
164 
165 
166 
167 
168 
169 
170 
171 
172 
173 
Length 
(mches) 
152.9 
152.9 
126.3 
93.4 
97.4 
86.7 
145.9 
82.2 
116.8 
80.2 
122.4 
80.9 
120.9 
85.8 
122.3 
124.8 
108.2 
53.0 
88.6 
128.6 
56.2 
91. 3 
77.7 
56.2 
91.4 
. , 
Ultimate axial Combined 
Load (Ib) bending moment 
LIft/Land (m-lb) 
-7./12. 19./33. 
-2./1. 28./20. 
674./-12. 17./13. 
-128./-246. 72. /154. 
-736./908. 125./64. 
-1172./1100. 182./215. 
-474./642. 52./137. 
-3285./1300. 132./231. 
-756./267. 106./98. 
-1062./953. 48./90. 
-624./1151. 146./106. 
-1223./575. 125./111. 
-1237./2154. 187. /192. 
3969. /-4302. 352. /266. 
-643./59. 462./630. 
2808./-1697. 250./733. 
2043./-1698. 2259./3035. 
881./1689. 2889./10969 
-1234./-2782. 2614./3701 
-1241./3417. 2264./3548. 
-5401./5337. 3538./5586. 
-7113./5884. 6819./18348 
12182./-11613. 6161./9877. 
-4303./5457. 7894./22787. 
-7134./4839. 16107./48381. 
Selected CrItical , 
SIze loadmg Stress 
(10. x 10.) condItIon (psi) 
1-1/2 x .049 secondary -
1-1/2 x 049 secondary -
1-1/4 x 049 secondary -
1 x 049 buckhng -
1-1/4 x .049 buckhng 6321 
1-1/4 x .049 buckhng 9975 
1-1/2 x .049 buckhng 3867 
2 x .049 buckhng 11862 
1-1/2 x .049 buckhng 4734 
1-1/4 x .049 buckhng 6840 
1-1/4 x .049 buckhng 6109 
1-1/4 x .049 buckling 8955 
1-1/4 x .049 buckhng 15245 
2 x .049 buckhng 15678 
1-1/2 x .049 buckhng -
2 x .049 buckhng 12722 
2 x .049 buckhng 26878 
2-3/8 x .049 combined 58486 
2 x .049 buckhng 35145 
2 x .049 buckling 36190 
2 x .049 buckhng comb 
56835 
3-1/4 x .065 combined 45179 
3 x .058 buckling 53464 
3-1/4 x 065 combmed 53264 
4-1/2 x .065 combined 54223 
•• 
t:J 
I 
to 
Moment No. 
(see Fig. 5-1) 
174 
175 
176 
177 
178 
179 
180 
181 
182 
183 
184 
185 
186 
Length 
(mches) 
77.7 
48.7 
38.7 
37.0 
97.3 
77.5 
74.0 
54.9 
116.9 
75.0 
148.2 
17.0 
17.0 
Ultimate axial 
Load (lb) 
Lift/Land 
9223./-14506. 
784./-728. 
185./-76. 
-578./530. 
1315./1140. 
-1090./-453 
-2081./-1251. 
1309./158. 
-548./-1898. 
831./-568. 
2873./3989. 
0./0. 
0./0. 
Combined Selected Critical 
bending moment size loading Stress 
(lO-Ib) (in. x in.) conditIon (psi) 
6705./13294. 3 x .058 buckling 48483 
4290./5535. 2 x .049 combined 41131 
10760./4847. 2-3/8 x .049 combined 53262 
5926./3889. 2 x .049 combined 43365 
1950./11229. 2-3/8 x .049 combined 58228 
4345./6060. 2 x 049 combined 43886 
1826./1851. 1-1/2 x .049 buckling 32576 
8213./7420. 2 x 049 combined 61793 
3794./4224. 2 x .049 buckling 35859 
1365./11256. 2-3/8 x .049 combined 56763 
1360./3505. 2 x .049 combined 37794 
74161./69766 5 x .065 combined 60421 
74161./69766. 5 x .065 combined 60421 
APPENDIX E 
PILOTED HYBRID AIRSHIP FLIGHT SIMULA nON 
E-l 
FUGHT SIMULATION 
1. GENERAL 
The real-time hybrid airship flight simulation existing at Goodyear Aerospace was adapted 
to determine the flight research vehicle control and maneuverability characteristics on a 
preliminary basis. A brief description of the simulating hardware, mathematical model, 
and control system used in this application are given below. 
2.. SIMULATION HARDWARE 
The simulation was set up on a hybrid system consisting of a Sigma 9 digital computer, an 
EAI 7800 analog computer, and the interface equipment. Figure E-l shows the complete 
simulation set up including pilot controls, visual display, flight instruments, and analog 
computer. 
The bulk of the computation was done on the digital computer. The analog computer was 
used to set up autopilots, pilot inputs, instrumentation and display circuitry. it also pro-
vided the means to record 16 real-time variables on the strip chart recorders (not shown in 
the figure). 
The visual display consisted of a top view (Figure E-2.) which gave the pilot cues on hori-
zontal plane motion of the vehicle. Each grid in the display represents a square with 100-
foot side dimension. An X-Y plotter was also used in hovering tasks to give the pilot visual 
cues which were accurate to a foot. 
Motion of the vehicle, with or without a sling load, in the longitudinal and lateral vertical 
planes was displayed as combined elevation. The roll attitude of the vehicle was displayed 
as a change in inclination of a horizontal line aligned with the vehicle horizontal plane. 
The flight instruments used (Figure E-2.) were: airspeed indicator, turn indicator, angle-of-
attack and sideslip angle indicators, vertical speed indicator (not shown in figure) and digi-
tal read-out of any desired variable, on the analog panel. 
In addition, the strip chart recorders were located adjacent to the visual display for easy 
reference and 16 real-time variables were recorded on these charts. A particular selection 
of input and output variables recorded depended on the task to be executed. 
3. MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
Six degree-of-freedom motion of the vehicle was simulated by using general non-linear 
motion equations of the FRV represented as a rigid body. The external forces and 
moments acting on the vehicle due to gravity, buoyancy, aerodynamics, and control inputs 
were represented in the simulation. 
~. Aerodynamics Representation 
The static aerodynamic characteristics of the airship support frame described previously in 
Section IV were used to represent the lateral/directional aerodynamics of the vehicle. 
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As a first approximation, the normal force and pitching moment characteristics of the 
vehicle were assumed to be equal to its side force and yawing moment character1stics, 
respectively. The axial force on the vehicle due to the envelope as well as support frame 
has also been included as discussed previously. The damplng moments due to pitchlng and 
yawing of the airsh1p component were estimated from the corresponding derivatIve data. 
(See Table 8-3.) 
Similarly, acceleration dependent aerodynamic forces and moments of the airship compo-
nent are lncluded In terms of the1r derivatIves. (See Table 8-5.) 
Basically, the helicopter rotor is represented by a thrust vector which can be tilted m pitch 
and roll. The magnitude of the thrust is assumed to be linearly proportioned to collective 
p1tch mput. 
Longitudinal and lateral cyclic pitch inputs were limited to four degrees each on a steady-
state basis. This would perm1t the life of the main rotor strap pack to approximate 3333 
fhght hours. The cyclic pitch inputs were assumed to tilt the rotor thrust vectors through 
the corresponding angles in pitch and roll, instantaneously. 
Stabihty derivatives of the quad-helicopter configuration, described earlier, are used to 
represent pitch and roll damping moments contribut1on from the helicopters in the 
correspondmg flight conditIon. Aerodynamics of the hehcopter fuselages are incorporated 
in the overall airship support frame aerodynam1cs • 
.£. Auxiliar..r.-Thruster Model 
Each of the four auxihary propulsion umts are modeled as pure force generators w1th 100 
percent reversible thrust capability. The collective p1tch input to each umt 1S assumed to 
be linearly proportional to the thrust generated by it. 
~. Payload Model 
The payload was modeled as a single umt which is held snugly to the bottom of the airship 
envelope, behind the car. Consequently, shng load dynamics was not included in th1S appli-
cat1on. 
Aerodynam1c drag of the payload can be represented in this simulation, gIVen appropriate 
data. However, in the present case, the payload was treated as a concentrated mass, for 
slmphcity. 
4. CONTROL SYSTEM 
The control system represented in the simulation consists of control system logic, autopilot 
and closed loop systems, and pilot controls. The simulation was set up so that 1t could be run 
purely open loop through the individual control mputs or via the pdot controls and autopilot 
systems. 
No specif1c studies were conducted with pilots in the control loop. However, vehicle re-
sponse to pilot control inputs was determmed. 
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!. Control System Logic 
Concepts for controlling the vehicle during hover and forward flight have been previously 
discussed. In the simulation, a baseline control logic (Figures E-3 to E-5) was used to fly 
the vehicle. In this logic it has been assumed that the helicopters on the hmges (roll only) 
would provide thrust vectors capable of a 12 degree tilt in roll and a 4 degree tilt in pitch 
with respect to a reference frame on the outrigger structure. 
The control authority of pitch and roll command inputs is limited to +10 percent over the 
corresponding trim value of the collective pitch of individual rotors. -However, provisions 
have been made to change these authority lImits via the authority parameters A and B for 
pitch and roll, respectively. (See Figure E-5). 
~. Autopilots 
Several autopilots were designed and used during Simulation of the FRV to exam me vehicle 
control characteristiCS and maneuverability. They included X and Y autopilots to mamtain 
position over ground (Figure E-6), altitude autopilot (Figure E-5), heading autopilot (Figure 
E-4), pitch attitude autopilot (Figure E-5), and roll attitude autopilot (Figure E-5). The 
autopilots were set up on the analog computer because of the convenience of connecting 
and disconnecting them durmg Simulation. 
These autopilots conSISted of proportional and rate feedback only. Consequently, in some 
cases, constant errors were observed, during the simulation. 
c. Pilot Controls 
Pilot controls (Figure E-2) consisted of an airplane stick which was used for longitudinal 
stick and lateral stick inputs. It was Similar m function to the cyclic stick of a 
conventional helicopter. A lever attached to a potentiometer was used as the collective 
shck. Pitch, roll, and yaw command controls were potentiometers with calibrated dials. 
They were located behind the longitudinal/lateral stick on the same panel. 
These control inputs supplied proportional voltages to the analog computer which were 
amplified and then converted to digital signals by the A-D converter. 
Durmg the piloted simulation in the unaugmented mode, the rate feedbacks in pitch, roll, 
and yaw were disconnected to give the pilot direct access to control moments in these axes 
in an open loop fashion. 
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FRV CLOSED LOOP RESPONSE 
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